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Face Oil with "The GreatOne"

Greatness isn't awarded, it's earned.

Wayne Gretzky has spent thousands

of hours on the ice, practicing his

skating, passing, and shooting skills.

He's earned his reputation as the dominant
force in professional ice hockey today.

At Bethesda Softworks, we've spent countless

hours developing WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY.
We've captured the strategy, the game play and the

hard-hitting action of major league hockey. And we
deliver a dynamic simulation that recreates the action on
the ice and the strategy from the bench. From the

adrenaline rush of a breakaway goal to the tension of

Sudden Death Overtime, it's all here.

WAYNE GRETZKY HOCKEY.
You'll discover that we've earned our reputation too.

DdrOU/i jUrLlUU1\J Creators ofGRIDIRON*, the award-WBMiimJiatbaltSimulation.

I5235 Shady Grove Road, Suite 100, Rockville, MD 20850 USA (301) 926-8300.

Visit your retailer or call (800) 432-1 988 for Visa and MasterCard orders. To purchase by mail, send credit card number and expiration date,

check or money order for $49.95 + S3.00 shipping to: Bethesda Softworks, P.O. Box 7877, Gaithersburg, MD 20898. Allow two weeks for delivery,

circle 57 on Reader Service card ' 1 988 Bethesda Sdftworks. All Rights Reserved. Amiga is a trademark of Commodore-Amiga, Inc.



CALAMUS

OUTLINE ART is a vector- oriented,

graphic generation tool. Multiply your

creativity through the many functions

which you wifl find in this program.

OUTLINE ART supplements the

CALAMUS DTP system with a great

number of new functions and effects.

A extract from the extensive list of

functions include:

A user interface, quite similar to

that of CALAMUS.

Complete Vector Graphics

Editor for lines, Bezier curves,

control paths etc..

Capabilities to generate

freely-definable raster areas.

Creation of rayed objects, ie;

from a font to a central point.

Nearly unlimited possibilities for

the manipulation of text,

characters and text attributes

such as:

rastered, transparent,

outlined, rotated, stretched,

compressed and cursive

styles...

circular text and text along a

freely-defined vector path...

projection of raster areas

and text on vector outlines...

conversion of text into vector

objects...

kerning functions...

Functions can be freely

combined and applied to all

CALAMUS fonts.

i^r/A/TERNKJm
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Integrated, fully programable

calculator with a pre-defined and
extendible library of

transformations such as:

shift, rotate, mirror, enlarge/

shrink, project onto a sphere

{globe, cylinder, cone), etc..

An intelligent clipboard and

copy functions, allowing the

automatic generation of

transformation sequences.

loading and saving in .CVG
format (CALAMUS Vector

Graphic), making possible

the integration into and

optimal printing through

CALAMUS on all supported

output devices in all

resolutions.

In addition, we

convert CVG to

EPS file format.

Note : DynaCADD, our complete 2D
and true 3D Computer Aided Design

and Drafting Package, allows the

importation of Calamus Vector

Graphic format, (CVG). Which can

then be output through all output

options supported by DynaCADD, ie:

CAMM-1, Plotters etc,... An excellent

solution for the Sign Making Industry.

Calamus Outline Art

has a suggested retail

price of US $289.94.

For more information or to place

your order, contact your local

Atari Dealer or contact us

directly at: ISD Marketing, Inc.,

2651 John Street, Unit #3,

Markham, Ontario, Canada,

L3R 2W5, Tel: (416) 479-1880,

Fax: (416) 479- 1882



Increase your

publishing

power.

Migraph

Hand Scanner
Add scanned graphics to all your projects quickly

and easily with the Migraph Hand Scanner.

The Hand Scanner provides a

scanning window over 4" wide with

four scanning resolutions: 100, 200,

and true 300 and 400 dots per inch. It

also offers adjustable contrast, three

dither settings for scanning halftones,

and a special setting for line art.

Build your own library of images.

Logos, photographs, books,

illustrations . . . provide you with an

unlimited supply of art.

Touch-Up," Migraph's high

resolution image editor, lets you scan

and edit your images. Powerful

editing tools include crop, invert,

resize, flip, cut and paste, multiple

zoom levels, a full array of paint tools,

and much more.

When your images are "pixel

perfect", import them into your

favorite ST publishing programs like

Calamus, Fleet Street, PageStream,

and Publisher ST. In addition, several

save formats let you use your images

on the PC and Mac.

The Migraph Hand Scanner and
Touch-Up. Powerful tools for

professional publishing.

See your dealer today for more
details or call us direct. Dealer

inguiries invited.

For all Atari ST and Mega systems with

monochrome or color monitors, 1MB
memory and 3.5" DS disk drive.

>VllGRdPH
200 S. 333rd St., Suite 220 Federal Way, WA 98003 (206) 838-4077 )) 223-3729 (Pacific Standard Time)
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THE ULTIMATE GOLF SIMULATOR

It's professional golf at its best with the game's most aggressive and successful

player, Greg Norman ... a state-of-the-art golf simulation with more realistic i

three-dimensional graphics than you've ever seen before!

Rich in detail, Shark Attack is packed with features not included in lesser

games, including:

• Pre-game Practice, Matchplay, Greensomes, Strokeplay, and Texas Scramble,

all handicapped according to adjustable attributes, with single and team play

options (up to four players).

• A professional caddy who can recommend the club to use for each shot.

On-screen ability to design your own swing, for a game which is more dependent on skill than luck

» Greg Norman's swing digitized for your instruction in the best golfing form.

• Ability to open and close the club face and adjust the loft, totally on-screen, for greater control.

A 3-D perspective, which can be

rotated through 360 degrees

from any point. You can really

walk each hole, and study the lie (•

of each shot just like you would

on a real golf course (one of i

the features that make this a

;

I

simulation, not just a game).

" • Changing wind and weather

I

conditions, to add to the

challenge.

Greg Norman's Shark Attack the first

true golf simulation, produced under

the guidance of the Great White

Shark himself! As on the pro circuit, a_
total concentration, strategy and ifi^m
control are all required to come in ^jf^

"
under par!

_ TE GOLF SIMULATOR

AVAILABILITY:-
Atari ST Shipping 1

MS-DOS Shipping 1

Amiga Shipping 1

Commodore 64 Spring '90 |

©
MELBOURNE

HOUSE
VIRGIN MASTERTRONIC

Melbourne House is a member ol the Virgin Maslertronic Group.



MarkWilliams Raises
CProgramming lbANewLeveL

New source level debugger, csd,

cuts development time

in half!

<fc*
«ar,^

Now, on top of the

world's best C compiler,

Mark Williams brings you

csd, the world's only

source level debugger for

the Atari ST!

With csd, you actually

debug in C. Forget about

trying to find bugs in clunky

assembler and struggling

with long dumps, csd gives

you the interactive advan-

tages of an interpreter plus

the speed of a compiler An
indispensable companion for Mark Williams C.

Reviewers have been raving about the IBM version

of csd for years:

"csd is close to the ideal debugging environment. , . a

definite aid to learning C and an indispensable toolforpro-

gram development"
-William G. Wong, BYTE

"This is a powerful and sophisticated debugger built on

a well-designed, 'serious' compiler."

-Jonathan Sachs, Micro/Systemsfournal

FEATURES
Mark Williams C For the. Atari SJ

* New! Resource Editor includes compiler/

decompiler tor direct access to

resource text

* New! Peephole optimization-taster com-
pile times and faster code

• Full access to AES/VDI libraries

wi th cam p lete docum e ntation

and examples

• Source and object code fur RAM
disk cuts compile time in half

• Integrated edit/compile cycle:

editor automatically points to

errors.

• MicroEMACS lull-screen editor

with commented source code

• Full K & R plus ANSI extensions

Microshel Cn inn 1 and Prnce .,:" u;.

a powerful UNIX style shell

• Complete symbolic debugger

and assembler

^
• Powerful utilities: make, ^sf 3

n

archiver, egrep, sort,

diff and more

• Over 600 pages of documentation

with more than 100 sample

programs

N ew! csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER :

• Culs development time in hall!

Debug in C source code not

assembler

• Provides separate source, evalua-

tion, program and history windows

• Ability to sel Irace points and

monitor variables

• Can interactively evaluate any C
expression

• Can execute any C function in your

program

• Trace back function

• On-line help screens

MARK WILLIAMS C FOR THE ATARI ST: $179.95

csd C SOURCE DEBUGGER: S69.95
60 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

T

X.

2 -f

W WE'VE UPPED COMPILER
PERFORMANCE, TOO!

C^5a
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AK"1
ST

ST1^ Our new Resource Editor

makes creating window
driven interfaces with icons,

alerts, pull down menus and

dialogue boxes a snap. And its

exclusive compiler/decompiler

lets you directly access

resources, making changes

quick and easy while simplifying project management.

Unparalleled compiler speed, fast, compact code,

complete utilities and outstanding documentation

have made Mark Williams C the preferred compiler

for the Atari ST. Reviewers enthusiastically agree:

"Mark WilliamsCmay be the best implementation ofC
on the Atari ST to date. . . not onlyfor the experienced, profes-

sional developer, but alsofor the weekendprogrammer."

-George Miller, COMPUTE!"SAtari STDisk and Magazine
"... the all-around best choicefor serious software

development on the ST"
-Douglas Weir, Analog Computing

COUNT ON AN UPSTANDING REPUTATION.

Mark Williams has been producing and improving

quality programming tools since 1976. A good reason

why the Mark Williams C compiler is the one chosen by

Atari. And just one more reason you should choose Mark
Williams, too.

SPECIAL UPDATE OFFER AVAILABLE NOW!

If you already own Mark Williams C, a special

update offer is available for version 3.0 and csd by calling

Mark Williams. If not, there's never been a better time

to ask your Atari dealer about Mark Williams C and csd.

Or you can order by calling 1-800-MWC-1700.

I

Mark
Williams
Company

601 North Skokie Highway, Lake Bluff, Illinois 60044
& 1988 Mark Williams Company
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Introducing..

Wordflair™
The integrated document processor

Wordflair provides all of the word processing features you need for

efficient word processing and more. Wordflair lets you combine text,

graphics, calculated regions and data and design your page as you go.

Which means you can create eye-catching documents without having

to switch from program to program. Wordflair combines the following

features in one easy-to-use package:

Imports .IMG and GEM
metafiles. Imports and

exports ASCI! text.

Sophisticated mail-merge.

Simple database functions

included.

Full)! integrated financial

calculator. Creates tables

quickly and easily.
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Object -oriented ward

processing with integrated

page layout tools.

Fast text handling. Create

up to 9 columns. Multiple

headers and footers

supported.

Create simple graphs.

Graph regions can be

dunamicaUu linked to cak

Wordflair works with Atari® 1040 ST™ and MEGA''' 1 computer

systems (minimum 1 meg RAM). Two floppy disks, or one floppy

and hard disk required. Hi-resoiution monochrome monitor

suggested. GDOS printer support; minimum 2.5 meg RAM required

for use with Atari SLM804 (4 meg RAM recommended). $99.95 SRP.

To order, see your Atari dealer or call 415/243-9605.

'«?' Goldleaf Publishing, Inc.

701) Larkspur Lauding Circle

Suite 199

Larkspur. CA 94939

415/381-7717
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DOUBLE-SIDED DISK DILEMMA

The
START disk has now been double-sided for six issues—

enough time to gauge whether or not you like it. Well, we
found out.

The idea of a double-sided START disk has always been

appealing, because we found that we could give double-sided

drive owners more, and do so without leaving

single-sided drive owners behind. Overall costs

to us were minimal, so the price of the maga-

zine wasn't affected. We thought you'd love it.

Then the letters came.

Before the double-sided format, START routine-

ly received "damaged" disks for replacement.

The problems ranged from bad file sectors to a

physically bent disk. The percentage of damage
was significantly low.

With the November issue, however, your

letters began to pour in. Some of you were

delighted, some of you were outraged but too many of you returned

your disk for replacement. This wasn't just one or two isolated cases.

And all of your troubles with the disk were individual and varied, so it

was difficult to pinpoint the problem and resolve it.

One thing, however, was clear: the Heidi-formatted, double-sided

disk was indirect and confusing. Something had to be done.

That Something

This is the last issue that will include the format. This does not mean that

the START is abandoning the double-sided concept. We want to give

you the most we can, but obviously, we need to make it accessible. So,

we're currently (and feverishly) searching for a replacement.

This Month

What exactly is a "word processor" and why do you need one? This

month's cover story answers that question and gives you an idea what to

look for in a good word processor and what's available for the ST.

This issue sees a revival of two columns that deserve reviving:

"European Report" with Don Maple reporting from West Germany, and

"Getting Started," the column designed especially for the ST novice.

On disk is a special bonus: Antic Software's PHA$AR version 3.0. This

is perhaps the most popular home-accounting package ever developed

for the ST. We think you'll appreciate its power to keep your personal

finances organized and on track.

TOM BYRON
START Editor

START The ST Monthly 9



f*SAVE SOME GREEN CELEBRATION^
At SDA you're always "Dublin" your savings because our prices are

"Shamrock" bottom and that's no blarney

We have what you're looking for!

This riveting simulation is

packed w/alf the strategy,

excitement & hard hitting

action of a Gretzky slap-

shot. Dazzling digitized

fights.

WAYNE GRETZKY
HOCKEY SDA
List $49.95 Discount Price $32

ABACUS
Becker Cad
Data Trieve

P.C. Board Designer

..$129

...S33

..$129
..$39

ACCOLADE
Blue Angels Call

Bubble Ghost $22
Heat Wave Boat Racing .

.
Call

Test Drive S25
Third Courier Call

ACT1VISION
Battle Chess $33

ANTIC
Base Two $39
Cyber Print $33
Cyber Paint 2.0 $49
Cyber Sculpt $59
Cyne' Studio $59
Flash S19
GFA Basic w/complier

CINEMAWARE
Defender of me Crown . . . $33
Federation Call

Rocket Ranger $33

T,V. Spots Fool bat I .

CODEHEAD
Codehead Utilities

. .

.

G-Plus

..$59

ARTWORX
..$23

Ceniertold Squares .

Covins Chess X $23
Daily Double Horse Race. $19
Linkword Languages . . . Call

Strip Poker 2

..$14

T :1 '-ir. Attack

World Snooker

AUDIO LIGHT
Music Studio '98

BETHESDA
Wayne Gretzky Hockey .

.

BOX OFFICE
Elvira's Persona! Nitemare

BRITANNICA

HottA
Multi-Desk $19

DATA EAST
Bad Dudes $25
Batman The Movie $25
Drahkan Call

Platoon $25
ftobocop $25
Super Hang-On $29

DATA SOFT
Global Commander $26
Hunt lor Red October $32

DAVIDSON
Math Blaster Plus $25

DIGITEK
Hole in One $19

ELECTRONIC i

Bard's Tale

BaWetwwka

Sex Vixens from Space ... $25 Alien Syndrom $25

ReadySoft Inc. S *Jyfyt%*2
The arr-aHe hit k hiarp \u/ MM 5"ii+n
breathtaking fi ill K™=fm»ni- MB
mannnxk, cruinrl nrthn nnni- MM
nal laser disk name I he HR(
rate or tann is in your Jf^jj

SPACEACE -r» A
^*^ r-''

List $59.95 Discount Price $39 I

SIERRA
Black Cauldroi

O ;;.- cIV Bequest .

.

Gold Rush $25
Hero's Quest S39
Movies nook of Games.. $23
K nefs Quest 1.2.or3.$33Ea.

Balance of Power 1990 .$33

re Suit 1

r3 $39 Ea.

r SF . $33 Ea.

Mother Goose $19
Police Quest 1 or 2 ... $33 Ea.

Space Quest 1. 2 or 3 $33 Ea

SIMON & SCHUSTER
Star Trek Rebel UniV $25

SPECTRUM HOL08YTE
Falcon $33
Counterstrike

(RQFalconl $16

Scrupples

MARK WILLIAMS
C Source Debugger .

. .$25 Fiendish Freddy's Bigtop . S33 Telris

Race over 200MPH on a
narrow track KXTs of feet

high w/all the fwists & turns

of a rollercoaster. Com-
plete w/4 divisions, 8 tracks

& 1 1 drivers!

STUNT TRACK
RACER SDA
List $39.95 Discount Price

INFOCOM
Battlelech ....

INTERSECT

..$199
Maslerplan .

VIP Professinnal $95
LDW
Club Backgammon $23
Power Spreadsheet $95
Vegas Craps $23
Vegas Gambler S23

MEDALIST/MICROPLAY
3D Pool

..$33

..$29

Mystery Adventure $32
3-Pack Includes. Shacow
Gale. Dej a Vu. Uninvited

Out Run $33
Shadowgate $33
Shinobi $32
Space Harrier S33
Supe- Star Ice Hockey ... $33
I m inner Blade $33

Death Bringer $26
Speedball $26
Total Eclipse $26

SPRINGBOARD
Ceiti'icLitc Maker $25
CM. Library Disk 519

la RVF . ..$25
..$23

Red Lightning $39
Star Command $33
Stella' Crusade S35

MELBOURNE HOUSE
Shark;

Earth

SUBLOGIC
Flight Ojrr.ru \1 Call

Flight Sir jlator 2 $33

opeedy Delivery

T^eep Discounts

Astronomical Selecti
t Ifyciucan'tfmdwhalyciu'

Call PRACTICALSOLUTIONS

..$119

PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE
1st Word P.usV3.14 $65
08 Man 5-2 w/compiler

. $189
Degas Elite $39
MicrosoH Write $48.88

Page Stream $129
ST Hos; Adapter $97

Turbo St $33
Universal Item Selector.

. .$14

WordPerfect $143

.
Call

500XJ Joystick $14
Bonus 3 : DSDD. .$11.99 Bx.

Sony 3'
. DSDD . . $13.50 Bx.

Disk Case (Molds 45) .. $6.8B

D,sk Case [Holds 110) ..$8.88
Disk Drive Cleaner 3'/;.. $4.68
Freedom Cordless

Joystick $44
Wico Bat Handle Joystick. $17
Wico Ergoslick Joystick . . $18
GTS 3'.:- or 5'A Drive .... Call

IB Drive Call

DVT Hard Driue

Backup $149
IMG Scan

= 19 Max* Conti

a; Fac ;< ..v

LTV. ^^^9

Send check or money orders lo:

P.O. Box 111327 -Dept. ST
Blawnox, PA 15238

USA/CANADA orders

1-800-225-7638
PA Orders 1-800-223-7784

Customer Service (412) 361-5291

Fax Order Line (412) 361-1545

• Free shipping on orders over $100 in

continental USA.
• No surcharge for VISA/ MasterCard.

Your card is not charged until we ship.

• School purchase orders accepted.

Software

Discounters

America
Order Fine Hours: Mon.-Thurs. 9:00 AM-9:00 PM, Fit 9:00 AM-7:0() PM, Sal. 10:00 AIY1-4:00 PM Eastern Time
'Please Read The Fol'ov.i.'ig Oidci'ig rrjr.-rs 8, Co 'id i' ions C.'iriit.illy Bofnre P.qcnq Y<;.i' Order. Odes with, cas'i ers check or money order shipped ir-.mediately on in-stock items!

Personals Company checks, allow3weeksclearance. NoCO.n's! Shipping Continental US A -Orders under $100add S3; tree shipping on ordersoverSlOO.AK. HI. FPO.APO-add
$5 on all orders Canada S, Pi.i-.rk) Picuiidd ST SO rjn a I oic-e-o. Sorry r-rjothiv in.emat.ijra crce.-s accepted! PA residents add 6% sales tax on the total amount ol order including
shipping charges. CUSTOMEH SERVICE HOURS' Mon.-Fri. 9 AM-5:30 PM Eastern Time. REASONS FOR CALLING CUSTOMER SERVICE—41 2-361 -5291 (1) Status of order or

back order (2) if any merchandise p.nchasc-d w :'"
."i &D day:"-: 'rr:- 1 SU c>< f\ ?. deft! !iv.

.
1 <ii ,1 . .11 'o -n ,11.11 ori/ahon (umber We wil rot process a return w thouta return auth. If!

Defective merchandise will be replaced with the same merchandise only. Other reiurnssiihieci loa "!.>': restocking charge! After 60 days from your purchase date, please refer to the

warranty included with the product purchased 8 return erectly to the rncni.'ao.iner. C.jstorrni sorvico will cot accept col'-:-;-.! calls 01 calls on SD of A's. BOO # order lines! Prices fi

availability are subject 10 change 1 New htlcs are amv.r;; daily 1 Please call for more information.

MODEM OWNERS: You can order on-line from our Atari ST Shop via the CompuServe, and GEnie electronic malls.



Dialog Bin

Hates Heidi Format

I do not like your new [double-sided]

system. I find the instructions to be

excessive and hard to follow. The

reason you give for not using both

sides of a disk in the normal way is

not convincing. I hope for your sakes

I am of a small minority.

David Brandon

Scarborough, Ontario

You are part ofa small minority, but

one that is very important to us. So,

due to the difficultiesyou and others

have encountered with the Heidi

format, we are discontinuing it next

issue. Since many ofour readers

enjoy the double-sided disk, we're

investigating ways to retain it in a

differentformat .

—STARTEditor

Graphics Guides

What books would you suggest on

the following subjects:

1) 3D graphics, shading and raytracing;

2) Programming in GFA BASIC 3.07;

3) Atari Mega internals.

David Poole

Modesto, California

I) In START Special Issue Number

One, Matt Loveless recommends

Procedural Elements for Computer

Graphics by David F. Rogers; Applied

Concepts in Microcomputer Graphics

by Bruce A. Artwick; and Geometric

Modeling by Michael]. Mortenson.

Abacus Software publishes a book

called Atari ST Graphics & Sound .

Also call the Association for Comput-

ing Machinery's Special Interest

Group on Graphics (ACMSIGGRAPH).

Eugene Miya heads the San Fran-

cisco Bay Area chapter, (415) 694-

6453. A university math/computer

science library is another resource.

2) In the March 1989 issue of

START, Contributing Editor David

Plotkin recommends Programming

with GFA BASIC 3.0 fln^Concepts in

Programming. Both are intermediate

level books availablefrom Antic

Software, 1-800-234-7001.

3) Thefolks who best know the

Mega internals workfor Atari. Call

Atari Customer Service representative

Dan McNamee at (408) 745-2000

ext. 2004 and ask what documenta-

tion is available. —START Editor

Small TT-ools

When can we expect a full test

drive of the TT 030/2? I gather most

ST programs will work, but how
about accessories? Mail one of the

gadgets to Dave Small and let him

take it apart and install things and

use blowtorches and jackhammers

on it the way he does so well. Then

let us know how that puppy per-

forms in relation to the ST.

Larry E. Palm

San Francisco, California

Good idea. We'll do it as soon as pos-

sible, which depends upon Atari build-

ing and shipping 7Ts, They are suppos-

edly available to developers (like

Dave Small), but the last person we

talked to has been waiting six weeks

for his machine. —STARTEditor

Ticker Tape Delay

I am writing out of concern for Atari's

market stability. Can you print stock

market reports for the month? You
could compare Atari shares to those

of other leading computer manufac-

turers so we readers will know what

we're up against.

Frankie Seto

Calgary, Alberta

Any stock market quotations we run

would be out of date. Ourproduc-
tion schedule is three months ahead

of the publication date of the maga-

zine. For example, this reply is being

written in thefirst week ofJanuary.

Ifyou 're interested in following Atari

share prices, check the American

Stock Exchange lis! tugs published

daily in the business section of most

major newspapers. —STARTEditor

Let's Hear It For Imogen
Recently, I purchased UltraScript.

When I received the package I found

out (real fast) that there was a bug

that prevented the program from

loading: two bombs and back to the

Desktop. A call to Imager) resulted in

the replacement of the disk via

Federal Express Next Day Air at no

charge. I even received a call the

next day from one of their customer

support technicians (are you reading

this Vicki?) to make sure that it was

working properly and ask if I had

any further questions.

All that I can say is that this is

what makes a first-rate company.

Let's hear it for Imagen.

Mark LaCroix

Barre, Massachusetts

We're always happy to recognize an

outstanding effort. —STARTEditor

I Want My RGB
I have an Atari 520ST computer that I

would like to hook up to an analog

Tandy RGB Color Monitor CM-8. Can

it be done, and if so, where can I get

the necessary cables and connectors?

Bob Kemether

Brick, New Jersey

continued on page 13
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1st STOP Computer Systems
7085 CORPORATE WAY DAYTON, OHIO 45459

tOtiRtn* Sowing ...

S S3" Combo Pack

Aclton ST

An -' > . _

Al - - ; BUielr (A

Air* Beast

Armada.
. 3$

Baal

Ba*ganTon
Baance oi Po«* .

Balance ol Power 1990

Batista

Bangkok Knight

Barbarian II

Bamum ft Baiey Circus

Bat/nan the '-'.- 24

Barle Chess 29

BatieTech
. . 29

Barlehawks 1942 33

Beverly 1Mb Coo .... 29

Back Cauldron 24

Black Cauldron Itnl Rook .. 7

Blood Money 24

Blood W,* 29

Breach 24

CaplanFiH .._ IS

Castle Warrta 29

Canierrod Squares IB

Cha-nbers ol Steoin . 34

Chaos Sc.es aack 24

Cha.iots ol Wrath 29

Chase HO 24

Chess Player 2>W ... 29

Chrcr.rjqoesl 29

ChudueEgg 24

Oil..
Ccmnando. . 24

•Conflict. Europe*
,

29

Cotrupion ._. 22

Crash Garretl „« .24

Dark Castle 19

Dark Fusion . .... 24

Day ot the Pharaoh
. . 29

Dealt Brrjer

. H
Doube Dragon

Doube Dragon II .._ 21

Donmhli Chalenge 21

Dr Dooms Revenge . 29

Oragonforce 33

Dragon NniafjadOudes 26

Dragon Scaoe • 27

Dragon Spil 24

Dragons oi Flame 26

Dream Tcne.
. 24

Cvgerr . 24

Dungeon Master EStot 16

Dungeon Master Hint Book 10

Dirgec" Master Hml iMi . m
Dynamite Dut _ 24

Errjnanuelle (Adult) 24

Etnplifl 32

MMR-1 .

MMR-4 .

MMR-5 .

Disk Drives Priced Right!

.3.5" Economy Drive $169

.3.5" & 5.25" Over/Under $289

.3.5" & 5.25" Side-by-Side $299

F15Stika Eagle 24

Fak;j 29

Ferrari Formula One

Flemish F'eddy . ..

Fist Contact

71

Fight Srrjlator II 29

Forge lien World 24

FJ Count Basketball 24

FuWeWa's 2»

Galaiy Force 24

Gaidrpgcns. Domain 24

Games Galore 24

Games ;Sjr nor ErJoon) . 29

Gale

Gaur:e:

GaunSetll

General Manager

GFLFoooaJi

r

.26

GhostBusters

!

Ghouls i Ghosts 24

Global Commando 26

GogoST 22

GdC ol tie Heakn 25

Gold Rush . . _. 26

Gddrjme'2 24

GtanoPrli Master 24

GunSip

HardOriviT 24

Horiar Combai Sirr.Jator 29

Hawaiian Odyssey _ 22

Heroes ol the lance 26

Heroes ol the La-xaHir-Dex 13

Hits Disk *i _ ...29

HitsDrski? ...29

Hole n One GoKPkjs 19

Hostage 28

Hum lor Rod Oaoba 33

Indiana Jones Adverse Gar.e33

IncSara Last Cursada 33

Interphase 29

Iron Trackers . 24

1SS.. ......29

Jel..... .....29

Joker Poker 29

Journey to the Center ol Earth 27

"Karate ChamponshJD. World* 19

King a Chicago 16

Kings Quests 29

Kings Ouesi 3 Hir: Book 6

KhgsQuesM ,. .,..36

Kings Quest 4 Hint Disk 13

Knight Force 28

Ktit ... .29

Leisure SdtLany2
Lighlfox
Macadam Bumper

Manrunier. New Ye*

MvAuMff San riandscc .

Mau Uanac*.

MeonVM-ei
Nigh: itMiisr .

Norf a Souli

PdicsyjesT? ...36

Populous . 32

Populous fwPicn-sediand 19

Power Drill 29

Tin Tr On ^e Moon 24

Tom i jerry 2 29

Ultima Carts 24

Make 1st STOP Your 1st and

Only Stop.lf you don't see it,

Call, we carry over 1000 Utiles!

Pro Terns Ten

Ptot Plays a New Game
B6

36

UnlcudiabitK. 24

35

28Raffiat ZetoGtavty 19

B33EEBEM
RoboODoTCy 19

Root a» Re* 24

Rocket Raiget

Roller Coaster Rumba
Scape Ghost

Scrabble

Scruples

Sett Vbens ham Space.

Shadowga :e

Space Ouest3

Story So Fat

SWpPoker2

Slip Poker Da 'a Disk (1

Stun: Car Racer

Sunns* Chalenge

Super Hang On

SuperQuntel

CaloJus 29

Ccmouier Guide Soar Sysierr 33

Ded-nal Dungeon 24

Discrete Mar. 29

Ftactroh Aclm 24

KlndeiaT.a 24

Magica '
, > •

Banleyaear, , .19
Magica Math 3 Benrjey Bear 19

Magicai Mytis . .....29

MathWrard 24

Mavs Beacon Teaches Typrrg 33

Memay Master BenleyBear 19

Memory Master 2 Ben ley Beat 19

Misd Up Moher Goose 19

Pte-CartU JS 29

Probably ...29

ReadiF-yTB . . 24

Readerama 29

19

Accourrs.Sl*er20 N
Accc-jrs ST vat 1 42

ArtSFlmSWecor .54
ArlGaikVy M^rt Master]

At1Galleiy2(PiriMas:rjrl .19

An QaSery 5 Fantasy .19

24

Becker Cad _

Cad 3d Ve- 2 (.Cyberaate) ..S3

Calamus Outine .149

Code Head Utiles IB

Copy**i i^tc'esaona! 154

36

. 48Cyber Paint (vet *
53

S3

30

42

.164dBMonS2

DTP >*:m Publisher ST ...79

DynaCaod 399

DynaCaW 7 589

Easy Draw

w/Supe-Charga -03/00

Genetaoon GapiFamly Tteet 32

H son Base Prc'esaonal .94

Laser C

LEW* Power Speadsheet .87
MarkWilansC

, 104

23

°age Sltean 11s

ProspetoC 124

Proton . 124

&9«" .124

Stafc the Market .48

Suoerbase Personal 46

Suoerbase Profeetidftaj 3 C

Touch l* .119

lufboKit, hard drive ...36

Turbo ST 32

UlttaScrDtlon:PS22
.
129

UltraSct pi Font PS 3S 149

UltraSa » S7.5. M 804 129

UBraScripiST-i 134

Universal Iran Selector II . 13

Ullilies "to . 37

VIDI-ST Monc Oigllizet . .144

Word Rat.' SS

WotdMasint 26

Wotd P9-*Kt 4

Wotd Up 20
Wotd Wni« S"

wans
1 Meg D Rams 12

1040ST[nom;nlcr,

256KDRams
4 Player HdjpH :Learherneckil2

S20 ST (W/C noniHr!

CM515Mor-»C.»>i

Cordless Mouse

Discovery Can Opt

DiscoveryCi':Opt2

Disk dtwe car*;. 6K

Drive Mast»

Dupltwii B L-

DVT VCR ltd-: Dr<e Back Up159

Epyn SOOXtJoysl.Ti

Ergo Sick ij-jyack) . .19

Fast Tape Backup 155 Meg. 799

HandScanri8rv»/TouchUp..429

IB Drive 525
ICO Host Adaptor

Joystick Extension Cabte (101 ..4

Joystick Erksnsicn CaWe (Iff)
1'

KrattAta Joystick ..,..1

MaxiRightYoke 66

Modencsbe l?M'ST .

, 0'! "

Modem cabe tRW-ST. 6h

Monitor Master

Mouse Master

PCDitJ02

PC Speed

Ptiffle-cabe. I9M.S1 10B .
10

Prinler cabB. IBW.ST 6 IT

SC1224ColcrMonita.. .

SF314 Dtsk Drive DStOD 199

SGS Net Stat tetH! (net)

SGS Net Season Nodec>en

SM124Mcnocf-omeWc>T:or 159

Specie l?f)

Specie '28 ROMs

Specie GCR
ST Repay 4

STTiTe(nK»na Tir.eOo*: 42

Supra 7430 Modnn (e'ierral|V

Turbo 16 .21

Tweety Roars .

VMeoKey.. I

ZRAM 7:4 Meg Board.- 1;

Zocn 2400mcnleni 11

1040 ST Cover 9

Atari ST Book 12

Disk Labels (100 pack) 1

Function; (Keyboard Labels) ..16

Generic Disk 3.5* 69«

Library Case 3.5 (Tan-Btown) .3

Mega 2 S Mega 4 Dust Covet ... 9

Mega Tcucfi Spt rigs 9

McuseMaL Deluia ,.7

Mouse MaL Regular 5

Printer stand (Crazy Legs) 8

Printer stand (wrcaChet) 19

SC1 224 Dust Cover Only 13

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. EST|
SAT 10 a.m. -6 p.m.

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-252-2787
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 438-0551

L353
ORDER INFO: SEND SELF ADDRESSED STAMPED ENVELOPE FOR FULL CATALOG. NO EXTRA CHARGE FOR CREDIT CARD ORDERS COO $4.95 Nert day delivery

extra - Alaska S Hawaii UPS Blue Label only - APO S FPO - Ohio residents add 6.5% sales ta< - Allow 10 business days for personal or company checks - Returns subject to 20%

restocking lea - Detectives require return authorization number lor repair or replacement Prices stiiject to change without notice and apply only to mail order - Minimum shipping

$4 - We check all credit card orders for validity.



DIALOG BOX

continuedfrom page 1

1

START Contributing Editor David Plutkin. who has more

hardware at home than we have in the office, says it can t

he done. The two devices aren t synchronized. You might

he better off buying a used Atari monitor.—START Editor

Viva L'Atari

Several weeks ago I joined the Atari Revolution. This

movement was launched by Donald A Thomas, Jr.

President of Artisan Software. The movement's purpose

is to make the public more aware and desirous of Atari

computers. To do this, Mr. Thomas has developed

suggested weekly activities to be implemented by

Revolutionaries.

I, for one, am glad someone has grabbed the bull's

horns in an attempt to make Americans aware that Atari

is not just some game machine. Of course, Atari Corp.

should have made this effort. Their competitors (i.e.

Apple ) spend millions making the case for their equip-

ment. If the movement is successful, Atari Corp. will pay

more attention to their American marker, establishing

more dealerships, producing more machines, and

advertising extensively and effectively.

Please throw your support to the Revolution.

Robert Hochwalt

North Canton, OH

START magazine is very aware ofthe Revolution and

wishes the movement success. Any campaign that works

toward a greater exposure ofthepower and versatility of

Atari hardware can do nothing but good

.

Anyone who wishes to learn more about the Revolu-

tion may write to Artisan Software, P.O. Box 3213,

Fontanel, CA 92334. —START Editor.

SUBMISSION INFORMATION
START welcomes submissions. Please include both hard copy

printouts of articles and program listings as well as disk files

on ST compatible disks. Media will be returned if self-

addressed, stamped mailer is supplied. START assumes no

responsibility for unsolicited editorial materials.

Do you have questions about using your ST? Is there something

you're not clear about? Every issue, START'S editors listen to

your comments and answer your questions in Dialog Box. Let us

hear from you! Our address is:

Dialog Box, START

544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

Or leave us a message on CompuServe using the Antic Online

Mailbox— just log on and type GO ANTIC.

TM

Unleash the Power
of your Printer with

UltraScript
ST&ST-t
Print high quality text

and graphics . . .

Upgrade your ATARI® personal

computer system with PostScript®

language printing capabilities.

Access a wide variety of PostScript

applications with UltraScript ST.

Scale, rotate, outline, shadow,
crop, shade, halftone, and
pattern fill both text and graphics.

Add PostScript compatible fonts

as you need them.

Break the PostScript
price barrier:

UltraScript ST supports the

SLM 804™ laser printer and
includes 27 typefaces for

only $195.

UltraScript ST-1 supports
virtually any dot matrix, ink-jet,

or laser printer and includes

27 typefaces for only $195.

Available at your local ATARI dealer
or order direct from IMAGEN.

IMACEN Corporation

P.O. Box 58101
Dept. USST
Santa Clara, CA
95052-8101

For More Information Call:

800/635-3997 or

iMAtjJhJNI 408/986-9400
A QMS Company

START The ST Monthly 13



""' Since WS2

OmpUtrftblLltU Order Toll Free

800-5S8-0003(fo^Jmet^ecfto/»/c6 800-558-0003

vM^

ST-125N 20 MEG S269 ST-225N 20 MEG S255
ST-138N 30 MEG S299 ST-251N 40 MEG S375
ST-157N 49 MEG S329 ST-277N-1 60 MEG S429
ST-157N-1 49MG-28ms $349 ST-296N 80 MEG S459
ST-177N 60 MEG S469

fHi
lm(&mTmm

20 MB SUPRA DRIVE -ST $499 DEL -

30 MB SUPRA DRIVE -ST $579 DEL"

40 MB SUPRA DRIVE - ST $669 DEL'

60 MB SUPRA DRIVE -ST $759 DEL"

80 MB SUPRA DRIVE - ST $1129 DEL"

CALL US FOR ALL YOUR
Comouters

520STFM
1040STF

Monitors

i SM124
• SCI224 NEEDS!

Drives

MEGA File 30/60

SF314

Laser Printers

•SLM804
•SLM804-PCV

im^mm i-m^ imMmY m "L •;..mMM': h i
- ^-::3m

PRINTERS
Panasonic
KX-P 1124

$285
1180...T 185

1191 235

1 624 429

DrtvaMaitot .35

Montto. Mom- _JS
Maw MoiWf 35
Mouw Hoo»» 6

Moui* Maitor 6
TwiMty Board.. . M
VkJ»o Kay 66
3.6" Dr .. (I*)- Kit 6
fiW Surg* PfOf*e „ 10

I RAM 11»
ST Tim. 42.96

VkiST. ...... U9
CpBHWltlpyi Cotor 160 ,. 179
Dlicovcry Cartrldg* 129

NX 1000 multifont 2. .$165

NX 1000 Rainbow ....$219

NX 1500 $329

NX 2410 $299

NX 2415 $599

XB2415 $579

XR1500 $459^/

FatST HARD DRIVE KIT

SINGLE 3.5" DRIVES
ST-138N 30 MEG ... 629 DEL"

ST-157N 49 MEG ... 649 DEL*

ST-177N 60 MEG. .. 829 DEL-
DUAL 3.5" DRIVES

2-ST-138N 30 MEG 969 DEL"

2-ST-157N 49 MEG . . .. 999 DEL"

V£-ST-177N 60 MEG . . .1359 DEL"

FEATURES: Built In lime clock wll

battery backup • Low-noise tar

tor efficient coallrtg • Under-mc
Itor design requires no addition!

desk space and provides a moi
Itorstand for ST computers • Ad
ustable legs adjust (tie monitor

and provide cable clearance •

Allows booting directly from the

hard drive Handler provides

error checking on the DMA bus

ALL HARD DRIVES ARE
SEAGATE SCSI.

ACCESSORIES
JOYSTICKS/MICE

Epyx500XJ IB

Gravis Joystick 34

Gravis Mousosflk 85
Kraft Maaerr.oster 9
Maxx Right Yoke 75
Wlco Bat Handle 17

Wlco 3 Way 22

Wlco Ergo Stick 18

Atari Brand Mouse 4°

Cordless Mouse 96

DOUBLE-SIDED y SUfKA muuh
FLOPPY DRIVESAl SPECIAL

Master 3S

$129 DEL *

Indus GTS- 100

$ 169 Del *

PACKAGE INCLUDES:

•SUPRA 2400 EXT.

• Flash VI.6 Software

•ST Modem Cable

DVT HARD DRIVE IMG SCANNER
TAPE BACK-UP 222^2

MIGRAPHHAND

EMULATORS
PC-DITTO II $249 DEL"

PC SPEED (AMERICAN) $379 DEL"

PC SPEED (EUROPEAN) $329 DEL"

JjPJjCJg^CJ^^^^^^^^^^^^229DE^



Order Toll Free tT OfTl/yft t(^f"hiltti£ °rder To11 Free

800-558-0003 t^JLtXl****** * 800-558-0003
ATARI ST PRODUCTIVITY SOFTWARE

lelWofd-Piue 82.95

30 Oeveloper'e Dirt 19.95

3C Font Package 1 of 2 .17.95

3D Potter 6 Prlnler Driver.. UBS
30 Pool 22.95

AB-Zoo 19.95

Adv ofSlnbed 29.95

AeeopFaHea - 29.95

All Aboul America 33 Pi

Animal Kingdom 23.95

Aiiblan Nlghli 29.95

Award Maker Plu* 23.98

Ba**Two . 3695

Calamu* ..... -184.95

Calamu* Outline 1 94.95

Clrcutl Maker 83.95

Cod*h«ad UtnttJi* 3.0 19.95

Copyiet! 153.95

Cyber Control ...3695

Cybat Paint 49.95

Cyber Sculpt 4B.B5

Cyber Studio. The 4B.B5

ArcMtaaural Design Dirt 19.95

Cartoon design Oirt 19.95

Future Deelgn Dlak 19,95

Human Oeelgi Dirt 19.95

Microbe Oei gn Dlak 19.95

Vldao Til ,-; Design Dlak .. 19.95

Cyber Te»iur» 28.95

CybafVCR 43.95

Daeh 2455
Dabnrtaps — 17.95

Datamape ti 17.95

DB Man w/compl , 167,95

DC IMItiaa 1B56
Dadmai Dungeon 23.95

Dagaa Fine 3B.95

Diamond Back 24.95

DfgiSpse ., ...29.95

OraflxST 11455
DrawArtPro - 4355
DynaCad 589.B5

Eaay Draw 62.95

Easy Grade 30.95

EaayToola 30.95

Edit Track II 62.95

Rngir* 49.95

Haiti 1.6 19.95

Flaat Strgat Publlthar 30 - -234.95

Fiat! Strut Pub Dl* ......124.95

Font: 22.95

Fraction Action 23.95

6 + Plut 22.95

GFA Bnelc 3 I Compiler .. .89.05

Grnphmok*' ..,,.,.,,...3855

Hard Dlak Acce'erater 2455
Hard Dlak Sentry 31.95

Hard Dlak "ooi Ktt ...1655

Hard Drive Turbo KN ...37.95

HISoftBaelc 48.95

HI Sort C Inle-preter 64.85

HI Soli Pro Baeic _ 92.95

HlSoftOsi Pad 62.95

HISoftSa*ed -..25.85

Hyper Font 32,65

IB Copy - - -21.95

IB Diah Utjlty .....21.95

IB Hard Dlak Back Up 21.95

Inlartlrrli 24.95

Juggler 2 -.3255

K-Graph 3 -46.65

KayboardContrSeql.7 .149 95

Keyboard Conti Seq. Lvl I1 189.95

Kay*.... 48,65

Wnerama 2455
Laiar C 2 1 1455
Debug/Loeer C 4755

LOWPowar 8255
Mapa and Legende ,22,95

Mark Willlame C 9955
MarkWiliia-neCSD 40.85

Malh Blaeter Plul — -.3255
MathWIurd 23,95

Mavla Beacon Typing 31 95

Maidflkt ...,. 2255

Navigator. The 30.95

NaoOa*k2.D -27.95

OSpoolat 30,95

OmnlRee ST 2155
Page Stream 1Z2.B5

Font* 1-13 or A 2555
PC Ditto 6455
PKASAR 5455
Prlntmaeter Plue 24.95

Art Gallery! .Bundle 24.95

ArtGallery3 .....1855

Font* S Bordan/PM 22.95

Pra Copy 2155
ProaparoC 124.95

Proeparo Fortran , 124.95

Proepero Paecal 94.95

Read & Rhyma 24.95

Raad-A-Rama 29,95

Replay 4 8855
Rawlvw.. 30.95

Roland D/110 89.95

Scon Fix llluetratlona 23.95

Scan PliPe'i and An'nu 1 ! 23 95

Scan Plx Rellglou* & Hoi ... 23.95

Slgnum II ,.99.95

Sp*clnjm512 4355

ST Control 4955
Super Charged E2 Draw 67.95

Superbaee Pereonal 4855
Superbaea Peraonal 2 87.95

SuperbetePro3 184.95

Thunder - 25.95

Touch Up 12155
Tunaamlth - 8355
Turbo ST 3055
mttaicrfptST,-! 12455

Urtlapae 3255
Utility Plu* 3755
Video Key .64.95

WordPerfect .,

Word-Up 4855
Word Writer ST 48.95

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE SPECIALS - Bently Bear Series & Arrakis
EPYX 500XJBRAND NAME

3.5 DISKS
• DOUBLE SIDED •

• DOUBLE DENSITY

$8.95
100% ERROR FREE -BOX
OFTENW/PURCHASE

BL-NILY BbAKSbKIbb

Buy Any 3 Titles for $59.00!

Alphabut Tutor 21.95

Equation Builder „..21.95

Gannral Store 21.95

Magical Math 1 21.95

Magical Math 7. 21.95

Magical Math 3 21.95

Memory Master 1 21.95

Memory Master 2 21.95

Spelling Bae 21.95

ARRAKIS
Algebra! Vol 1 15.95

Algebra! Vol 2 15.95

ARRAKIS

Buy Any 3 Titles for. $39.00!
bra2Vol2 15.95 Chemistry Vol 2 15.95

Algebra 3 Vol i i$95 Geometry Vo 1 15.95

Biology VoM ,18.95 GeometryVol2 _..15.95

Biology Vol 2 1595 Physics Vol1 15.95

Biology Vol 3 15 95 Physics Vol 2 15.95

Biology Vol A . ... '5 95 Statistics Vol 1 15.95

JOYSTICK

$10.95
OFFER GOOD

W/ANYPURCHAS

SOFTWARE PRICES HAVE NEVER BEEN THIS LOW!
ATARI ST RECREATIONAL SOFTWARE

Atler Burner 30.95

Alt-ball Conduction Kit 17.95

Alton 14.95

Man Syndroma ...... 24.95

MI Aboard 18.95

Altered B*a*1 30.95

Alternate R*a%-Clty 2455
A.-n«li of Rome -.22.95

Aquenaul 25.05

Archap*logo* 24.95

Artandd 13.95

Artmnddll 1855
Artura .......26.95

Aweeome Arcad* Art. Pack 30.95

BadOudee 2455
Balance ol Power: 1 39] 32.95

BaJilttlx. 21.95

Batman _.. -.24.95

Bam* Chaaa 30.95

BattMuwIii *94? 31.85

Baltfctech 30.95

Barbarian II -24.05

B'ueAngele 28.95

Breach 2455
Breach 11 30.85

BridgaS-0 21.B5

Bubble Bob*/* —19.85
Captain Fin...- ....18.85

Carthag* 24.85

Chaoa -24.85
Cl.eaei.uieler 300C 28.95

Clua 25.95

Codename teaman 37.85

Colonel eBequeit 37.85

Combat Courie 24.95

Comp Gulda/ScXo. Syet-m 3S.BS

ConqueM ol Camelot 37.95

Cryatal CaaDaa 21.B5

Dark Carta 28.95

Deathbrlnger 25.95

Dsfenderof Crown 31.95

D«|aVu -..30.95

DejaVu II: LaeVsgae ,-.30.95

Damon'* Wflntw 25.85

Double Dragon 14.85

Double Dragon i: 24.85

Dragon Force - ...31.85

Dragone olrlane 25.85

Dungeon Moeter II CHAOS . 24.85

Dungaonmo.ler _. 24.85

Eliminator.. 21.85

Empire 31,85

Eicapefrom S-.ge'i CaeUe 42.85

Exoion - 22.9B

EyeolHcrue 24.85

F-1 5 Strike Ej;I* -. 1455
F-1 B Combat Plot 32.95

Falcon ,. ,,2855

Operation CcnterMrlke .18.85

Federation - —3155
Ferrari Formula On* 31.95

Ftendlih Freed/ ...30.95

FlrsnndFo'gel ,.,.2455

FlreBrlgad* - 31.95

Fire Zone , ,23.95

Flreetona 22.95

Flath Dragon , , 22.95

Flight Simulator II 30,85

Fooli Errand -...31,85

Galactic Conouoror 29.95

Gauntlet II 32.95

Gold fluah 24.95

Gore 2455
Gunehlp — .3555

Harley Davidecn 30.95

Harrier Comtj: Simulator . ,30.95

Hiroi ollhe Lance 25.95

HeroeQireet 37.95

Hlllefar

Home Planltar'uTi

Hoetaoe

Hound ol Shadow 25.

Hoylae Book ol Gamee

rtotltfW Rid October. .

Indiana JoneeiGrapHc...

Jat...,„ _ 30.

Leliure Suit Lorry 3 37.95

Ucenee lo Ki'l 21.95

Lombard Rally 24.95

Loom 38.95

Manhunter New York 30.85

Manhunter San Fran 32.85

Maniac Manilon 2655
MatrlK Muraudere 2155
Micro league Baeeball II 37.95

198B Season Olek 1455
Monopoly _ 24.95

Neoehronn ,2755

EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
The Lastest Imports!

Auatorilbr 3455
Batman fie Movla 2755
Blood Wyeh ,..,- 3455
Borodino 37.85

Eflf* 3455
Emman uelie 27.85

Fighter Bombs r , ,37,95

Future Ware 34,95

Gboetbuelere II 34.95

Ghoule and Ghoele 27.95

Hard Driven 27.85

Leaderboard Ouo Pafc

North and South 34.95

Pwdoue Matal .._ 34.85

Strtdar 2755
Triad 2 -.3455
Walerloo 3455
Xenon 2 3455

Keith Van Erona Pro So«er2-

Kllllng Gane Show ......

K)ng'i Quel! 1.2 of 3 .,.„ 30.

Wnga OuasM „ 37.

KnlghlFor-M

Krftt«I.The 31.

Lancelot

Leleure Suit Lany

Leleura Su1 Lany 2 . .

.

Nethen ...22.8!

NavarMInd 21.85

Night HunWr ,.,.„ 2S.B5

Old* 20.85

Omega 32 85
Operation Wolt 18.95

Outiun 3055
Paladin— 24.85

PaptrBoy 24.85

Pip* Oreame 25,95

Police OueelM

Pool ol Radiance ,.

3755
31.95

Data Dirt , 1B95

PuhV* Saga 25.95

Red Lightning

Red Slorm filling

BMtFlthn

38 95

29.95

28 95

RVF Honda .25 85

Shadowgati

,

30.95

Shufflepu : k Cale . ... 25 95

Skats or 01* 25.95

Space Quests 37.95

StarFlneM 34.95

StarFlloht 31.95

Star Ware 2455
Stallor Cmeaie 38.95

STOS Hie Game Creator 38 95

.14.85Slrider

StdpPoker2 - ,24 95

Sltyx ..... 22.95

Stunt Track Rac*r 28.85

Superman 2455
T.V. Sport* Football 3255
T«mpu*2 — 49.

Tart Orlv* — 24,95

TartDrivall , 27.85

Tatrf* - 21.85

Their Flneet Hour 38.85

Thunder B'ada

Tim* and Magic -25.85

TlmiioMor* 25.85

Titan ...285

-3155Turbo Qui Run

Ultima m
UHfmalV
UttmaV 3755
Unkivrtad „ 3055
Unlv«re# II - „ 3055
Untverealll 3155
Vlgllnn

Middle Esth .
•:War In V

WorShlp 3B.95

Warga-n* Conetructon Set .2! 95

WalrdDraams J5 95

Wld Snooker. Pool. Blllla'de 17 85

World trophy $occ*f 1455
Za<* McKracken 29.95

foreign ortten odd IS*

NO CREDIT CARD SURCHARGE
INFORMATION

(414) 357-8181 FAX (414) 357-7814
P.O. Box 17882 Milwaukee, WI 53217
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Inside Atari
• There's been yet another change of

management at Atari. Mike Moranci Is

no longer President of Atari Com-

puter. David

DavidHa,

was amicable and was the result of

personal reasons on the part of

Moiand.

• The Stacy 2 and Stacy 4 have

passed FCC Class A certification. This

frees the computer for business/

industrial use, although no actual

restrictions on sales are made by the

FCC. Both systems come with the re-

spective amount of memory and a

40MB Conner hard disk drive. The

Stacy 1, floppy-

disk version has

not yet been ap-

proved.

• Look for a new
version ofGDOS
in 1990. It will

use the UltraS-

cript based fonts

and use Imagen's

smooth scaling

software for screen representations.

This will not be a Postscipt interp reter.

Only the fonts from UltraScript will

be used. Also, look for a multitasking

TOS. According to Leonard Tramiel,

multitasking is a "logical" extension

Mike Moranci

of the operating system.

• Atari filed suit against Nintendo and

endefendant Pepsico. The suit cites

false advertising, unfair trade practices

and unfair competition. All this comes

as the result of ads that Atari claim

were deceiving because of references

to nonexistent color features on

Nintendo's GameBoy. Nintendo is

currently under Federal investigation

for alleged monopolistic competition

and unfair trade practices.

• Some new technical specifications

for the STE have come to light. The

four SIMM memory units protrude

through the internal shielding of the

STF-, allowing for easy upgrades. The

68O00 is a square, socketed PLCC

chip. This, according tojim Allen of

Fast Technology, will make a

continued on page 18

EUROPEAN REPORT

BY DONALD MAPLE, REPORTING

FROM WEST GERMANY

The ST market in Europe is quite

different from the North American

one. Not only is the ST one of the

most popular game machines over

here but it's also considered to be a

serious business computer. While

France and the U.K. supply the bulk

of games, Germany has produced a

plethora of excellent professional

software. This monthly report will

focus on what's happening in Europe

as it affects the ST community— use

this column as a kind of crystal ball

as to what lies ahead for the U.S.

since most European products have a

way ofshowing up there eventually.

The Cold War
revisited: East vs.

West, a new spy
thriller from
West German
game-maker
Rainbow Arts.

All Work and No Play?

Rainbow Arts, a German software

company, has just announced two new
games for the ST. East vs. West is an

"agent-simulation" game taking place

during the Berlin airlift in 1948. The

game revolves around an A-bomb

continued on page 18
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SUPERCHARGER BY
TALON

THE FIRST EVER EXTERNAL PC BOARD FOR ATARI ST COMPUTERS A FULL MS-DOS PROC-
ESSING SYSTEM THAT SIMPLY PLUGS INTO THE DMA PORT, WITH NO NEED TO OPEN YOUR
COMPUTER. SUPERCHARGER IS PACKED WITH FEATURES AND CAN BE USED WITH ALL
MACHINES FROM 520ST TO MEGA 4 AND EVEN THE STACY LAPTOP

FEATURES:
• 100% compatible with MS-DOS programs (non protected) • Norton Factor 4,4 • Supports all hard disks • Supports serial

and parallel ports • Uses "hotkey" to toggle between Atari and PC programs at the same time without having to reboot in DOS
mode • Turns the Atari mouse into a PC mouse • Supports internal and external 3.5" and 5.25" floppy drives • Leaves the

cartridge port free for use • Supports both monochrome and color Atari monitors (CGA color and Hercules emulation)

• Supports some AT programs, such as "286 windows' • Simple to set up and easy to use - no soldering, no wiring, no cutting.

INCLUDES:
• 51 2K RAM, making it extremely fast and can easily be expanded to one megabyte of RAM. The extra RAM can be ordered

separately, and can be installed prior to shipping. • Socketed for an 8087 co-processor. Co-processors can be ordered

separately, andean be installed prior to shipping. • NEC 8 mhzV30 processor • DMA cable with thru-port • Built in bus which

will be adapted in the future to accept PC expansion boards (VGA card scheduled for April '90) • Comprehensive hard disk

utilities software • An attractive color coordinated ABS plastic case • MS-DOS 4.xx • 5V DC external power supply • Easy

to use operating manual • Registration card for software updates and 12 month warranty.

All this for the incredible price of just

$399.00*
MULTI-SYNC MONITORS AVAILABLE - CALL $$$

OMNISWITCH BY
TALON

FRONT VIEW
Multi-Sync For Atari

$89.95*
REAR VIEW

NOW, FOR THE FIRST TIME YOU CAN HOOK UP YOUR ATARI TO A MULTI-SYNC MONITOR WITH
THE INCREDIBLE OMNISWITCH.

FEATURES:
• MULTI-SYNC MONITOR PORT: Gives your Atari the ability to use a multi-sync monitor. Color or monochrome
with the touch of a button, (low, medium and high resolutions)

• COLOR AND MONOCHROME MONITOR PORTS: If you do not have a multi-sync monitor, Omniswitch
allows you to plug in color and monochrome monitors and switch between them. No more cable swapping!
• FLOPPY DRIVE PORTS: Enables you to use two external floppy drives instead of one! {uses 3.5" and/or 5.25")

• AUDIO JACK to plug in to your amplifier. • VIDEO JACK for monochrome video output.

'ALL PRICES SUBJECT TO CHANGE. • SHIPPING AND HANDLING EXTRA

TALON TECHNOLOGY
243 N. HIGHWAY 101 • STE. 11 • SOLANA BEACH, CA. 92075

ORDER TODAY

619 792-6511
WE ACCEPT VISA/MASTERCARD



NEWS NOTES & QUOTES

continuedfrom page 16

possible Turbo l6e upgrade very

easy to install, requiring no solder-

ing. Finally, the GLUE chip has now

grown to an 84-pin monstrosity and

the MMU and shifter chip have been

combined into one large surface

mount chip. In mid December, STEs

began trickling into Canada.

• Rainbow TOS 1.4, contrary tore-

ports, is a very solid operating system.

Only a few programs, mainly games,

are incompatible with this improved

OS. Stories claiming that it has only

compatibility with 60 percent of

existing ST software are false. A

conservative estimate places it well

over 90 percent. Atari has now made

available a two-chip .set version of

HainbowTOS (part number CA400407).

If your system originally had two

chips, but was upgraded to the six-

chip Rainbow TOS, and is having

problems, try the two-chip version.

There is an overloading problem

with the six-chip set in some STs.

• Some final tidbits: STs were featur-

ed on the hit TV series "Growing Pains"

and "Who's the Boss." Aiso, the Ameri-

can Stock Exchange is planning to

make an Atari stock option available,

pending approval from the Securities

and Exchange Commission.

Xerox Sues
Apple
Is Apple getting a dose of its own
medicine? Maybe. Xerox is suing

Apple Computer for $ 1 50 million,

contending that Apple misrepre-

sented the originality of the

Macintosh's and Lisa's graphics-

based interface. Xerox is seeking

$100 million in royalties and $50

million in damages due to the

misrepresentation.

The Xerox Star and Smalltalk were

systems designed in the late 1970s

that used mice, windows, dialog

boxes, menus and icons. Steve Jobs,

then at Apple, was shown Smalltalk

in 1979 and was very impressed with

its user-frienclly interface. Addition-

ally, several employees of Xerox

went to work for Apple in the early

1980s, giving Apple access to

copyrighted material.

Apple, who is suing Hewlett-

Packard and Microsoft for infringe-

ment on their graphical-interface

copyrights, says the suit is without

merit since ideas cannot be protected

by copyright. Xerox's suit may be

weakened by the fact that they

licensed Apple to implement Small-

talk on Apple hardware. Also, Xerox

has waited five years since the Mac's

introduction to file the lawsuit

Fat Bits

• Creative Microsystems, Inc. (CMI), the accelerator-board manufacturer, has

gone out of business.

• Look for Atari to make a big splash in the new, open Eastern Europe,

especially East Germany. The U.S. is considering the relaxation of its ban on

export restrictions on computers to the countries in transition. This might

allow the ST to be sold in this huge potential market.

• ISD has shipped DynaCADD 1.7 to dealers. The new version of the popular

CAD program retails for $995 and includes many additional features along

with a new 600 page manual.

• Bad news for Arkanoid fans: Taito has ceased development on the ST and a

planned release of Arkanoid II has been postponed indefinitely. A c ompany

spokesperson cited "smaller than expected sales" for Taito products in the ST

market as the major reason for the decision.

Ifyou have a hot Atari news item, let us know atNews, Notes & Quotes,

STARTMagazine, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

EUROPEANREPORT
continuedfrom page 16

stolen from an American base in the

U.K. Sam Porter is the U.S. secret

agent who has the task of preventing

the bomb from being passed on to

the Soviets.

Conqueror is a tank simulation that

boasts 16 different tank types roaming

through 3D fractal landscapes. There

are three different game types: action,

attrition and strategy. Rainbow Arts

negotiates their U.S. distribution for

each game separately so I can't tell

you where to get these games yet.

(On a side note: with the Berlin

Wall rapidly acquiring the complex-

ion of Swiss cheese and the Hong

overdue] revival of "peace and love,"

the above Cold-Warmongering

games are a bit out of place.

)

Back to BASICs

One of the more sizeable and

interesting shipments released in

West Germany is from a company

called Omikron. The name may not

mean much to you, but over here it's

identified with ST BASIC. This is

primarily due to the fact that, in

Europe, Omikron BASIC is shipped

as standard with all ST computers.

The only exceptions to this are

France and the U.K.

Omikron BASIC is a superset of

Microsoft MBASIC and as such is 99

percent compatible with it. Among
almost 300 commands, which cover

all of the standard BASIC keywords,

are also various mathematical

functions (ARCTAN, SINH, EXP , etc),

system variables (MOUSEX, I
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MOUSEY etc), structured program-

ming control commands (REPEAT-

UNTIL, WHILE-WEND, PROC etc)

and sequential and random disk file

access commands. In addition to

interfacing with AES, VDI, GEMDOS,
BIOS and XBIOS, Omikron BASIC is

also able to do limited multitasking.

The program operates on two

screens: a comfortable editor screen

with menu bar on top and the

familiar "OK" run/command screen.

The compiler, sold separately for 179

deutscb marksiabout $100), takes

programs created using the inter-

preter and produces stand-alone

.PRG files. These programs are then

not only executable directly from the

Desktop but run between two and 27

times faster than the interpreted

versions. Both Omikron BASIC and

the compiler are available in English.

Another Omikron program called

2nd_Word is a word processor with a

peculiar difference: in order to run

the program, you have to lay your

monitor on its side. The screen then

corresponds to the printed page

perfectly. This is known as "portrait"

in the desktop publishing industry.

Unfortunately, the program runs on

monochrome monitors only. In

Germany the program retails for 59

deutscb marksiabout $32). At this

time the program is in German only.

Omikron is currently seeking a

North American distributor. (Omikron,

Erlachstrasse, 157534 Birkenfelcl 2,

West Germany, (7082) 50048.)

Yugoslavian Program Does It All

STeve, which stands for "ST event

editor" is an integrated "everything"

program. Written by Primoz Jakopin

of Yugoslavia, STeve has built a

sizeable following as it spreads

across the continent. There are now
over 1,000 STeve users.

It is difficult to describe STeve

because it does so many different

things. The reference manual itself is

a 600-page hardback. So here is a list

ofsome of the features found in

version 3.292: a database, a desktop

publisher, a word processor, an

image processor (including scan-

ning), a spreadsheet— the list goes

on. The program can be heavily

customized by the use of over 30

user modifiable system tables. But

don't let the complexity scare you

since everything is quite clearly laid

out. (PrimozJakopin, Trnovska

261000, Ljubljana, Yugoslavia, (6l)

226-329.)

Steve Mortimer is a contributing

editorfor START and lives in

Binghamton, New York. Donald
Maple is Canadian by origin and
presently lives and ivorks in

Dusseldorf, West Germany. He
wrote "TT-TOS Secrets" in the

February 1990 issue ofSTART.

COMPUTER EMPORIUM ofTEXAS 1-800-526-5548
Quality Supportfrom an Authorized Atari Retail I Service Center

COMPLETE HARD DRIVE SYSTEMS FOR YOUR ATARI ST

STack 30 mb
STack 40 mb
STack 65 mb

$489.95
$569.95
$629.95

Our STack line of hard drives use 1CD
Host Adapters and are designed in an
under the monitor type case. All units

come with proper cabling and software
and include built in clock I fan. We also

include a Choice PD (tm) disk full ofhara
drive utilities at NO EXTRA CHARGE.'

The HOTTEST European Magazines
ST-Worlct UK 4.80 ST-Aciion 3.95 Subscriptions A vallanle!

ST-User wl disk 6.50 ST-Formai \vi disk 6.50 Callfor details.,.

Top 20
ENTERTAINMENT

Hard Drivin

Altered Beast

North & South

Ghost Busters 11

Slarblaze

Turbo Outrun
Ultima FIVE
Sluul Racer
Iron Lord
Winclwalker

25.00

25.50

29.95

29.50
25.00

25.50

37.50
27.00
29.95

26.00

Falcon

CHAOS
Space Ace
Rocket Ranger
Xenon II

Fighter Bomber
F-29 Rctallialor

Giiouls-n-Ghosls

Magnum 4
Future Wars

29.95

23.00

Call!

\2M
29.95

37.50

Call!

25.50

37.00

30.00

Choice PD ST Only $2.50 per disk !

Complete catalog available.

01 Ten PD Games 11 ART Programs
01 Hard Disk Uiil. 12 Virus Utilities

at ST Writer 3.0 IS Copy and Backup
Thee Tesns Clones Disk Editors

m STXformer 2.55 IS Auloboot Utilities

in GFA Basic Help 16 Jill 2-D Cad
0/ Picture Utilities 17 Kids Programs
M Desktop Ace s IS Spectrum Pics 111

m Rom Disks R Ls 19 Print Mailer Icons

10 Archiving Utilities 20 Screen Speed L'ps

Spotlight on...

DR. 7"s Software

Kcsi.n
KCS Level 11

Copyist 111

Tunesraith

Keys!

1'ingers

Guitarisiics

Tiger

Phantom Smpte
Sampiemoker

Top 10

PRODUCTIVITY
149.95

299.95

.11 V.I III

89.95
48.90

48.00
48.50
89.95

169.95
179.95

GVA lias wlcom
DC Utilities

SSJO
18.75

rage Stream 1.8 119.00

Ultrascript ST-1
Calamus
WORD F1AIR
Hisofl C
Goodbackup Vtil

Spectrum 512
STOS

144.00

169.1X1

62.00

59.95
19.95

45.00

40.95

Top 10
HARDWARE

PC Speed
Master 3-S

Supra 2400
VIDI ST
Tweety Board
Video Key
Cordless Mous
Monilor Master

Alison 5 1/4

Spectre GCK

325.00
129.95

114.95

139.95

39.00

69.1X1

89.95

34.IX)

149.95

229.00

Retail store and order lilies are open from 9:00am to 10:00pm est. Please call our customer service line @ 817-577-3470 tor any defective

returns. We honor all manufacturer warranties. Our staff is dedicated in providing our customers Willi the hesl pricing and service |H>ssilile.

Write to us at : Computer Emporium 5033-E Rufe Snow, N. Richland Hills, TX 76180



BRE Software
Call or Write for our

FREE Catalog Lowest Prices
Order Lines/Catalog Requests: (800) 347-6760
Order Line Hours: Mon.-Fri. 9:00 AM-7:00 PM, Sat. 10:00 AM-5:00 PM Pacific Time

Customer Service/Order Status/Inquiries/Canada Orders: (209) 432-3072

Public Domain Software
Over 850 Disks Available for the Atari ST

Only $4.00 Each

Utilities, Games, MIDI, Applications, Music

Graphics, Educational, Clip Art and much more

FREE Disk & Catalog
Receive a coupon good for a F
any purchase when you Call or

#87 Tutorial on GEM Desktop
States- Educational Game

#145 - Five Children's Programs (Color)

#244 Strip Breakout (Color Only)

#374 Two Database Programs
PrintMaster Cataloger

#388 - Easy to use mailing list program
#393.'394;773/774 PrintMaster Graphics

#399 - Degas Elite Printer Drivers

#400/800 Disk Labeling Programs
#443- Intersect RAM Baby

(RAM Disk/ Print Spooler)

DCOPY - do everything Utility Prg

#456 - Bolo Breakout Game
from Germany (Req. 1 Meg RAM]

#468 - Accessory Ace V1.2, Mouse Speed
#499 - The Accessory V1.2

Mullilunction Accessory
#500/600 - Publishing Partner Fonts
#511 - Dungeon Master Maps Levels 1-7

#512- Dungeon Master Hints-Character

#514 - Monochrome Emulator V3.0

#533 - PrintMaster F.us Grao."ics-'Bo.rders

#551- Kid Shapes Ages 2-8 (Color Only)

#553- Kid Publisher Ages 4-12 (Color)

#555 - The Assistant Chef
Electronic Cookbook (Color Only)

#557 - Children's Programs (Color Only)

#564 - Cadenza Astrolocal V1.8 - Astrology

#567/723/371 - Desk Accessories
#588 - Pac Man, Hangman (Color Only)

#590 - Dungeon Master Utilities

#596 - Pictionary Type Drawing Game
#599/870 - PageStream Fonts
#650 - Text Output Accelerator

#651 - ST Virus Killer V2.1, Super Boot
#667 Benjamin's ABC's for Kids (DBL)
#679 - Disk Cataloger/Label Printer (DBL)
#688/866 - H.P. Laserjei.'Des^el Utilities

#689 - Pictionary Type Game (Color Only)

#694 - Turtle Hard Disk Backup V3.0

REE Public Domain Disk with

e for our FREE Catalog.

- Drawing Programs
Andromeda, Ar! ST Megabit VP.fi

- Four Lottery Programs
Children's Prca-ans. ISLiner ca, Go
Around, The Wolf and 7 Kids Adv.

#736 - MoTerm V1.4 - Shareware Terminal

#737 - Calamus Demo (1 Meg/DBL)
#741 - Ccpystar V1.0, Address Book Base
#749 - Barnimals - Listen/Guessing game

for ages 0-4 (Color Only)

V1.0 - Shareware Utilities

759 Calamus Fonts
NenDesk Icons

#769 - Super Breakout (Mono Only)

#790 - Pentimo Strategy Game (Mono)
#791 - 3 Telris Games (Color/DBL)
#792 - DSD Programs
#794 - Btoodwych Playable Demo (Color)

#795 - B/Stat - Statistics and Graphics

#798 - The Pilot Flight Game (Color Only)

#799 - PrintMaster Plus Utilities

#801 - Mail/Envelope Labeling Programs
~" Desk Manager V2.5, Quick Menu

S:;'(;i:ri Sav(;'s. Mousl- Acceleial!)'

Quick ST V1.4, Turbo ST Demo
ShsHt V?5 - S.W. Spreadsheet

Orj.,G :'> 2 S:j:-eac sheet .1 f.'ec DPI i

2 N = L Prediction-'AnaylsisPrgs

Corpact D:sk Database VII (Color)

2 Video Tape Databases
Populous/Blooriwynh Mints, Maps

Diamond Back/Gogo ST Demos
Detection Programs

#824/825 - ARC/LZH Utilities

IMG Utilities

ST Xlormer V2.55 3 Bil Emulator
Vanterm V3.8 - Shareware Terminal
Anvsnh.re Game Toolkit (DS)
Share'. a Adve

:>'yjj Chirl

'a'd Disk Util
'

: .<ii- ";;.t:r

Monochrome
#872 - ST Term V3.5
#383 - Atari ST Subjects (Book) Programs
#399 - Chaos Strikes Back Hints & Maps
#900 - ST Writer V3.4 w/Spell V2.8

Call for our FREE 48 Page Catalog!

Introductory Offer - Above Disks Just

$2.99 Each
Music Studio Package
Over 300 Songs on 7 Disks

MIDI keyboard
Dtiu.it Piano- Turns
ST's keyboard into a

$16.95

Bible on Disk
King James version

A Search progrs

Single S;ded Haskaqe
(17 Disks) £34.95

Do 1. 1:
1 o S •!'!•! I'.icKaqn

(8 Disks) 124.95

Before you order Public Domain Software from
anywhere else, ask yourself the following questions:

Do they offer FASTand RELIABLE service?
hi; '.hoy cltet :;F:-: = = Ca:;:i'c<i ax: IP:: C^lnr: Unfl,r..v--."

Do they have an 800 Num'

I

I Call with your best price on any Domestic or I

European software title tor the ST, we will ,

|
meet or beat it and give you a FREE Public '

Domain Disk when you mention this ad. i

ST Software/Accessories
Games

Battle Chess
Battletech

Blood Money
Bloodwych
Clue
Double Dragon II

Dungeon Master
Chaos Strikes Back

Falcon
Falcon Mission Disk

Hillsfar

Monopoly
Omega
Paperboy
Populous
Populous: The Promised
(Requires Populous)

Red Storm Rising

Risk

Space Ace
Their Finest Hour
TV Sports Football

Tax Advantage 89/90

$29.95
$32.95
$26.95
$29.95
$26.95
$27.95

$22.95

$29.95
$19.95

$34.95
$26.95
$32.95
$25.95

$31.95
Lands
$19.95

$32.95
$26.95

$38.95
$42.95
$29.95

$34.95

Super Disk Labeling Special
200 Pin Feed Labels

More than 10 Labeling Prgs (2 Disks)

$12.95

3 1/2" Pin Feed
Disk Labels (100)

Megatouch Springs
Functionz
Mouse Master
Monitor Master
Atari Mouse
Cordless Mouse
Supra 2400 Modem

(Cable tor ST $10.00)

Atari SF314 Drive $159.95
Future GTS- 100 Drive $189.95
IB 5 1/4" Drive $199.95
Spectre GCR $219.95
Mac 128K ROMs $129.95
PC Ditto II $239.95

$4.50
$9.95
$19.95

$25.95
$30.95
$49.95
$89.95
$114.95

ST Xformer
Cable

Use with ST Xtormer
The BO0/XUXE Emulator

to run 8 Bit programs on your STl

Use 5 1/4" or 3 1/2" disks!

Loads 8 Runs protected disks!

$19.95

ir FREE w/purchase of cable

is ad.

Xtormer Manual $9.95

<e a truly unique gan
>, against the computer.
The year is 1520. Four grea: ooze's

Xebec
h-t !.;. rjririrrjqams- Xeor
Chutes and Ladders, rn

be:"; is .. game for up tc

id all four players have I

G's: Guts, Greed and Glory. Capture the treasure, fen

The dangers are many; the fabled sea serpent, Orobo
giant whirlpool, has, t.sksn m.::nv si" ps and crew to their

Featuring animated graphic's, lui , ,- qi: ,sd so. inn r!i

Monitor. 1 Meg RAN', :-; recui'M ti> take advantage of di

$19.95

)l treasure

i±: R
Duplitwix

Blitz
he Best and Fastest Disk
:jpliciH:>' Inr

l h<: ST Backs

lantheSTeanl-nrrv.r ;in"sk

lore powerful lha-. ::o':m-,:

i:':.v:i',- ;in:'i D:iii Driv.: Cabit:

$34.95

Atari ST Book II.

Intermediate

and Advanced
Atari ST Subjects

$16.95

Packed with

reviews of the

best Public

Domain and

Shareware

Programs for

the Atari ST.

BIG
BOOK
puiuc
DOMAIM

The
Atari ST
Book
of Tips, Instructions, Secrets and
the 520. 1040 and Mega ST begi

the Atari Owner's U

No Credit Cam ^.-c/arqe. V sa-N'C'D'ecevur S'i.OO M i. COD O'Curs Welccine. : »:u-:: O'ders S20.0C Wiri. Shipp nq- P ~i. Disks $3.00 Ground, S5.00 2nd
Day Air. Canada S"> 50 Ar Mail: So' t ware C;ou-J Vl.ii'j inn.. 2'.J Day Ai' $B.DC mil. Canada $6.00 min. I la-kva-oAcsusso,- es Ground $4.00 min. COD
Add $4.50 (48 States O-ly;. Hawaii; Alaska Puerto Rico UPS 2nd Day Air Only. California residents add 6.75% sa as tax Please Cil ew 2 weeks for per:

quired for returns, please call our customer service number. Software items replaced with same title only. FAX (209) 432-2599



The Write Choice for

r Left Brain

se gives you fast word processing,

for multiple fonts, graphics importa-

j

ell checking and a cornucopia of

m-when-you-see'em features? Likg

date, and page number variables.

fpping and resizing of graphics. ASCII!

t import and export and a graphical rulfl

up to 250 fonts/sizes in a single docj

ent. Script quickly handles headers, f^

and footnotes. Make any text bold,

underlined, superscript, or subscript. All on-'

screea^hile you edit.

Drav\F¥£ypr

nclusions

\
f^ejejj^'a complete high resqJBiftJqjajnt-

^n^jSrogram witrre 3D modelef'v-<5reate let-

And when 'we say<§cript is fast, we mean it!

Serftfcgutperforms GB©S based word p"rc*|

cessbre hands-down. Also, Script prints at~

the highest possible resolution on 9-pin, 24-

pin, InkJet, HP and Atari Laser printers.

ads, logos, illustrations, and a whole lot

e! Use the 3D rrjodelerto design an ob-

t, then use the paint tools for shadingjarid--
"

:

rj,up — no other paint program gives-—
yoS-Jtiis. Edit upto t4-screensata time. Im-

port and export Degas! STad, and scanm

jaages. Tools include line, rectangle, ova

spTfrre, freehand, flood fill, editabW brush

patterns, fonts and manu more — elUaster

than a scared neutrino. ^" ._„ ""™"- i«*sl!

Im-

nefe

val

h, \^

1200 E. COLLINS, #214 RICHARDSON, TX 75081 - V «'-'•"

Script requires 1 Mb and a high resolution monitor.

Sketch requires a high resolution monitor. For more information, or

the name of a dealer near you, call Megamax at (2 1 4) 699-7400.

Script and Sketch © WW by Application Syslc

ported ckcUimicIi l>y Ml-lmi;ux/ASD.

s HdiL'lbcrg. All rights reserved. I
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A
word processor is one of

the most basic and worth-

while pieces of software

any computer user can

own. In fact, your first

software purchase will

probably be a word processor.

Letters to Aunt Annette, reports for

Professor Alderman, manuals for em-

ployees, summaries for the boss, news-

letters, flyers and brochures all require

a word processor. And a program

(Protect

Wordflaif

Microsoft Write

1ST WORD PLUS

that manipulates text is necessary for

generating the source code that is com-

piled to create any computer program.

Word processors can save you time

and increase your productivity.

But while the decision to purchase

a word processor is easy, choosing a

program that will meet your current

and future needs can be extremely

difficult. Obvious factors like price,

system requirements and ease of use

all affect your final decision. But what

about the not-so-obvious factors such

as footnoting, spell checking, font

capabilities and file portability? What

happens when you run into a pro-

gram limitation? Is there an upgrade

available or a technical support staff

to discuss your problems?

In this article we'll compare and

contrast the different types of word

processors, examine some of the

important aspects you should

consider in choosing a word proces-

sor and then highlight some of the

latest programs available. Unfortu-

nately, you won't find a single

product that "does it all" though

some of the products listed here

come close.

Choices, Choices

Generically, the term word

l processor refers to any

program that creates and

l edits text. Specifically, it

refers to any of three

different types of

programs: text editors,

textprocessors and

documeritprocessors.

Each product has

been developed for a

select group of users

and, although

many of the pro-

grams are design-

ed for overlap-

ping markets, you

may find yourself

needing all three

types of software at

lifferent times.

Text Editors

Text editors are the favorites of pro-

grammers and those who need to

create short documents on an occa-

sional basis. These programs consume

very little RAM, are inexpensive, easy

to learn and, because the programs

are stripped to their bare essentials,

are extremely fast. Text editors don't

use most of the standard layout

options used in word and document

processors. You won't find pagina-

tion, multiple font styles, footnoting,

spell checking or a thesaurus.

The absence of these options is

deliberate. In fact, those who use text

editors don't want the headaches of

dealing with these extras because they

tend to slow down screen activity

and consume RAM that could be

used for extra lines of source code or

a shell program. That's not to say that

you can't add headers and footers to

a document or center text, but these

must be created manually and, unless

you're a little masochistic, you're

better off with a text processor.

All of the essentials, including cut

and paste, search and replace,

macros and wordwrap, are available

but there is little provided beyond

these basics. Don't look for sophisti-

cation in a Text Editor; the key to

their appeal is speed and ease of use.

Text Processors

The term text processor refers to an

advanced text layout program. It

combines all the features of a text

editor with advanced options such as

automatic hyphenation, text justifica-

tion, variable spacing, multiple fonts

and styles and much more.

You might want to think of a text

processor as an intelligent typewriter.

It keeps track of basic operations so

you don't have to. A text processor

controls tabs, spacing and margins so

all pages maintain a uniform appear-

ance. Documents are automatically

numbered and titled, footnotes are

placed correctly without effort and

minor changes can be made without
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retyping an entire page

Text processors keep track of the

number of words you have typed,

check you're spelling, merge and

insert information from mailing lists

and effortlessly print multiple copies

ofa document.

Document Processors

The latest addition to the word-

processing market is the document

processor. This type of program com-

bines many aspects of desktop pub-

lishing, databases and spreadsheets

with familiar word-processing options.

The premise behind the document

processor is quite sound. Many users

have only an occasional need to pro-

duce documents that use graphics,

mathematical formulas or database

information. A document processor

lets you combine some or all ofthese

needs without switching programs or

employing software that will only be

used on an occasional basis.

While this solves a problem it also

creates others. With one exception,

the current batch of document

processors are unable to use spell

checkers, they lack a thesaurus and

screen redraws are relatively slow.

On the positive side, document

processors will merge graphics from

many sources, use variable measure-

ments, grids and line spacing,

possess multiple fonts, design master

pages, create simple databases and

perform mathematical computations.

Factors To Consider

Before you buy a word processor there

are many factors to consider. The fol-

lowing lists some of the less obvious

ones that may affect your decision.

Fonts

Does the program use GDOS fonts or

those built into your printer? Pro-

grams that use GDOS fonts for

printing tend to take much longer to

produce a page. On a dot-matrix

printer, the print head must make a

double pass, .slowing document

production dramatically. The output

from a GDOS program is cleaner,

more versatile and easier to read but

speed could make a critical differ-

ence in program selection. Depend-

ing on the printer, some GDOS
programs can't print unless you

reduce the number of fonts available

or add more RAM.

Footnotes/Endnotes

A footnote is a comment or reference

placed at the end of a page. An end-

note is a comment or reference that i s

explained at the end of a document.

The existence of a footnote or endnote

is indicated by a letter, symbol or

number typed in superscript just to

the right of the text it references. The

same symbol is used again at the site

of the comment. Footnotes and end -

notes are inserted automatically into

the body text and pagination is re-or-

ganized automatically so comments

will fit in the appropriate places.

A simple claim that these options

are included in a program isn't

enough. Find out whether the foot-

notes/endnotes can be edited, moved,

linked or defined with a separate

font. Most users don't even need this

option but if you require footnotes or

endnotes make sure of what you are

getting. Each software company has

a slightly different understanding of

what these options should do.

Memory Requirements

Most word-processor publishers state

that only 51 2K of RAM is required to

run the program — it's a smart busi-

ness move to design programs that

will work on all Atari systems. But

don't be misled; not every program

can live up to the claims made on the

packaging. Although most programs

will work with 5J2K systems, you

may not be able to access some of

the options that swayed you into

purchasing the software. Once the

program is loaded, try running the

spell checker and thesaurus, place all

the font styles and sizes on the

screen at one time and load a large

document into memory. Now print a

page. Still running? Congratulations,

you've got a winner.

Portability

There will never be a piece of

hardware or software that will last for

all time. Eventually, you'll upgrade to

a faster and more flexible system or

another word processor. If you're

moving to another Atari computer,

such as the 68030-based TT, there's

no problem; programs and files are

completely compatible if they're

written using the Atari standards. If

you're switching to another word

processor, find out if file formats are

compatible or if there is a conversion

program available. The following

chart is provided to help you make

software changes:

Program: Converts Files From:

1st Word Plus 1st Word, Word Writer (file

formats compatible)

Protexl 1 si Word

WordWritet 1st Word, 1st Word Plus (file

formats compatible)

WordPerfect ST Writer, 1st Word, Word

Writer

ST Writer Elite WordPerfect, 1st Word, 1st

Word Plus, Word Writer

Of course, any word processor

will import and export ASCII text

files. (ASCII stands for American

Standard Code for Information

Interchange. It is a standard code

adopted to facilitate the interchange

of data among various types of data

processing and data communications

software.) If you find this method

adequate then you can interchange

files among any of the word proces-

sors available.

Spell Checking

If you create documents that will be

read by anyone but close friends and

relatives, a spell checker is an

essential part of your software

collection. Minor spelling mistakes

become glaring errors that reflect
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HOW THEY STACK UP
Name Company System RAM

Requirements Req. x"
5tf/i

4- 4 <i
J*

r

Edit ST Robust Software Any ST/Mega 512K N N N N n/a System 1 Fair Y Y S59.95

Tempus II MichTron, Inc. Any ST/Mega 512K N N N N n/a System 4 Goad Y Y S79.95

ST Writer Elite Atari Corp. Any ST/Mega 512K N N N H n/a System 1 Fair Partial N Free (P.D.)

Protext MichTron, Inc. Any ST/Mega 512K N ¥ N H n/a System 2 Fair Mouss

Only

Y SI 99.95

Word Writer Timeworks, Inc. Any ST/Mega 5J2K* N Y Y N n/a System 4 Good Y N S79.95

WordPerfect WordPerfect Corp. Any ST/Mega 51 2K V ¥ Y N n/a System 4 Excellent Y Y S250

Microsoft Write Atari Corp./Microsoft Any ST/Mega 512K Y N N H n/a GDOSt 4 Fair Y N Call

1st Word Plus GST Holdings Ltd. Any ST/Mego 512K y V B Y .IMG System 4 Good Y N $99.95

Word Up Neocepf, inc. Any ST/Mega 51 2K V N N Y

.IMG

.NEO, Degas,

.GEM

GDOSt 4 Good Y Y $79.95

Wordflair Blue Chip Intl. Inc. Any ST/Mega \ 1Mb N N N Y .IMG, .GEM GDOSt 1 Excellent Y N S99.95

t

Dictionary not usable with 51 2K

(Typewriter, Swiss, Dutch)

Monochrome monitor and hard disk recommended by manufacturer

upon your abilities. If the first

impression you make is based on a

document full of misspelled words

your chances of being taken seri-

ously are diminished.

Currently, there are six dictionar-

ies available for the ST. They vary in

size from 36,0(10 to 115,000 words. If

you are simply creating personal

correspondence, one of the smaller

dictionaries is fine. If you are produc-

ing professional documents, the

smaller dictionaries are severely

limited, they slow the correction

process and increase the possibility

of mistakes.

The most versatile dictionaries

check words phonetically; they

suggest possible variations on

misspelled words, include the plural

forms of words along with their

various suffixes and recognize

compound words and word contrac-

tions. All dictionaries allow the

addition of specialized words in user-

defined supplemental dictionaries.

Make sure the program you purchase

uses a dictionary designed for your

country. Many common English

words are spelled quite differently in

Canada, Great Britain and the United

States. Is it cheque or check? Colour

or color? Ifa foreign dictionary is used

by a child, some of the variations

could cause problems.

Of course, you shouldn't disregard

a word processor simply because it

lacks a spell checker or employs a

limited one. You can also purchase a

stand-alone spell checker such as

Thunder! from Electronic Arts.

Thesaurus

Sometimes it's difficult to find words

that will let us communicate effective-

ly. We know what we mean to say,

but wind up expressing ourselves

ambiguously. That frustrating feeling

of having a word "on the tip of your

tongue" is common to all, but very

few of us do anything to remedy it.

A thesaurus is a utility that sug-

gests possible synonyms (words with

similar meanings) that can help you

master this shortcoming. It helps to

increase your vocabulary and

supplies words that can enliven

passages of text.

Currently there are only two programs

that provide a thesaurus: WordPer-

fect and Word Writer. If your pro-

gram lacks a thesaurus don't fret, you

can also purchase an accessory

version of the Word Writer thesaurus

separately in Timeworks' software

package Partner ST.

User Support/Upgrades

No word processor is ever truly

complete. There is always a bug fix,

upgrade request or potential problem

that needs to be dealt with. Do the

publishers of your word processor

support their product? Has the

company been around awhile and

established a good reputation? Check

the READ_ME.DOC file on the disk,

when was the latest version released?

If a company hasn't released any

upgrades for several years be cau-

tious about purchasing their product,

you may wind up as an orphan.

WYSIWYG
WYSIWYG (pronounced wizzeewig)

is an acronym that stands for "What

You See Is What You Get. "Most ST
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word processors provide an accurate

screen representation of what your

document will look like. Bold text is

actually bold, centered text is actually

centered, pictures and fonts approxi-

mate their final appearance on paper.

WYSIWYG programs save time,

paper and avert frustration. For

beginners and advanced users alike,

WYSIWYG word processors make

learning and using a program easier

and more enjoyable.

Some ST users, particularly

converts from the IBM world, are

strangely reluctant to useWYSIWYG
word processors. Take heart refugees

from Big Blue: there are non-GEM

programs that allow the input of

control symbols instead. With these

programs you can invoke a preview

mode that allows viewing of the

document in a pseudo WYSIWYG
environment. However, editing

cannot be performed in this mode,

the document can only be viewed.

The Programs

Finally, we arrive at the actual pro-

grams. These are not reviews, simply

summaries of product capabilities and

notes on significant aspects of each

product's high points. A chart is also

included here to compare the salient

basic features of each product.

Although it is impossible to precise-

ly classify many of the programs, I

have attempted to list them accord-

ing to their approximate categories.

Products that are clearly text editors,

such as Edit ST, are listed first,

followed by programs that combine

aspects of a text editor and a text

processor, such as ST Writer Elite.

Products that are clearly document

processors, such as Wordflair, are

preceded by programs that combine

aspects of text and document

processors, such as 1st Word Plus.

These are rough classifications. The

divisions do not imply personal

product preferences or make a

statement as to which products are

the best. Every product presented

here meets a niche in the Atari word-

processing community; it remains to

be seen if they will meet the needs

for which they were designed.

Some of the programs mentioned

here are entirely new or significantly

upgraded. Look for complete reviews

in upcoming issues.

Edit ST (Robust Software Inventions)

Fast, easy to use and self explana-

tory, Edit ST is a text editor that is a

joy to use. The program requires

only 85K of RAM and was clearly de-

veloped by a programmer with

programmers in mind. The disk

includes a calculator accessory and

an ASCII/decimal/hexadecimal

conversion code accessory. The

manual is clearly written and appears

to have been designed and published

using an Atari computer.

Tertio*

a built-in RPN calculator, character-

conversion tables, a unique file-

selector box with masking template

for locating source codes and much

more. It uses its own unique Desktop

that includes GEM-like icons such as

a trash can, clipboard and disk drives.

I can only recommend Tempus II

for programmers; it's too specific for

those who only need to edit text on a

casual basis. It will take sometime to

become acquainted to the many modes

available in this text editor, but

learning time is much shorter than

that required with a text processor.

WordPerfect

Tempus II (MichTron)

Tempus II is a slick text editor that

provides almost any option a pro-

grammer could ever ask for. Includes

WordPerfect (WordPerfect)

One of the most powerful text

processors available on any system

has made its way to the Atari market.

While it's a little option heavy for

many home users, it will certainly

grow with your needs

.

Learning to use the functions

completely requires more time than

most other products because of the

many options available. The program

IS highly configurable and, once you

have defined base page layouts and

your own macros, much of the page

creation process is automated.

Product support is excellent with

regular upgrades and unlimited

phone support from knowledgeable

representatives. The program runs

almost identically to its siblings on

other systems. Atari owners who
have used the program on PCs will

have no problem running WordPer-

fect almost immediately.
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WordPerfect includes a thesaurus

and a spell checker with a 1 15,000-

word dictionary-

ST HRITQT ELITE
Copyright 8 1383 bg Atari Corp.

In the public dwtain. Not for sale,

ftERTE File HOfiD File

DELETE File LijRIHT File

3)11 File SAVE File

SORflflT Disk jjECEIVE fiterlHriter"

QHDEX of Files BtnHSFORH Colors

(SIRES flip-Flop QUIT

mm
ST Writer Elite (Atari Corp.)

Dr. Bruce Noonan brings us the latest

update to a classic public-domain

favorite. ST Writer Elite is fast and

versatile. It's a full text processor yet

it works with the lightning speed of a

text editor. For those non-WYSIWYG
users mentioned earlier, this program

is an excellent option. It lets you

switch from a GEM-like environment

to a mode that allows keyboard

commands alone.

One of the best parts about ST

Writer Elite is that it's free! (Editor's

Note: This issue's STARTdisk includes

the latest update ofST Writer Elite.

Check the supporting article elsewhere

in this issuefor more information?)

Microsoft Write (Atari Corp./Mkrosoft)

Microsoft Write is easy to use and has

incredible potential but Atari has

failed to provide adequat e support,

upgrades or bug fixes. Microsoft has

disowned the product for reasons

known only to Atari and themselves.

Promises of a spell checker and other

additions have failed to materialize,

making Microsoft Write a software

pariah.

If you require multiple fonts in a

variety of sizes, Microsoft Write does

an excellent job. Resumes and reports

look great and includes a variety of

powerful layout options. Microsoft

Write will print using GDOS fonts,

your printer's internal character set or

metafiles which can be imported for

use by programs such as Timeworks

Publisher and Easy Draw.

1st Word Plus (GST)

The big brother of 1st Word, this

document processor is a welcome

relief to users who are still using the

original program released in the early

days of the ST. All files from the

original program are completely

compatible but 1st Word Plus adds

enough options to make it infinitely

more valuable than its predecessor.

The program can import pictures and

works with the fonts included with

your printer.

A powerful mail-merge program

and picture conversion utilities are in-

cluded with in 1st Word Plus along

with an intelligent spell checker that

uses a 40,000-word dictionary. At this

time, 1st Word Plus is the only pro-

gram that incorporates graphics and

still allows access to a spell checker, i

ftobot Boite Pcke

R Barkk - 08/08/89

Beia-Cad

Whether you're designing the latest high tech

automation equipment or a shed for the

back yard, do it quickly and easily with

BETA-CAD
Fast, direct access to over 12b powerful commands such as: Auto Dimensioning. Auto Intersect,

Stretch, Duplicate, Rotate. Mirror. Fillet, Offset. Measure, Splines, Beta math. Beta storage. Add
Angle. Add shrinkage, and Alter Lines, all at a SPECIAL DISCOUNT PRICE!

Call (orders omy) " \j ALMOST READS YOUR MIND!
800-326-9124

Now for the 520, 1040, and MEGA ST!

$99.'00

Visa & MasterCard

accepted

31 MILLARD RD NORTH ATTLEBORO MA 02760

Reg. Price $159 %

For info call

(508) 695-9175



When it comes to ST word processors, there's something for everyone.

Word Writer (Timeworks)

At the time of this writing, Word

Writer is the most popular text

processor available for the ST. Small

wonder: it's well rounded, easy to

use and logically organized. The

program takes advantage of almost

every standard word-processing

function the average user requires.

Word Writer includes a document

outliner, thesaurus and spell checker

with a 90,000-word dictionary. The

dictionary is not very intelligent,

slowing the correction process, but it

is adequate for most uses. The only

major addition that can be made to

this program is a footnoting function.

Timeworks has not released an up-

grade in two years but they provide

ongoing user support by phone.

f**»*ro„&

Protext (MichTron)

Michtron's latest addition to the

word-processor market incorporates

features of a text editor and text

processor with a command-line

interpreter. Protext is powerful and

inclusive but at times a little over-

whelming. The number and types of

commands that can be inputed are

great but text processing is slow and

sometimes awkward with the format

presented. Protext does not use GEM
drop-down menus or windows—
commands must be typed in manual-

ly or accessed via keyboard macros.

Protext is not for those who are

new to computing; however, pro-

grammers will find the product enjoy-

able as it fills their needs in several

areas. The program meets the claims

of the publisher but it lacks the friend-

liness attributed to most ST programs.

Protext includes a spell checker with

a 36,000-word dictionary.

^*Sv»^>

MOCept

Word Up 2.0 (Neocepf)

The latest version ofWord Up lets

you use fonts in sizes from 250 points

and it can now import .GEM

metafiles. This document processor

combines text, graphics and multiple

GDOS fonts to produce outstanding

ST/ime $59.95

LITHIUM 10YR.

BATTERY BACK-
ED-UP CLOCK/
CALENDAR
MODULE THAT
FITS IN ALL STs.

INSTALL IT

UNDER A TOS
ROM CHIP AND
ALL YOUR FILES
WILL BE TIMES
DATE STAMPED
WITH CORRECT
DATE &TIME.
COMES WITH
DIGITAL CORNER
CLOCK DISPLAY.

ST/ime T

&EMMIM®

IMPROVED MMU PINGRID BOARD

Z-RAM /4MEG
»K $149.95^

NEW PRODUCT ANNOUNCEMENTS
Z-RAM/Meqa2-to-4 $149.95

SOLDERLESS MEGA 2 RAM
UPGRADE TO 4 MEGABYTES! NO
TRACE CUTTING INVOLVED.

Z-RAM/2.5MEG *12995

ULTRA LOW-PROFILE SOLDERLESS
520ST/520STFM/1 040 2.5 MEG RAM
UPGRADE. FITS UNDER ALL RF-

SHIELDS, INCLUDING OLDER STYLE
520ST(EXTERNAL POWER SUPPLY)

2MEG $349.95

4MEG $599.95

520/520STFM/1040 2.5 TO 4 MEGABYTE
SOLDERLESS MEMORY UPGRADE KIT

INNOVATIVE 3-D DOUBLE-DECKER
BOARDS FIT ENTIRELY INTO THE
VIDEO SHIFTER BOX OF ST. USES
1MEGABIT RAM. RELIABLE GROUND
AND DATA CONNECTIONS MAKE
THIS IHE MEMORY UPGRADE FOR
THE ST. DIAGNOSTICS AND RAM-
DISK SOFTWARE INCLUDED.

$35.00 INSTALLATION SERVICE. SHIP US YOUR ST
AND IN 72 HOURS GET A MEGA BACK.
CALL FOR INFORMATION AND CURRENT PRICES.

ZUBAIR INTERFACES, INC.
5243B PARAMOUNT BLVD. LAKEWOOD, CA 90712
PHONE (213) 408-6715 FAX (213) 408-6748
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documents. The program is logically

arranged and uses a wide variety of

layout commands that let you adjust

almost any page component. Word

Up will create endnotes but does not

generate footnotes.

An upgrade is currently in the

works that will include additional

fonts, a spell checker, thesaurus and

importation and exportation of files

in 1st Word format. Shelby Moore,

President of Neocept, has attempted

to provide a program that equals or

exceeds his competition on all levels.

He and his staff are committed to

ongoing support of their products

and the ST.

Wordflair (Blue Chip International)

Blue Chip International has finally

released Wordflair, a unique docu-

ment processor that at one time was

to be released under the Atari soft-

ware label. Wordflair combines

multiple GDOS fonts, math functions,

a graph generator, database and graph-

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

ic importation with text processing.

The program creates everything

internally except image and metafile

graphics which must be imported.

Wordflair is a welcome addition to

the Atari market that could bring new

popularity to an already outstanding

machine. It's the closest thing I've seen

yet to an all-in-one product. Word-

flair is great for creating forms and

form letters and will increase speed

and flexibility in business settings.

With Wordflair you can concentrate

on creating a page, not the half a

dozen additional programs you

normally need to create a page that

uses all of these page components.

One nice addition is that Wordflair

includes a special edition of G-Plus,

the lightning fast GDOS replacement

from Codehead Software. It speeds

up screen activity, redraws and

loading. Nice touch Blue Chip!

Something for Everyone

With a list of products like this, there

is something for everyone, All I can

recommend is that you pick the

product that works best for you. Visit

your local dealer, try out copies of

programs that might do the job and

enjoy using your computer by

purchasing a word processor tailored

to your needs.

Dan Fruchey works as a para-

medic in Santa Rosa, California

and runs a small clip-art busi-

ness on the side.

Edit ST, $59.95. Robust

Software Inventions, 383 N.

Wilmot Road, #108B,
Tuscon, AZ8571 1,602/
750-092 1 .

1st Word Plus, $99 95
i si Word Plus, P.O. Box

15008, Portland, Maine
04101, 207/874-0702

Microsoft Write, call tor

price. Atari Corp., 1 196
Borregas Avenue, Sunnyvale,

CA 94086, 408/745-2000.

Pretext $199 95, Tern-

pus II, $79.95. MichTron,

576 S. Telegraph, Pontiac,

Ml 48053, 313/334-5700.

Wordflair, $99.95. Blue

Chip Inlernational, Inc., 501
Second Street, Suile 4 1 4, San

Francisco, CA 94 107, 415/
243-9605.

WordPerfect, WordPerfecl

Corp., 288 W. Center Street,

Orem, UT 84057, 801/
227-4410.

WordUp version 2.0
$79.95. Neocepl, Inc., 547
Constitution Avenue, Unit A,

Camarillo, CA 93010, 805/
482-0313.

WordWriter, $79.95.

Timeworks, 444 Lake Cook
Road, Deerfield, 1L600I5,
312/948-9200.

Chicagoland's

Largest Atari

ST Dealer!

Biggest Software
Selection, Including

Import Titles &
Magazines

Computers
Software
Service

(
Software Plus)

Ralph Turner's new book, Intermediate

& Advanced Atari ST Subjects, covers

hard drive management &. optimization,

IBM emulators, disk structure and file

recovery, connecting a 5 7, - inch floppy

drive, assembling a hard drive system

from inexpensive components, SCSI
ID numbers and LUN IDs, sector and
file editing, binary, hexadecimal and
decimal codes, ASCII file problems,

escape codes, miscellaneous tips, and

much more. His Atari ST Book covers

RAM disks, the AUTO folder, Desktop

tricks, Installing an Application,

adjusting the Control Panel's Palette

Settings, Public Domain Software,

Copying, Printers, Desk Accessories,

Telecommunications, the Item Selector,

and much more. Neither book requires

knowledge of programming. S16.95

each, plus $2.00 shipping each ($2.50

each to Canada). Check, Money Order,

VISA or MasterCard. Index Legalis,

Post Office Box 1822-49, Fairfield, IA
52556. Phone:(515)472-2293
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COMPLETEYOUR
START LIBRARY

Get\bur Back Issues Now
You'll want to have every issue handy for quick reference. The START library...

it's there when you need it!

WINTER 86
Features: JackTramiel Interview, Buyer's Guide.

On Disk: Noise Doodling; Address Book; Auto

Dialer; Label PrinterSt; Writer Secrets.

Reviewed: Mark Williams C. ; Menu+.

SUMMER 87
On Disk The aSTronorner: Text Compression
and Huffman Coding with Personal Pascal;

Flicker Animation Program; MIDISAVE,
Reviewed: Word Writer ST; Data Manager ST;

Swifteak ST; Five BASICs compared

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Features: Drawing and Painting Programs
Overview Desktop Video; How to Set Up Your

own MIDI Studio; Rock' n' Roll with Atari;

Shopping List of Music Hardware.
OnDisk: The Cartoonist; MIDI View; Ear Trainer.

Reviewed: Synth-Droid; Xsyn Patch Editors;

Music Studio and Music Construction Bet.

WINTER 87
Features: The Atari Mega 4; Zoomracks;

The ST in Hollywood; How Not to Shop

at a Computer Store.

On Disk: STARTKey; ST Writer Meets

the Mouse.

Reviewed: Macintosh and PC Emulators;

Dac-Easy and STAceounts; 1st Word Plus;

Superbase Personal.

SPECIAL ISSUE #2
Features: Drawing and Painting Programs

Overview; Desktop Video; 1 low to Set Up
Your own MIDI Studio; Rock'n'RoIl with

Atari; Shopping List of Music Hardware.

On Disk: The Cartoonist; MIDI View;

Ear Trainer.

Reviewed: Synth-Droid and Xsyn Patch Editors

Music Studio and Music Construction Set.

SPRING 88
Features: Earthquake; Upgrading Your ST;

Dave Mason Interview.

On Disk: Home Budgeting; Exploring Prolog;

1987 Tax Template; Battle for the Throne.

Reviewed: Personal Finance Programs;

Desk Accessories Compared.

SPECIAL ISSUE #3
Features: The ABCs of Desktop Publishing;

The ST in Business; Business Graphics;

Database Overview.

On Disk: CardSTack Database; START
Selector; Play the Market.

Reviewed: WordPerfecr; F-15 Strike Eagle.

SUMMER 88
Features: Three Years with the ST;

Mick Fleetwood Interview.

On Disk: Planning Traveler; Writing Your Own
Help Files; Fractal Landscape Generator;

Klondike Solitaire.

Reviewed: Microsoft Write.

SPECIAL ISSUE #4
Features: Games & Entertainment

On Disk: Naval Battle; World Discovery;

Guitar Simulator; Byte Mechanic; ReSTART

Reviewed: Dungeon Master; Chcssbase; Four

Sonic-Flight Patch Editors; Quantum Paint 1.2.

FOR ORDERS ONLY CALL TOLL-FREE
1-800-234-7001 7am-5pm PST

MasterCard &Visa Only

Or send your check to: START BACK ISSUES, 544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107; California residents add 6V2% sales tax.



JANUARY 89
Features: Editor's Choice.

On Disk: GFA BASIC 2.0; Spanish Mastery,

STAKTKey Revisited; Slither.

Reviewed: GFA BASIC 3.0; Creator and Notator.

FEBRUARY 89
Features! Thanks for all the Fish; ST: 1999.

On Disk: Dah-Ditter; Moon Calendar; Kamikazee
Chess, Killer Chess; VCR Organizer.

Reviewed; Atari's Planetarium; Rnblek's Skyplot;

Mirage Sample Editor's.

MARCH 89
Features: Three Artists Who Use the ST; Software

Rental.

On Disk; Seurat Draw and Paint Program;

Assembled S.sneers: ST Coloring Book.

Reviewed: Graphics and Animation Programs
Compared; Diagram's Big Band; Overview of Six

CAD Programs.

APRIL 89
Features: Jimmy Hotz's MIDI Magic; Dr. T
Inteview; The New TOS ROM Error Codes.

On Dfefc ST Writer Elite 3.0; Poker Solitaire; RAM
Baby.

Reviewed: Utilities; R/C Aerochopper; MIDI

MAY 89
Features; CompuServe's Spurts Forum; Atari

Goes to College.

On Disk: Space Wars 2400; GFA Object; 1988 Tax
Template; SIFT (START'S Instant File Translator

Reviewed: Buyer's Guide to Telecommunications

Programs; Calamus.

JUNE 89
Features: Do Anything Business Computer;
Arcade Addiction.

On Disk: GFA Vector, Match Quiz St; Screen-

writing with WordPerfect; ST Pinochle; Exploring

Spreadsheets; Traveling Mattes,

Reviewed: Juggler II; Switch/ Hack; Revolver;

Graphics Tool from Migr.ipli: MIDI Drummer.

JULY 89
Features: MIDI in the Future T ense; Making
MIDI Affordable

On Disk: Babel; GFA Object; The ST Theremin;

START Arcade

Reviewed; Sound Digitizers; E7.-Score Plus;

Pagestream; Turbo ST1.4; Hi Soft BASIC and Hi

Soft BASIC Professional.

AUGUST 89
Features: Secrets of a Good User Interface; Tools

of the Trade

On Disfc POGO; File Search; Splines on Splines;

Stumbling Blocks

RtOiewed: UJtrascript; DevpacST; dBMAN V;

After-Market Floppy Disk Drives; MIDI Magic

SEPTEMBER 89
Features: Sam Trnmiel Interview; Computer Game
Violence

On Disk: Avectn I: Ebora; The Seven Skulls;

Newspeed; Slither Screen Editor; Cinko
Reviewed: Eight Games; Fleet Street Publisher 3.0;

STAC, STOS and TaleSpin; NewScore

OCTOBER 89
Features: STACY and Portfolio Preview

On Disk: CAD-3D-to-DynaCADD Converter;

Schedule Maker; S'l'Suftguide; WordPerfect

Macros; Boingo

Reviewed: DynaCADD 1,56; Hotwire, NeoDesk 2.0

and VDOS ProQueue; Entry-Level Sequencers;

Computer Guide to the Solar System

NOVEMBER 89
Features: The Transputer Connection: Atari and

Perihelion; Donny Osmond Interview; The
START Disk's New Look

On Disk: RezRender; JULIA; Final Approach

I
START

. ISSUE MAG. W/DISK

LIBRARY ORDER FC
MAG. ONLY DISK ONLY

Q

)RM
Quantities are limited and we cannot guar-
antee that alt back issues are available.

Shipping/handling charge is FOc per item

whether you order the magazine with disk,

the magazine only or Ihedisk only. There is a

flat lee of $5.1X1 for orders of ten or more.

Send to:

START BACK ISSUES,
544 Second Street,

San Francisco, CA 94107

J

1

1

1

QTY: Q
1 1

X $14.95

j

|Z Z
X $4.00
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1

X
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ST WRITER ELITE

The perennial champion ofAtari's

public-domain wordprocessor

presents afarewell offering and

claims to retire, but we're not sure

we believe him. ST Writer Elite runs

in all three resolutions.

BY BRUCE D. NOONAN, M.D.

;, . I

.\ rl'I'I'VO »
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U'uPDPklkESSillG

WOPD PMKESSillG
WORD PROCESSING

Updates for all three languages of

ST Writer! Flies STW.ARC,
STW SPANARC, STW_GERM.ARC
and STW_MAN.ARC are on Side 2
of your START Disk.

I

really didn't want to do it. I felt

ST Writer was as good as it

could get. Then I received a

letter on GEnie fromJim Briant

of Richland, Wash., asking me
to make some changes. His

suggestions were good and 1 soon

found my wife giving me those looks

that means she's feeling ignored or

wants me to change my 2 year old's

diaper.

[ then began to look critically at ST

Writer and noticed a few annoy-

ances. Since I was on a roll and my
wife was already mad at me, I

decided to really go for it and fix it

up one last time. The result is ST

Writer Elite version 3.6.

ST Writer Elite Version 3.6: Changes

Since Version 3.0

• There is no longer a separate

resource file.

• The Global Search and Replace is

now roughly 60 times faster.

• The free memory byte counter can

now accommodate values up to 95MB.

This makes it compatible with the TT,

which can handle more than 25MB.

• In non-GEM mode, in many
instances the [Enter] key acts the

same as the [Return] key.

• Placing the cursor with the mouse

now updates the line/column

numbers immediately, as opposed to
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VERSION 3.6

The Final Revision to this Popular Word
Processor (Maybe)

updating them on the next key

stroke.

• An info status line has been added

at the top of the GEM menu screen

which keeps track of the name and

path of the current file in memory.

• When you save a fiie under the

name of one that exists, you are

warned, and the alert box tells you

the name of the file that you are

attempting to overwrite (nice, in case

you click on the wrong file, or type

in a name that you didn't know was

already a file in the same directory).

• If you haveTOS 1.4 in ROM, file-

selector boxes now indicate the

operation (e.g., did you select delete,

load, save or what?).

• All disk i.o. has been updated and

thoroughly debugged.

• |Control]-[A], [ControlRZ], [Con-

trolHRight Arrow] and [Control] -[Left

Arrow] now work in the command

box.

• Search/Replace allows a null replace-

ment (bug in versions 3-2 and 3-3).

• AtariWriter(tm) files can now be

loaded from another folder (bug in 3-4).

• There's now an option to print

only odd, or only even pages, which

lets you print your document double-

sided, like a book, by flipping the

sheets.

Using ST Writer Elite

To use the latest version of ST Writer

Hlite, boot this months START disk;

the START menu program runs

automatically. At the main screen,

click on Prepare Disk, then select "ST

Writer Elite version 3-6." The pro-

gram will un-ARC directly onto the

destination disk you specify. Before

using this update, read the ASCII file

READJVIE. It contains bug alerts and

a list of changes in version 3-6. To

run ST Writer, double-click on

STWRITER.PRG at the Desktop. ST

Writer runs in all resolutions.

I also updated the Spanish and

German language versions. To run

those, click on Prepare Disk at the

main screen of the START menu

program. Select "ST Writer Elite:

Spanish'' for the Spanish version;

select "ST Writer Elite: German" for

the German version. The program

will un-ARC directly onto the destina-

tion disk you specify. To run the

Spanish version, double-click on

STW_SPAN.PRG
;
to run the German

version, double-click on

STW_GERM.PRG.
(Editor's Note: We also repub-

lished the ST Writer Elite manual on

Side 2. It hasn't been edited to reflect

the changes since version 3-0, but we

felt it would he usefulfor those read-

ers who are new to the STcommu-

nity and receiving ST Writer Elitefor

thefirst time. To un-ARC the manual,

click on Prepare Disk at the main

screen, of the START menu program

.

Select •'ST Writer Elite Manual; " the

document will un-ARC directly onto

the destination disk you specify. The

manual, in file STWMAN.ASC. is in

ASCIIformat. You can read it by

double-clicking on TYPE.PRG and

choosing STWMAN.ASCfrom thefile

selector box. TYPE.PRG is a display

program written by Sterling K. Webb

ivhich first appeared in the March

1989 issue ofSTART.)

The Last Hurrah

I really do not anticipate any more

updates to ST Writer. I have my
medical practice, my sporting goods

company and my own software

company, and I would like to think

of ST Writer as finished. Nothing is

ever perfect, but I can't keep beating

the thing to death. So I hereby

resolve not to mess with it anymore.

Nope, nothing can change my mind.

Nothing. Period. That's myfinal
word/Of course, those new resolu-

tions on the TT might be a challenge.

Hmmm, a word processor that works

in all six resolutions. . .

Dr. Bruce D. Noonan's wife has

resumed talking to him—for now.

As always, ifyoufind any bugs,

lei Dr. Noonan know. He can be

reachedon CompuServe [72407,504]

and Genie [RNoonan],
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RIO 800-782-9110— — — ^^^ -ORDERS ONLY MON-SAT 8AM-6PM (PACIFIC TIME)

DATEL AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
COMPUTERS COMPLETE LINE OF HARDWARE S SOFTWARE IN STOCK

CUST SERVICE
TECH SUPPORT

702-454-7700
TU-SA10AM-6PM

FAX: 702-454-7700

GENISCAN ST
'Easy to handle Scanner featuring 4 1/8" scanning width & 400dpi resolution

enables you to reproduce graphics & text on your computer screen 'Optical

Character Recognition Mode will capture text images from the page S save
them in format ready tor conversion to text tile suitable tor word processor
'Package includes GS-4000 scanner, interlace & Scan Edit software "Powerful
partner to Desk Top Publishing "Printout for Epson compatibles "Unmatched
range of edit/capture facilities simply not offered by other scanners at this

unbeatable price 'Adjustable switches for brightness & contrast 'Cut S paste
editing of images "Save images as IMG, Degas, Neo, etc - ONLY $299.95

OCR SOFTWARE -Teach your Atari to read !

"Optical character recognition software converts scanned text to ascii'Use
converted text in your word processor'No more manual transcribing of text'Uses
special scanning mode of the Geniscan ST'Learn mode lets you teach your
computer any font - ONLY $89.95

TRACKMASTER ST
'Trackmaster track display unit is a

must for the disk hacker'Simply plugs
into disk drive port of the ST'Displays
track number, disk side and read/writB

status as trie head moves along the
dlsk'Two-digit LED display'Displays up
to (rack 85'Works on both internal and
external drives (switchable]"Complete

required -ONLY $59.95
softw

EPROM BOARD
'Complete Eprom Board (4 case "Accepts up
to 4 X 27256 Eproms "Mapped into the
cartridge area - ONLY $24.95

SAMPLER STUDIO
•A complete sound sampling package
'
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land 'Compute E

i 'Sevt
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conjunctions 'supports med & hi res display

"requires 1 meg mem - ONLYS49.95

ST COPY DEEP SCAN BURST NIBBLER
Copy even highly protected programs in under 60 seconds!!
Copy MS DOS protected programs with equal ease !!

'Works with one drive or two'Copy Between 5.25" and 3.5" drives'Multiple copy
option allows many backups from one original "Copy 1 or 2 sides up to 85 tracks

'Special format parameters for nor standard formats "Unique "INFO
ANALYSER" displays vital disc parameters including sector distribution,

dispersion, interleave, etc "Easy to use Icon driven program takes the mystery
out of Disc backup - ONLY $39.95 Upgrades ONLY $12.00

3.5" & 5.25" EXTERNAL DRIVES
3.5" - "Slimline extra low profile unit

"Top quality drive mechanism'Fully
compatible - 1 meg unformatted
capacity'Can be formatted to 85 tracks

and 11 sectors - ONLY $159.95

5.25"- "Operate in 40 or 80 track
mode'Rear panel switches to configure

ALL combinations of computer model
and track modes'Perfect for use with

PC Ditto- ONLY $179.95

i MRG INTI-RNAI DRIVE UPGRADE
"Replace internal 500K drive with a
full 1 Meg unit'Top quality drive

unit- Easily titled- Full
instructions Direct plug in

replacement'No special skills or

tools required'Minor modification

to enclosure is required'When
I considering a drive replacement
remember that quality is most
important -ONLY $119.95

REPLACEMENT MOUSE
'Twice the tracking speed of the
Atari mouse !

*No more mouse doublers
!
required'Softer more positive

I button clicking'More consistent

|
double click'Extra long 6 foot
connecting cord'highest quality

mechanical parts for for longer life

and consistent positioning

-ONLY $44.95

STSUPERTOOLKIT
'Whole disk Track & Sector Edit "Read up to

85 tracks and 255 sectors! "Super HiRes

different editor modes-Drive, Disk or File

'Direct select function for Bootsector.
Directory sector "Fully

'HEX/ACSII eel! nodes
"Pctorjl frv In;; ri ;-. v.,;.

ST TIMEKEEPER
'Simple plug-in battery-back*
clock cartrrdoe'Fits into
pcrt'On-b

up to 5 years' Automatically
adjusts for leap year etc'Complete with
install disk and comer clock display'Exad
Iitp d;ite clc available on power up
- ONLY $49.95

ADVANCED ART STUDIO

tools for he
'rv:r\\-' ot-- signer £, „u ,,»j ,,,„K w^um,
f :rivc-="i l:sfil:)c:< ,'. v on-y.cresn lifilp 'In

10 res mode operation - ONLY $29.95

SKYPLOT
'Most advanced features ol any astro-

prg 'Covers 1 7.000 stars, planets & ne
oh ecis 'On line lieln 'Zoom display :•

.lye tiir -:;

NLY S24.95

PC DITTO II -$249.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE -$419.95

PC DITTO II + 5.25" DRIVE + DRIVE SWITCH - $451 .95

HARD DRIVES - MODEMS - SOFTWARE — $CALL

ALL THE LATEST EUROPEAN SOFTWARE
CALL FOR PRICE AND AVAILABILITY

AERCO MEMORY BOARD UPGRADES
ABSOLUTELY THE EASIEST INSTALLATION - UNPOPULATED BOARD - $139.95

1/2 MEG RAM - $30.00 ' 2MEG RAM $240.00 ' 4MEG RAM - S480.00

COMPLETE LINE OF MIDI PRODUCTS

AUTHORIZED ATARI SERVICE CENTER
LET US REPAIR YOUR EQUIPMENT - 5 DAY REPAIR OR THE SHIPPING IS FREE - $ CALL

MANY OTHER ITEMS IN STOCK - IF YOU DON'T SEE WHAT YOU WANT CALL FOR LOW, LOW PRICES

RIO / DATEL
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Subscribe to START magazine with disk

Tutorials on START Disk brings

the expertise of top ST program-

mers right into your computer.

Manage the power of your

ST and make your computing
more enjoyable with utilities

on STart disks.

Stimulate your imagination and

your reflexes with games on

START Disk! How-to tutorials

show you how to write your

own pulse-pounding games.

THE #1 mm ST MOHTMY

ForFasterService Call

Toll Free 1-800-234-7001
Visa or MasterCard Only

JLllS! Sign me up for 12 issues ofSTART
magazine plus DISK for the low price of
just $79.95.

Bill mc
I'm enclosing payment

D Check enclosed Visa MasterCard

Credit Card #

Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery of first issu

97.95. Foreign surface $104.95. Foreign airma
(not including Canada) must sent full payment.

START SUBSCRIPTIONS, P.O. Box 3805, Escondido, CA 92025

Zip A40
California $85.15.

$158.35. Foreign si

ayment in U.S. fund

Cana

only.



DESKTOP PUBLISHERS

Just
a few years ago,

there was really no

such thing as desktop

publishing. Ifyou

wanted to create a

document that consist-

ed of more than

typewritten lines of

copy, you went

through a long, often

costly process. You

would write the copy,

draw or obtain the pictures to accom-

pany it and then design a blueprint (a

layout sheet) to indicate how the

elements should look after they were

combined.

To get a finished product, you would

take all of your work to a print shop.

There the copy could be reproduced

in the type size and style you desired,

the artwork could be cropped, resized

and then reproduced in printable form,

and both elements could be laid out

according to your design. Then your

document would be printed.

These steps were both costly and

time-consuming. And since someone

else was doing the work, your

control over the finished product and

ability to make last-minute changes

were limited.

Desktop publishing has changed

all that. Powerful computers such as

the ST let anyone single-handedly

produce all sorts of documents such

as posters or newsletters in as little as

1 5 minutes. And unless you want

your creation printed on special

paper or in great quantities, you

won't even need to visit a print shop.

What you will need is software

designed for DTP. As of this writing,

there are four such programs for the

ST: Calamus Desktop Publishing from

ISD Marketing, Desktop Publisher ST

from Timeworks, Fleet Street Publisher

from Michtron and PageStream from

Soft-Logik. (Editor's Note: Actually,

there arefive DTPprograms at this

time: Atari's Deskset 11 rounds out the

group. Though it wasn 't released in

timefor this overview, it is available

now. Watchfor a review in a future

issue ofSTART)

In evaluating these programs, I

can happily say that each one is

capable of producing quality docu-

ments on an ST/Mega linked to a

good dot-matrix or laser printer. But

the programs vary greatly in terms of

operation and features. The purpose

of this article is to examine each

program individually, describing its

functions and capabilities along with

some strengths and weaknesses.

FLEET STREET PUBLISHER V. 2.1

**«*"•»

**»*ut.o<»*

While Fleet

Street Publisher
lacks such
capabilities as
automatic text

wraparound, it

contains other
welcome fea-

tures. This

screen shot shows
a dialog box
that makes
radical text
manipulation as
simple as
clicking the
mouse.

chTron, one of the biggest

(software supporters of the

ST, resurrected Fleet Street

after the British company that

exported the original version with-

drew its support. Based on the

performance of its version 2. 1

,

MichTron made a wise move in

reviving Fleet Street.

Fleet Street is a very capable per-

former whose assets include ease ot

use, good documentation, versatile

text-editing functions, a nice collec-

tion of clip art and excellent print

quality.

But it also lacks some sophisti-

cated features that prevent it from

being labeled a state-of-the-art DTP
program. It will not support text flow

from one page to another, can only

import .IMG picture files and ASCII

text files (although it can convert
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other word-processor text files to

ASCII and three types of picture files

to .IMG format) and it lacks the

ability to wrap text around graphics.

By the time you read this, how-

ever, MichTron should have released

Fleet Street Publisher version 3.0.

According to MichTron's director of

product support, George Miller, the

new version will address those

shortcomings and add some power-

ful new features.

Miller said the major revision will

completely support multiple-page

documents, feature fully automatic

text runaround and directly import

many different types of text and

picture files. It will also justify text

vertically and offer additional graph-

ics drawing tools within the program.

Meanwhile, Fleet Street Publisher

Version 2.1 will handle most basic

DTP needs. Newcomers to DTP will

especially appreciate the instruction

manual. Its spiral-bound, 265 pages are

well written, contain plenty of

illustrated examples and are organiz-

ed in a logical, easy-to-follow fashion.

For the most part, the program is

straightforward and easy to learn. I

particularly liked the use of selection

boxes on the sub-menus. By pointing

to an arrow and clicking on it with

the mouse, you can scroll through

and select from the entire range of

options within a sub-menu.

Another Fleet Street Publisher

characteristic I appreciate is its ability

to manipulate text. The program has

the capabilities of a pretty good word

processor, including search-and-

replace (but no spell checker).

Blocks of text (as small as one letter

and as large as an entire page) can

be selected and then modified. You

could, for example, have the first

letter of a headline appear in a

different font and size than the rest of

the headline. Fleet Street Publisher

will automatically adjust the spacing

of the headline for you.

I also like the idea that Fleet Street

Publisher comes complete with a

library of 150 .IMG picture files

covering a wide range of subjects.

This helps compensate for its

somewhat limited picture-importing

capabilities and makes it easier for

novice users to take full advantage of

the power of DTP.

And speaking of power, the most

recent version of Fleet Street Pub-

lisher available at review time came

bundled with and configured to take

advantage of a program called

UltraScript from Imagen Corporation.

UltraScript lets Fleet Street pages be

printed in the high-quality PostScript

file format.

Although Fleet Street Publisher

requires 2MB ofmemory when used

with UltraScript, its printouts were

superb, even on a nine-pin dot-

matrix printer. And don't worry if

you don't have that much memory;

Fleet Street Publisher will work with

as little as 512K on a color or mono-

chrome system.

DESKTOP PUBLISHER ST

Desktop Publish-

er ST provides a
good compro-

j| mise between
power and ease-
of-use. Its text

wraparound
capbilities, for

example, are
somewhat limit-

ed, but imple-
menting them is

simple; just

select the option
from the menu
and change the

_J measurements

Anyone who has used any other

Timeworks program on the ST

knows that they are character-

ized by ease of use, flawless opera-

tion and enough power to handle

most tasks. The Timeworks Desktop

Publisher ST fits right into that mold.

Desktop Publisher ST comes with

200 pictures and nine sample publi-

cations. You can use the pictures as
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[hey are or modify them for your

own documents. And while it's

highly unlikely you would ever use

[he sample publications intact, you

can easily modify their text and basic

designs to create your own publica-

tions.

1 Timeworks claims the novice user

can be at that stage within 60 min-

utes, thanks to the "Quick-Start Mini-

cannot be manipulated (except with

kerning and leading commands).

For all intents and purposes, it's

also impossible to use different font

styles or sizes within the same word

or headline. You also can't use

special effects such as text or graph-

ics rotation, but Desktop Publisher

ST does support automatic text runa-

round and multiple-page documents.

Using Desktop Publisher ST is as easy

as it sounds.

Manual" included in the documenta-

tion. That documentation is unques-

tionably the clearest, easiest to follow

and most complete of all the DTP

programs mentioned in this article.

As impressive as the Mini-Manual

were the clear installation instruc-

tions (at the front of the manual,

where they belong) , the numerous

appendixes and an extensive index.

Desktop Publisher ST's command
structure is very logical and intuitive.

Every operation is performed within

one of four modes built around frame,

text, paragraph (copy block) and

graphics creation and manipulation.

Using Desktop Publisher ST is as

easy as it sounds. Since every element

on a page must be contained by a frame,

however, it is not quite as flexible as

Page-Stream. This becomes particularly

evident in the manipulation of text.

' Although line and letter spacing can

be adjusted manually or automatical-

ly to some extent, it's sometimes diffi-

cult to place a word exactly where

you want it. That's because Desktop

Publisher ST text is confined to frames

and only the frames can actually be

moved. Ifyou create a frame just for

a single word or line, that's no

problem. But if you tend to enter

tvords in blocks, as I do, the individ-

ual words or lines within the blocks

It can also import many different

types of ST text and graphics files.

Simply click your mouse and the

program will automatically import

text (minus tabs and double line

spacing) in ASCII or one of four

popular ST word processor file

formats (including Timeworks' own
Word Writer ST) or art in one of five

popular formats.

Simple artwork can actually be

created and other artwork edited

within Desktop Publisher ST, thanks

thanks to a wide range of printer

drivers included in the program. The

files themselves, however, cannot be

saved in PostScript format. Print

quality on my 9-pin Panasonic 1080i

was quite good, although some of

the GDOS fonts looked a bit jagged

in certain sizes or styles.

The font sizes and styles at your

command are limited by your printer

type and computer memory. But

Desktop Publisher ST will work very

well on the most basic 520ST with

color or monochrome monitor and

single-sided disk drive.

A spokesperson for Timeworks

said the company has no plans to

offer a new version of Desktop

Publisher ST.

There's no question that Calamus

is the most powerful of the four

DTP programs evaluated for this

article. Quite simply, it contains more

features and will perform more func-

tions than the others. In fact, it could

veiy well be the most powerful DTP
program available for any popular

computer system, not just the ST.

The questions a would-be buyer

needs to ask are "Do I need this

Calamus is the most powerful DTP program for

the ST — or any machine for that matter.

to its graphics tools. You won't

confuse this with a drawing program,

however. The tools are somewhat

limited and edited work cannot be

saved as a picture file itself, but only

as part of a Desktop Publisher

Document or as a document itself

(which limits its usefulness).

The documents created with Desk-

top Publisher ST can be printed on

everything from a 9-pin dot matrix to

a PostScript compatible laser printer,

much power?" and "Am I willing to

invest the time and effort required to

take full advantage of it?"

The minimum system requirements

for Calamus, which comes on two

double-sided disks, are a 1040ST and

monochrome monitor. The recom-

mended setup is a Mega 4 with hard

drive and Atari SLM804 laser printer. I

used it with a Mega 2, hard drive and

9-pin dot matrix printer and was

completely satisfied with the results.
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Printouts were particularly

impressive. Calamus uses its own
page description language, which

can reportedly spew out a laser

printed one-page document in just 30

seconds. Printouts are naturally much
slower on a dot-matrix printer, but

the quality of the type and line

Clicking on some of the icons will

reveal even more icons that serve as

sub-menus. If you point to an icon,

an information field to the right of

the menu bar will tell you what that

icon represents. But the scope of the

whole thing still boggles the mind.

For that reason, I couldn't classify

CALAMUS

To utilize all the
powerful fea-
tures of Calamus,
you must wade
through dozens
of menus and
sub-menus. This

is an example of
the text window
found in the
General Text
Functions sub-
menu.

drawings was extraordinary. Calamus

is not Postscript compatible and

requires a special hardware interface

for Linotronic output.

It will take some work, however,

to get to the point where you're ready

to make printouts. For the novice

user, Calamus can best be described

as intimidating. Upon booting it up,

new users will find themselves

staring at no less than 35 icons, five

menus and five alphanumeric fields.

Few of the icons look familiar, so

it's not difficult to be overwhelmed.

the user interface in Calamus as

intuitive. Some degree of planning is

also required to get the most out of

the program, since page composition

is based on the creation of frames

designated to hold specific elements.

Once you become familiar with

the program, however, it operates

with an elegant smoothness. After

spending a few hours with Calamus,

I began to appreciate the flexibility

and total control provided by its

command hierarchy.

The program's documentation

makes it more difficult than it should

be to learn Calamus. The reference

manual begins with a very technical

description of pixels and vectors as

they relate to the program. This

could easily scare the average user

away forever. The space would have

been better used for a tutorial or

index, neither of which were in-

cluded in the reference manual I

received. ISD claims that both are

contained in the latest manual and

will be sent free of charge to regis-

tered users.

Those users will find plenty of

great feaaires in Calamus. I was

particularly impressed with the

extent to which it lets users define

their own macro keys for frequent

operations, its ability to rotate text

and flow it around objects, its total

support of multiple-page documents

and its ability to import text and

picture files from a wide range of ST

program formats. Another tremen-

dous feature is the availability of

multiple clipboards that can be used

to perform all sorts of cut-and-paste

functions.

While Calamus is already a very

complete program, Potechin says it is

only the foundation for an entire

DTP system. A font-editing program

with 10 new fonts and an outline and

drawing package should already be

available for use with Calamus.

There's even a 300-page book

available that offers hints and tips for

getting the most out of Calamus. And

an updated version of Calamus with

around 200 new features is promised.

With a $299.95 list price, Calamus

is not inexpensive by program

standards. And it will extract a

substantial price in time and effort to

master Calamus and be able to take

full advantage of its potential. For the

ST user interested in serious DTP, the

investment will be well worth it. )
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I
It

hasn't been that long since

PageStream producer Soft-Logik

impressed the ST community with

its first DTP program, Publishing

Partner. Its eagerly awaited and

much-anticipated sequel, PageStream,

lives up to its advance billing.

PageStream is characterized by a

very flexible and intuitive user

interface, great versatility and

tremendous power. Unfortunately,

the version reviewed (1.52) is also

characterized by some bugs and a

tendency to bomb for no apparent

reason. (Editor's Note: PageStream

PageStream is less rigid than other DTP

programs available for the ST

PageStream also displayed a few

bugs that seemed to pop up whether

the blitter was on or not. These bugs

were mostly related to redraws of the

work screen when it contained a

document with a great deal of text.

Chunks of text would sometimes

disappear after the screen was

PAGESTREAM

t Paragraph Indent /Outdent EENT

One of the nicest

features of Page-
- Stream is that it

provides graphic
representations
of how an action

I affect your

IE

document. For

„~.„ have example, the

ousands \
"Paragraph In-

nsytvanii dent" ana "Parcr
hancetoa, graph Outdent"

j samples near
knowledge, . *~ ,

the Grei fhe bottom of

Wilkes, the dialog box
are actually change

rmm
b

p!»s3 according to the
measurements

the last i

31 above them.

version 1.8 is now available. Watch

for a review in a future issue of

START.)

During the many hours I used the

program, it bombed perhaps six

times. There seemed to be no common
denominator to the crashes, although

all ofthem occurred while my Mega

2's blitter chip was activated. Page-

Stream never crashed during the few

hours 1 ran it without the blitter.

redrawn to change view size. None

of the few other quirks 1 encountered

showed up more than once.

Despite these flaws, I love using

PageStream. It is less rigid than other

DTP programs available for the ST in

that it doesn't require the user to first

create frames or blocks to hold all of

the various elements used in a docu-

ment. Instead, PageStream auto-

matically frames an element for you

after it has been placed on a page.

For example, to type something

into your document, just select the

Text Mode and start typing at the cur-

sor. PageStream will then define its

own block around the text, letting it

be moved, copied or rotated and

enabling you to change the size,

typeface and justification of the text

within the block.

This capability gives PageStream

more of a "run-and-gun" feel than the

other DTP programs. You can kind

of wing it while you create your doc-

ument, designing the page layout as

you go along. This makes PageStream

by far the easiest program to use for

creating documents filled with

COMPOSIT CAD 3D2

ANIMATION
STOS

Composit cad 3D2 a uniquely new code free 3D2 an
tion enviroment which suppods unlimited colors, ft

the 16 color palette Im-.itation 01; Libied? and DTV porting.

No control coding retjuiri'ii. designed for the artist who
thinks of Ihe computer us a drawing iixu. Mav be driven

via ST Contorle if desired. Disk fumi.iins manual) $19

S"i.=n shipping ;ir::.l h;iini!ii-<! il\>: dried seprratelv fp

STOS tools.

STOS Utility Tool Kit
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venture Dictionary; A graphc arcade flow charting acces-
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Spri te digitizing 1 oliirir!

I
in: imperii unreal world graphics

and objects into STOS as Sprite files. Fantastic Sprite
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graphics of various types and sizes.

PageStream can automatically cre-

ate and size those graphics. It will let

you create lines, boxes, rectangles,

circles, ellipses and polygons. In fact,

PageStream in many ways resembles

a drawing program, albeit one with

powerful text manipulation features

added.

Many of the drop-down menu
items contain sub-menus. One of the

best features of PageStream is the

way these sub-menus, which look

more like dialog boxes, offer graphic

examples of their effects. For ex-

ample, one sub-menu features a

polygon that changes shape to help

you decide how many degrees you

want to slant an object.

The ability to slant objects is just

one of an impressive array of features

offered by PageStream. Other

powerful features include automatic

word and line spacing and hyphena-

tion, the ability to import a variety of

picture types and word processor

text files and the ability to automati-

cally flow text around objects.

PageStream also offers a wide

variety of print options, and—
thanks to its own page description

language— print quality is outstand-

ing. Various printer drivers are

included and multiple-page docu-

ments are supported. PageStream

even lets documents be saved as

PostScript-compatible files that can

be printed out by high-quality

typesetters.

All of these features are explained

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

fairly well in the PageStream instruc-

tion manual. The manual contains

three excellent tutorials, each one

concentrating on different features of

the program. If you do choose Page-

Stream, be sure to save your work

often until an updated version is

released that eliminates version 1.52's

tendency to crash.

Scott Wasser is an editor at a

daily newspaper in Wilkes-Barre,

Pennsylvania. He wrote exten-

sivelyfor ST-Log magazine. This

is hisfirst articlefor START.

Calamus, $299.95. ISD

Marketing, 2651 John Streei,

Unil 3, Morkham, OT L3R

2W5. (416)479-1882.

Desktop Publisher ST
$129.95. Timeworks, 444
Lake Cook Road, Deerfield IL
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Fleet Street Publisher PageStream, $199.95
(version 2.0) $149 95 SofUogik, 11131 South

MichTron, 576 S. Telegraph, Towne Square, Suite F, St.
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QUICK ST II The Software Screen Accelerator

Includes the Quick Index and Quick View utilities at no extra cost. This is a must have utility package!

QUICK ST II increases the speed of screen text and graphics, making most programs run faster and smoother,

even if your computer does not have a blitter chip or other hardware accelerator installed. Features include:

Makes GEM faster, even when using TOS 1.4 or GDOS. Screen scrolling is as fast as with a blitter chip.

Window updates are faster. GEM and text programs redraw faster. Text strings print extremely fast.

Automatic Installation of custom desktop fonts, patterns, and desktop pictures.

Runs on any Atari ST. Supports standard color and monochrome as well as multisync and Moniterm monitors.
Loads from the AUTO folder. Uses only 20K of memory. Won't cram even the smallest memory system.
Only a fraction of the cost of a blitter chip or hardware accelerator upgrade... with no installation hassles!

The fine print: Quick ST II work.1
, by repricing pans of (TM and BIOS with nn-i.ii frisk: r codi\ Normal (ex! output is up lo 15 times faster. Screen

scrolling is up to 80% faster. GFA1 test, line, and fill operations arc twice as fast. Promina thai don't use TOS directly (such as games and
emulators) won't benefit from the speed increases. Disk and math operations arc also not affected. Quick ST will speed up a blitter based system.

Quick Index is the de facto benchmarking

software for the Atari ST. Use it to test software

accelerators such as Quick ST II , hardware

accelerators such as the blitter chip or 16 MHz
boards, or the performance of disk formatters, and

hard disk drives.

Quick View is a very fast text file viewer which

quickly displays text files using editor-like scrolling

controls. Quick View can also print the files and

toggle between a 25 and 50 line display (in

monochrome). Accepts command line parameters.

Also runs as a desk accessory.

(519)-570-4340 (519)-747-0386

CompuServe: 73657,2714

GEnie, BIX, Delphi: DAREKM
nel: watcgllelectrolbrasoft! mailbox

Branch Always Software
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CANADA

Price: $19.95 US
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(C)1990 Branch Always Software.
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More on
Apple's

HYPERCARD

This
month, we'll continue our exploration of

Apple's HyperCard. As I mentioned last month,

there are several levels of use with HyperCard.

Each level gives you more options (and more

power) and presents additional menus from

which to choose.

The HyperCard Levels

The first two levels of HyperCard, Typing and Browsing,

aren't very interesting because all you can do is type

information into fields that someone else set up.

The third level of HyperCard is called Painting. Recall

that a HyperCard stack ismade up ofindividual cards.

The Painting level lets you modify how a card looks.

Although the Paint menu appears small at first glance,

there is quite a bit of power here, because each selection

can be used several ways. The tools include such

common MacPaint-type commands as rectangles, circles,

brushes, lines, pencils (sets and erases points), area fill,

graphic text, polygons, an airbrush and selection tools.

As with most Mac applications, you can cut and paste

items to the clipboard, then bring them in and use them

in HyperCard.

The tools themselves can be modified. For example,

with the graphic text, you can choose the size, font and

any special effects you want. The airbrush can be

adjusted for density and spread, while a large menu
enables you to select from a variety of fill patterns. The

weight of a line can be set, as well as the size and shape

of the paint brush.

Continued on page 44

MichTronJoins the

PC Emulator Ar ena

PC SPEED

PC
Speed is a hardware-based PC emulator for

the ST that works quite well and advances

the stale ofPC emulation considerably. It

comes with all you need to get going except

MS-DOS, and can be installed by someone

only moderately comfortable with a soldering iron.

Installing PC Speed

The PC Speed package consists of board, two 64-pin

sockets, a disk and a manual. To install it, you must

open up your ST and remove the metal shield to gain

access to the 68000 microprocessor. This is not espe-

cially difficult and is explained moderately well in the

manual, but if you're uncomfortable "under the hood"

you should have the job done by a qualified technician

or dealer. (Editor's Note: Please keep in mind that any

modification you make on your ST may be a violation

ofthe computer's warranty.')

To actually install the board into the ST, you must

solder one of the 64-pin sockets to the 68000, with each

pin being soldered to a leg of the microprocessor. This

is tricky and requires a steady hand and a fine-tipped

soldering iron. You must also be careful not to overheat

the 68000. Still, though this is complicated, you do not

need to unsolder and remove the 68000 itself, an even

trickertask.

Certain internal modifications (such as thejRIJ .A.T.O.

board) will not permit you to use PC Speed. According

to notes posted on GENIE, PC Speed is also incompat-

ible with Jim Allen's Turbo-l6 accelerator board.

Continued on page 46
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Continuedfrom page 43

As mentioned earlier, each tool is

available in several different varieties.

For example, the line tool is used "as

is" to draw lines in black. Hold down

the Option ([Alternate] on the ST)

key to draw the line in the selected

fill pattern. The brush can be used as

a paint brush or an eraser-brush.

Another good example is the Rec-
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stack. Or, you can select the back-

ground, in which ease any modifica-

tions you make will affect every card

in the stack. The "card" portion will

take precedence over the back-

ground ifthe two overlap. Thus, you

would want to set up the back-

ground graphics which are the same

for all cards on the background, then

HyperCard
features a
searchable Help
facility that

outlines all its

functions. This

facility is itself a
HyperCard stack.

From the "home
card" shown
here, you can go
directly to any
stack by simply
clicking on the
appropriate

tangle tool. It draws rectangles

(surprise!) with a black border. If you

select "Draw Filled" from the menu,

it will be filled with the selected

pattern, and holding down the

[Alternate] while dragging draws the

border of the rectangle in the

selected fill pattern. Thus, to draw a

filled rectangle with no border, select

"Draw Filled" and hold down [Alter-

nate] while drawing.

The Fill tool is quite versatile as

well. Not only can it fill shapes, but

graphic text as well. Most of the tools

have a "Draw Multiple" option so that

multiple copies of the shape are creat -

ed as you drag. The separation of

these copies can be set and graphics

can be shaped or stretched. As you

can see, there is a lot of power for

customizing your cards in the rather

innocuous looking Paint menu.

It is important to realize is that

each card has a background (which

Is the same for the whole stack) and

a "card," or foreground, which is

unique to that card. You can paint

just the card, in which case your

artwork will appear on that card

switch to the individual card to make

changes that affect just that card. This

dichotomy between card and

background holds for buttons and

fields (see below).

entirely new "look" for your button

from a stack called "Button Ideas"

included with HyperCard. You can

set many attributes of the button

from a dialog box. You can change

its name, decide whether to display

the name and set its properties

(transparent, opaque, shadowed, rec-

tangular, check box, etc.). At any

time you can modify a button, move

it to another location or delete it

entirely,

Buttons must be linked to some-

thing to be useful . They can be

linked to another stack, a card within

a stack or to a Hypertalk script. A

good example of a button linked to a

stack is when you create a new stack.

To access the stack, create a button

and place it in the Home stack, then

link it to your new stack. Whenever

you click on the button in the Home
stack, it will open your new stack.

Linking a button to another card is

useful to pull up additional informa-

tion. HyperCard includes an example

of a rolodex. The first card show's a

series of lettered tabs (i.e., A, B, etc.).

Click on one of these tabs to jump to

The real power of HyperCard comes out in

the Authoring level.

The Authoring Level

Although you can certainly make

your cards look pretty using the Paint

tools, the real power of HyperCard

shows up when you engage the

Authoring level. Here, you can place

new fields and buttons on the card,

and link those buttons to other cards

or stacks.

As mentioned last issue, buttons

are your way to retrieve other infor-

mation. Clicking on the button tool in

the menu gives you a default rectan-

gular button called "New button."

You can then resize it or select an

the cards that contain information for

people whose last names begin with

those letters. To ensure that you will

always get the first card for that letter,

each letter of this supposedly single

database is actually a different stack.

The button is linked to that stack

(rather than a specific card within the

stack) so that it always jumps to the

first card in the stack when you select

the button. In fact, the first card (with

the lettered tabs) is in a stack all by

itself!

Linking a button to a Hypertalk

script lets you build considerable
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power into a HyperCard application.

Hypertalk is a complete program-

ming language. Thus, many things

can happen when you click on a

button linked to a script. Whole

games have been written within the

framework of HyperCard by using

Hypertalk.

HyperCard Fields

The last portion of the Authoring

level are Fields. Fields are just what

they sound like: fields for entering

information. Creating a new field

works just like creating a button—
click on the Field tool and the field

appears. You can resize it or move it

or set various attributes. Among
these are the size and font of any-

thing you type into the field, whether

lines wil! show, whether the text in

the field will be locked and what size

margins to set. As with buttons, you

can set the field to be transparent,

opaque, shadowed, etc.

You can even set a field to be a

scrolling field— you can keep typing

information into the field and it will

scroll as you continue to type. A
standard scroll bar appears to the

right of the field, and you can access

text anywhere in the field by click-

ing/dragging on the scroll bars.

Fields are mini word processors and

feature word wrap and basic edit

features. Finally, fields can be linked

to Hypertalk scripts, to expand the

power of the application.

HyperCard is Fun

As you can see, there is considerable

power in Hypertalk even without

programming, and its easy to see

how people can be sucked into

playing with it for hours at a time. It's

been a long while since I've found

anything that's as much fun to play

with as HyperCard— and that

includes games.

David Plotkin is a a contributing

editorfor START. He lives in

Walnut Creek, California,

The Most powerful MIDI

sequencing software for Atari

has gotten even better!

Master Tracks Pro™ for Atari ST

features 64 tracks of real time and

step recording, our exclusive Song

Editor ™ and legendary graphic

editing. Professional features include

controller chasing, fit time, 32 MIDI

channels and a built-in Sysex

Librarian, Master Tracks Pro now
provides a cue sheet for keeping

track of hits, locking markers and the

ability to lock up to SMPTE via MIDI

Time Code with the MIDI Transport,™

For more information see a Passport

dealer near you or call (415) 726O280

for details on the Next Generation of

Music Software™,

Atari

fylusic

Power!

PASSF0J/IT
Passport, 625 Miramontes Street, Half Moon Bay, CA 94019 (41 5)726-0280

FREE DISK!
That's right! With your paid trial subscription

to START,

6 issuesfor

only $39.95,

We'll send you this

month's disk

absolutely FREE

(a $12.95 value )

ON DISK THIS MONTH !

Super Jackpot Slots

1 989 Tox Templates

PHASARV3.0

ST Writer Elite

Call 1-800-234-7001
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MAC & PC ON THE ST

Continuedfrom page 43

Once each pin of the socket is

soldered in place, the PC Speed

motherboard just plugs into the

socket. Then you "button up" your

ST and you're ready to go.

Running PC Speed

To run PC Speed, all you need to do

is double-click on the program

PC_SPEED.PRG. At the prompt,

insert a disk with MS-DOS (unless

you have installed an autoboot from

hard drive) and you'll soon be look-

ing at the A> prompt. MS-DOS is not

supplied with PC Speed, and a full

package of the 3.3 version (the most

recent before the ill-conceived

version 4.0) costs about $70.

Also included on the disk is a

program you can place in your

AUTOEXEC.BAT file [hat will install a

The only emulator that works to my

satisfaction is PC Speed.

PC Speed is Mictron's debut into the world of emulators

mouse driver for your ST mouse. Un-

fortunately, this driver only works

with graphics programs and is not

compatible with the text modes of

many programs. However, you can

purchase and install a real PC serial

mouse which will work with pro-

grams that support such devices.

PC Speed also comes with a pro-

gram for configuring the product. This

program lets you modify the

keyboard, floppy-/hard-drive con-

figuration, screen and colors. The

configuration program is a little

rough around the edges, including

untranslated phrases (from the

German) and absolutely no docu-

mentation on what some of the

choices mean.

For the floppy drive, you can set

Floppy A to be either your internal or

external drive. Of course, some

machines don't have an internal

drive, in which case you'll just have

to try the two choices and figure out

which drive is which— there's no

information provided about what

occurs in this case. Since I do have

an internal drive, I wasn't able to see

which way

this worked.

Floppy B

can be set up

as None, 3-5

or 5.25. Again,

it's not clear

whether the

selection for

525 will set

the step rate

down to what

those types of

drives can

handle, or

whether you'll

have to use

the software that 5.25-inch drives

normally come with to achieve this

effect.

Hard drives can be set up as

None,YesorHD-BOOT. If you

select "Yes," your hard drive will be

available in the PC environment.

Interestingly, no hard-drive driver is

provided with PC Speed. PC Speed

uses your own hard-drive driver,

which should work better.

If you select HD-BOOT, PC Speed

will attempt to load MS-DOS from the

hard drive. For this to work, you

must reformat ihe partition you want

to use to load MS-DOS as a system

disk under DOS. The manual leads

you through the process for this. Be

warned that doing this will erase

anything on that partition. (The

manual does no/warn you of this!)

The configuration for the screen

lets you set up what video card you

want PC Speed to emulate. The

default is CGA, which is a good

choice because most programs run

under CGA. Other choices include

Hercules, a higher resolution that

allows monochrome graphics; Hyper

Here, an enhanced Hercules mode

that is not supported by much

software; and two I don't recognize:

Olivetti and Grafikcard.

PC Speed also lets you set the

fonts used one of three ways: Both,

Light or Dark. Again, the lack of

documentation makes this feature

less useful. Configuration for colors

lets you choose from the following

modes: 40-characterwith four colors,

Graphic or SM-124.

Note that you can set a mode that

your monitor can't support; that is,

you can select a mode that shows

color even if you're using a mono-

chrome monitor. In Graphic and 40-

character modes, you can display all

16 colors that CGA is capable of. In

80-charactermode, you can only

display four colors, so you must

assign the 1 6 colors ofCGA to the

four colors on the ST. Set each color

by using the left and right arrows to

select R, G or B, then using the up

and down arrows to vary the amount

of that color you want. Again, this is

not documented in the manual.

There is also a bug that prevents you

from viewing the amount of green or

blue that you've selected because
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another character on the screen

obliterates the number.

How It Works

The proof of the pudding, of course,

is how well PC Speed works as a PC

emulator and I am happy to report

that it works quite well. It ran every

PC program I tried, with one excep-

tion. While mine is not an exhaustive

list, it bodes well because it includes

such tests of PC compatibility as Lotus

1-2-3 and Microsoft's Flight Simula-

tor. It also ran the Norton SI program,

returning a respectable value of 4, or

The manual does

not warn you that

formatting the hard

drive will erase the

information thereon.

four times as fast as a standard IBM

XT. Compare this to the advertised

value of 3 for peditto II which is not

available as of this writing (early

December 1989). The high SI rating

is possible because PC Speed uses a

NEC V-30 that runs at 8 MHz.

PC Speed does not support a math

coprocessor at this time, giving the

edge in that department to Super-

charger, but it does work well with a

hard drive— something I can't say

for Supercharger.

The program that would not run on

PC Speed is Prodigy, the driver software

for the new Prodigy bulletin board

service from IBM and Sears. (Prodigy

also doesn't work under peditto.)

And then There's the Manual

The manual for PC Speed consists of

13 pages including the title page and

two entire pages of license and

disclaimers. Beyond that, there are

the instructions for installation and

some information on customizing the

program— setting up the hard drive

and an 80-track floppy. The language

is stilted and some of the manual is

confusingly written. Further, the

instructions for setting up the 80-

track floppy, while they will work,

allow access to only one floppy (for

a better way, see my "Mac and PC on

the ST" column in the August 1 989

issue of START). The manual does

not warn you that formatting the

hard drive will erase the information

thereon, warning you instead to "Pay

Attention doing any format opera-

tions, especially on hard disks!!!"

The photographs that purport to

show the internals of the machine for

installation are photocopied and

therefore worthless. Further, there is

no information on using the configu-

ration program and what the differ-

ent options mean. You can eventu-

ally figure out most of it, but I was

never clear on what some of the

options did. Michtron manuals have

unfortunately tended to be extremely

poor and for $400 the user deserves

better than this inadequate attempt.

Summary

At the current time, the only hardware

PC emulator that works to my satisfac-

tion is Michtron's PC Speed. It's fast,

compatible, handles hard drives a nd

is available now. It's more expensive

than the projected price of other emu-

lators, but until they become available

in bug-free incarnations, PC Speed is

the only game in town. The incom-

plete manual notwithstanding, this

emulator works and works 'well.

David Plotkin is a contributing

editorfor START and writes our

"Mac and PC on the ST' column

on a regular basis.
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PC Speed, $399.95.
Michtron, 576 S. Telegraph,

Pontiac, Michigan 48053,
1313)334-5700.

EXCLUSIVE

PROGRAMS ON
DISKS!

If you bought this

issue of START with-

out the disk, you're

missing out!

Order the compan-

ion disk full of

great, enjoyable

programs from top

ST experts. Order

your disk by mail

using the order card

in this issue. For

even faster service,
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Toil-Free:

1-800-234-7001

7 am-6pm PST
Visa, MC, Amex orders only

Each disk is $10.95 plus $2.00

handling & mailing.
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NEW WORLD UPGRADE 2/4Meg $139.95
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Abandon Your

Shoebox
BY STEPHEN G. ROQUEMORE

An essay describing the virtues

ofcomputer-based home

accounting software.

s
ome of you have simple

finances— one checking

account, possibly a savings

account, a few bills every

month. A checkbook and a

3ox full of receipts seem to

cover your needs. Some of

you have a complex

financial

structure, in-

cluding retire-

ment plans, insur-

ance policies and

CDs. You need a

couple of shoeboxes.

Both types of

people can benefit by

switching to software.

The major advantage of

using any home-accounting

program is that it forces you

to think about your financial

lirs. For its own benefit, and

yours, the computer insists that

you structure your budget and

monitor your spending. You manage

your money, instead ofyour money
managing you.

A sophisticated home-accounting

program tracks your cash flow,

graphing income vs. expenses. It

gives you instant access to your net

worth, which is useful when apply-

ing for a loan and lets you analyze

loans. You can compare savings

plans in a similar fashion.

When tax time rolls around you have

everything you need collected in one

place. I used to spend several days

doing my taxes by hand; now I whip

out both Federal and State returns in

about an hour's time!

After a while you'll notice that at

every moment you have a solid feel

for the state of your finances. You

now control an important part of

your life. Keep the shoebox if you

want, but fill it with footwear.
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pHA$M

m om Marks' PHA$AR is a

m friendly, GEM-based home

JL> and small-business

accounting system that will make

yourfinancial life easier. It is

also one of the mostpopular

money managementprograms

ever developedfor the ST and

START is pleased to present it on

this month's disk. PHA$AR runs

on any ST/Mega color or

monochrome system.

Keep tabs on your budget with the files

The following documen-

tation was condensed

from the original PHA$AR

version 3.0 manual and

is intended to get you

started in this powerful program. For

an in-depth tour of PHA$AR's many

capabilities, read "Be a Power

PHA$AR User" elsewhere in [his

issue. And if you can, you should

acquire the complete manual.

Getting Started

To run PHA$AR, boot this month's

START disk; the START menu pro-

gram runs automatically. At the main

screen, click on Prepare, then select

"PHA$AR version 3.0." The program

will un-ARC directly onto the destina-

tion disk you specify. To access the

PHASAR datafiles, return to the START

menu program and click on "PHA-

SAR Datafiles." The files will un-ARC

directly onto the destination disk you

specify. Be sure that the following

datafiles are in the same folder:

PHASAR.NAM PHASAR.OCC

PHASAR.REG PHASAR1.HLP

PHASAR2.HLP PHASAR3.HLP

PHASAR4.HIP PHASAR5.HIP

PHASAR6.HLP PHASAR7.HLP
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V. 3.0

The Professional Home
Accounting System and

Register

PROGRAM BY TOM MARKS
ARTICLE BY STEPHEN G. ROQUEMORE

PHASAR.ARC and PH_DATA.ARC on Side 1 of your START disk.

With so many files, PHASAR obvi-

ously takes up a lot of space, so you

may have to separate the files onto

different disks (unless, of course, you

have a hard drive). However you

configure your system, make sure

that PHASAR.PRG, PHASAR.CFG and

PHASAR.REG are in the same folder.

PHA$AR will run on 512K, but a 1MB
system is recommended.

Accounting for Your Accounts

Before you am the program, you

need to plan and organize your fi-

nancial records. Collect all of your

bank statements, credit card state-

ments, loan payment receipts, etc.

You need all of this to decide what

you'll enter into PHA$AR for Income

and expense categories and for

accounts. PHA$AR allows 97 ex-

pense categories, 29 income catego-

ries and 39 accounts. It supplies

miscellaneous income and expense

categories and a cash account with

associated net cash and total cash

expense categories for you

.

Write down all of the income

categories and all the expense

categories you'll need. Then write

down all of the accounts you'll need.

Make one for each checking account,

savings account and any other type

of account that can receive or dis-

burse money. Be sure you have the

last confirmed balance for each of

these items. Separate them into

"assets" and "liabilities." (Assets are

those accounts that are of value, like

your house, car, boat, checking and

savings accounts, etc. Liabilities are

those accounts to which you make

payments, like a mortgage, credit

cards, etc.) Names for each entry

must be 10 characters or less.

Some General Info

PHASAR con-

tains all the

online help

you'll need to

get you through

any rough spots.

Along the top of

the main screen,

you'll see a standard

GEM menu bar. Undei

any of the menu head-

ings, click on HELP (press-

ing [Fl] also calls up the

help menu).

Press [Esc] or [F10] to exit

from whatever you're doing

in PHASAR, but not from the

program. [Return] or the left mouse but-

ton will do the same in most cases.

Before you run PHASAR, make

sure that the current time and date

are correctly set, via the Control

Panel or whatever means you nor-

mally use. PHASAR uses this to deter-

mine the date of your transactions for

a session and if it isn't correct, then

neither will your

register file

be
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correct. PHA$AR provides an option

in the File menu to set the date, but

this is only for convenience in

entering transactions later than the

current date.

When you return to the main

menu, always save the register file.

Also, you can undelete a transaction

by placing the cursor on the line

where the transaction was displayed

and pressing [Insert]. This must be

done before exiting the function.

Setting Up PHA5AR

Run PHASAR; it may present a dialog

box asking where the PHA$AR.REG

file is. If so, type in the correct loca-

tion, including the drive ID and the

folder name if necessary.

At the main menu, select Set User

Preferences under Setup. Here you

enter the choices you want PHASAR

to use whenever you run it.

You'll then be asked to decide if

you want PHASAR to force a unique

category name when entering

transactions. I recommend you select

Yes, because it forces you to be

specific about the account or cate-

gory name you enter and reduces

errors. Select No for Automatic

Occasions. Select Yes for Verify Exit.

Accept the default for now on

Plotting Symbol and Standard Page.

Enter the correct drive and path

names for each of the file locations.

Select Printer for Print Destination.

Select the printer type that is consis-

tent with your printer.

You may select Custom Printer

which lets you specify six items

regarding your printer, according to

the type you selected. For now, just

select Dot Matrix or Daisy-Wheel.

Now press [Esc] and and click on Yes

to save the values. Click on No when

asked to test the printer.

YOU now have a PHASAR.CFG

file, which PHA$AR will use every

time you run the program. You may

change any of the values at any time.

Now select Create New Register

File under Setup. (Be sure you have a

separate backup of the PHA$AR.REG
lile that came with the program! This

file contains the tutorial data, and

you may want to use it later on.)

You'll be asked whether you want a

Calendar Year or Fiscal Year for the

file. If you choose Fiscal Year, the

"year" is the calendar year in which

the fiscal year ends.

Next, select Set Up Accounts

under Setup. It is here that you'll

enter all the account names and

balances you planned out earlier.

First, tell PHASAR how many ac-

counts you want to allow for; ifyou

have mapped out, say, 20, then allow

for 30. You can always change this

number later. This also applies to in-

come and expense categories. As

you enter asset accounts, remember

to enter the balances as positive

numbers, and the balances for lia-

CBJCIT

"INVENTORY CONTROL . . .

at CASH REGISTER PRICES!'

BAR CODE + PLUS!!!!!!!!!!!! !

CRICIT is an integrated Cash Register &
Inventory Control package. For the price of a cash

register, you can own the complete Bar Code Ready
CRICIT System.

• Complete cash register functions

• Flexible Inventory control for 65,500 products
- Dally, period and yearly reporting

PricB/ product labels with optional bar code
• Reads bar code directly from packaging
Coupon Issue and redemption(fixed or % of sale)

Customized receipts, Inventory and reporting

Purchase orders with auto-re-order calculation

• Commission calculation for 15 sales clerks

• Mailing lists in list and label formats
• Lay-aways, auto- discounts, stock searches
Categories, departments, non-stock items
Between-store reporting via modem
User-friendly error correction and training manual

Second register networked via midi

Bar Code + Plus! $249 U.S.

Terminal 2 $249 U.S.

Demo Disk $7 U.S.

Bar Code Reader $399 U.S.

Cash Drawer $335 U.S.

Nice & Software
103 Queen Street S.

Kitchener, Ontario

Canada N2G 1W1
(519)744-7380

. 8 320 500 Auslialia • I

M 765166 66 Now Zealand Con
l.piess Birmingham • (021) 613 91

* Computer Garden *
Wilkes-Barre & Scranton's Favorite Computer Store

Abacus SI iri!!:'|:-ic(.: S799 Cm 1 i;t i ;: $55 Prac.Solution
Forth/MT $33 Cinemaware Dyr.iCAnn SCall Drive Waster $40
ST AssemPro $39 Del (..1 Crown $33 SI H::;:!ninls 7 $95 Monitor Mastr $10
Alpha Kruj CIii::;kj;: S1H VIP -'mlof.s $H9 MiinssMas!.!! $33
Digisound Pro$129 RockelHangr $33 LDW Video Key $/0
Powerprlnl Si $29 SOI $18 1 IJW P:jV-.-c?r $96 Iweety Board $45
Swiichtiack $57 Sinbad $18 Megamax Precision
Antic IV Sporl 1 b,ill$33

| aser C $119 SuprbasePro $719
Cyber Studio $69 Codehead laser OR $50 Proco
Cyber Control $39 G+Plus $33 MichIron Procopy $30
Cyber Sculpl $60 Holwri; $2t> Ow.w: SI $65 Psygnosis
Cyber Paint $50 rvOMij>. $33 ;;| i^ikiy -1 $95 Mnoncn $70
Cyber Texture $33 Mullidesk $20 Twrpusl $49 Qipl.iinl-i// $73
Cyber VCR £4(5 lllililies $70 Hi0rOph Baat $70
GTA Basic 3 $65 Digital Viaion Easy Draw $55 Ba'lislyx $73
Spec Irum 512 $44 Compulereyes$179 Fasy Tools $33 Chronc Uu:si $3li

Atari Epy* Hon! Pack 1 $25 lerrorpods $75
1040ST SCall .-VI ft I ilrnlJr $55 .HlifliiLisln $30 Oblileralor $75
Mega -2 Si SCall lower loupler $33 o,., p f?lw Af $3i) Sierra
Mega-1ST SCall FTL Scan Art $33 I

msiiroSuilll $33
Megalile30 SCall Durigeorirnsler $,'/'i Sii'::!vr.h;inx'd Manhunler $33
Slacy Laptop SCall Olds $23 basydraw $95 Police [Jijcki 7 $33
Laser Primer SCall Sundog $25 Touch-up $119 Soft Logik
Avant-Garde Gribnif Mindacape PageSlroam $119

PC-Dnio SCall Neodesk $35 r;;-ipi;i.:i lilco:: $33 Supra :

PC-Dilloll SCall Happy Comp. Gaunilel $33 Mor)<;rn740tJ S-13
Avatex IJsi:t:v'vC;i'l $'!>') Irdian;! ,.ci(- $33 Cable $15

COOe modem $69 Option? $199 Liiglcs Nt?s! $25 Timeworks
?40o modem $129 HP Road Runner $33 [)alFiri[jn, i4 er $49
Modem cable $15 Deskjel $579 SMr«Jnvvcj;ilr: $33 [Jcsklop Pub $/9
Beckemeyer :jfi;;k|«: P.is $599 Sp;u:e Hnmo $33 Padner $33
Hard Disk loots ICO Hard Drive $m>erslar let Swillcali: $19
Accelerator $33 I A SI 30 M $l>-19 Hockey $33 Woniwrilcr $19
Senlry $45 IA Si bOM $«fl LWrW'teo S33 j rjo Ena.
Toolkit $23 Intersect Panasonic Dioisuec " $35
MT C-Shell $95 Interlink $25 1180 printer $'r!9 j-mK ,

: $Ah
Hcvolvni $33 1191 prmter $739 ST Control $55

1X1? Scanner $599 ISO/Ditek n^linnli:: Kg? Ver.a.oft
1X171 Scaur $1099 i:,tn.r: $V9 """'«' <:!i!llt

" * ,J DbMaii5 $150

Order toll-free: 1-800-456-5689
For information call 1-717-823-4025. Mail orders send check or

money order to COMPUTER GARDEN. 106 W. CAREY St. PLAINS. PA 18705.
Be sure to include sufficient postage tOwrpByRieatl are promptly refunded).

PA customers add G% tax. Cash COD's OK. 3% cha [je (or V1SA-MC-AMEX.
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bility accounts as negative numbers.

Enter all the asset accounts; your

checking and savings accounts

should probably be first in the list.

Then leave a few blank entries

before entering all of the liability

accounts. This makes the info more

readable on screen reports. For each

account, enter the date of the last

confirmed balance.

When you've finished all the

above, press [Esc] to return tea the

Main Menu. Press [Control]-[S] to save

the register file.

Now return to the Setup Menu and

select Set Up Incomes to enter your

income categories. Your first entries

should be your job(s); then any other

sources of income you may have. At

the end of the list, enter any income

source that is non-taxable.

When you've finished, save the

register file as you did for accounts;

then select Set Up Expenses in the

Setup menu. Proceed as you did for

incomes. Group related expense

categories together, e.g., paycheck

deduction categories for each job,

basic household expenses, etc. This

makes your screen reports easier to

read. Note: once you have entered a

transaction for an account or cate-

gory you cannot change its name.

Now return to the Main Menu and

save the register file as before. Press

[Control]-[A] to display your account

structure; study it carefully for any

mistakes or changes you want to

make and jot them down. Follow the

prompts. When you're finished, press

[ControlHC] to display your expense

and income structure; you'll want to

see the "actual" so just press [Return]

at the prompt; do the same as you

did for accounts, jotting down any

changes you wish to make. Follow

the prompts. When you return to the

Main Menu, select whichever Setup

sub-menu you wish to make your

changes in.

(To change the order of entries,

place the cursor on the number of

the item you wish to be first then

type 1 and press [Return], The item

will now be first on the list. You may
rearrange the list any way you like

using this method; if you want the

27th item to be 26th, just place the

cursor on 27 and type 26 and press

[Return], If you wish to change

names and/or balances, just place the

cursor on the field and enter the new
name or balance and press [Return].)

You have now initialized the basic

information PHASAR needs to

properly process your transactions.

Save Your Work!

Whenever you end a PHA$AR session,

exit the program and copy the

PHA$AR.OCC and PHA$AR.NAM
files to your backup disk. Also, of

course, copy the PFIA$AR.CFG file if

you changed any preferences and

the PHASAR.REG file ifyou entered

any transactions or did anything that

affects your account/category

structure.

THE MAIN MENU

Desk

Lets you access whatever desk

accessories you've installed; also

provides PHA$AR copyright informa-

tion. A word of warning; PHA$AR
does not work properly with Multi-

Desk from Codehead Software— it

locks up the program.

File

Help: Click here for special online

help for the File menu only.

Change System Date: Lets you

change the date of your transactions.

Particularly useful if you enter a large

amount of transactions with dates

earlier than today's date. Isn't neces-

sary if you have a clock card.

Save Register File: Saves work file

to specified destination disk. Key-

board equivalent is [Control]-[S],

Periodically save the register file so

that a random power glitch or com-

puter error doesn't destroy your data.

GET YOUR

PHASAR 3.0 MANUAL

Because PHA$AR is packed with

so many powerful features, to

really get the most out of the

program (particularly the tax

module) you should have this

manual. The PHA$AR docu-

mentation gives you over 125

pages of well organized and

clearly written instructions,

including a full index, a step by

step tutorial and a quick start

guide.

To order this manual,
call:

1-800-234-7001

and ask for the

PHA$AR 3.0 Manual

product* TH0337

We accept Visa, Mastercard

or American Express on
phone orders. Or send a

check or money order for

19.95 (plus $3 shipping &
handling) to:

PHA$AR #TH0337

c/o Antic Publishing

544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA
94107

We only have a limited

number o f manuals.

To make sure that you

get your copy,

place your order today!
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Validate Register File: Reads all

transactions in a file and rebuilds the

current balances of all accounts and

categories from that data. Also, resets

the account status according to wheth-

er or not it has been reconciled. Warn-

ing: Validate Register File is very

important but dangerous! Do not use

it unless you have a current backup

of your register file! Choose this option

only if a major computer or power

glitch has trashed your balances.

Quit: Click here to return to the ST

Desktop. Keyboard equivalent is

[ControlHQ].

Transactions

Help: Click here for special online

help for the Transactions menu only.

Enter New Transactions: Select

this option to display a list of your

accounts and their current balances,

in the top half; and a header line that

describes each section of a transac-

PHASAR lets you
organize your
assets and
liabilities by
setting them up
into Income and
Expense catego-

nr M—„-,, «,««.,.,
1 Groceries 9 Car Paynnt 17 Dnptr 25 Eg Feci lax 33 Entertintnt
Z Electric IB Clothing lb Eg St Tax 34

3 Nat Gas 11 Tools a 27 Eg SS Tax 35 Vacation
4 Hater 1! a ZS 36

5 Hone Mortg 21 El Fed Tai a 37
Z2 Eli St Tax n #* Expen Hisc

7 Yrd iSrtn 15 Veterinary 21 Eli SS Tax 31 Charity
IB Egg Carton *{j Retirement 32 Medical « Cash (Net)

tion and a prompt for which account

to use on the the bottom half. The

keyboard equivalent is [ControI]-[E].

After the first transaction, PHASAR
will use the account you select as the

default. Select the account and press

[Return]. The account name now
appears above the column labeled

Account.

The Date field defaults to current

date. Press [Return] to accept the

default or type the date you wish.

You can spell out the month and

day, or use the MM/DD/YY or DD/
MM/YY formats, depending on your

specification in User Preferences.

This entry is now displayed under

the header line for date. If you make

a mistake, press [Tab] at the appro-

priate field.

In the Payee field, type in the

recipient of the payment; if you type

in the name or number of a PHASAR

account, the program thinks you want

y*^f New
*y— J:~^F Release!

X FractalV^C
J" magic J^^J^^
^Create, Discxsver an^I

WrAgsljgtSifbther world
Fractals are designs arising from the order existing in chaos.
Fractal Magic opens the world ot fractals with many
dazzling functions that will amaze you and reveal the power
of computing and incredible shapes of the Madelbrot set.

Fast Fractal processing * Three methods of calculating
* Stop/Save/Continue fractal development « 3-D projection
• Cycle the image through 512 colors * save color palettes *
Low & High Rez Degas images s and much more! §23 95 '

GoGo-ST
Jus ,

Willi ri single mi'HM' tlick ™ nc (

MakeyniirST—Go'- 3>£t-UO '

Run programs from a single
menu and with a single click. No
need to fuss with windows and
folders with GoGo. Digital clock
and log lile.

Silhouette. $49.95
Advancing ST graphic design
one greatstep.
Features:
1) Create an outline of

raster images
2) Contour color graphics or

numerical data arrays
3) Convert Degas & Img files

into GEM metafiles

ftoxv/elllCPU
Computei Products Unlimited

507 W Boiellna LolQy»ti#,CO 80D26

MegSTender
The Meju S7 Keyboard Extension Cori

In lengths ot 6, 8, 12, and 25
feet. Give your Mega keyboard
room to roam. Great with your
MIDI system or remote TV.
From 16.95 to 24.95

Introducing MaxWell Diskware!

To present niche programs into the

ST market, we are introducing
programs on a disk. For $12.00 the
ST user purchases the program and
documentation on a diskette. Quick
delivery available thru modem
uploads.

LASERPR.ACC - LaserJet
printer configure and print utility.

At your nearest store

Or call

Voice: (303)665-4849, 666-7754
We accept: r^£H COD

At START magazine we appreciate

every subscriber we have. Please

let us know how we're doing and
how we can improve our service.

Ifa problem arises with your START subscription, gather

together the following things: a recent mailing label, a
copy ofyour invoice or renewal notice, and any corre-

spondence you have receivedfrom us. Call or write us

and twit lake care of the problem

.

Write:

START Customer Service

P.O. Box 3805

Escondido, CA 92025

Or Call:

(619)485-7754

between 6:30 AM and

5:00 PM Pacific Time

Easy Way To Replace a Damaged STARTDisk

SUBSCRIBERS: Just phone START Subscription Customer
Service at (619) 485-7754, Monday-Friday, 6:30 AM - 5:00 PM
Pacific Time. An operator will confirm your subscription and
arrange for your new disk to be mailed within 24 hours.

NEWSSTAND BUYERS: Send yourdamaged disk to:START
Disk Exchange, 544 Second Street, San Francisco,CA 941 07. A
replacement disk will be mailed to you within 24 hours of

receipt.
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a transfer from this account to the

one named in the payee field. This is

OK if you're making a payment to a

liability account; otherwise, if it's for

an expense account, make sure the

spelling is different enough that

PHASAR won't think it's a transfer.

The next field is either the ex-

pense category or the income cate-

gory, depending on whether you're

depositing or paying out funds. Press

[Control] -[L] to get a list of choices,

then enter the name or number of

the category. If the category doesn't

exist, PHASAR will ask you ifyou

want to create it now. If yes, you'll be

taken to the setup screen and

allowed to define the category. Then

you will be returned to complete

your transaction entry.

If you're transferring between

accounts, this field is supplied by

PHA$AR. On transfers, when you

finish entering the fields, the transac-

tion is displayed in the list above as a

"XFER out"; then, PI IA$AR displays

an automatically-generated "XFER in"

transaction for the receiving account,

with the cursor placed in its com-

ment field. Press [Return] to complete

the transfer.

The next field is ChkNum. Enter

the actual check number or type a

blank, or type a 2ero (0) ifyou want

PHASAR to quit supplying numbers

for this account. Select the zero

option if the account is a credit card

or savings account which doesn't

require check numbers. Now enter

the actual amount.

The last Field is called Comment.

Here you may enter any text you like

or nothing at all. Press [Return], This

field can be printed on checks if you

desire.

The PHASAR cash account is

shown at the bottom of the account

list in the top half of the screen. It

also gives you two expense catego-

ries for cash. Press [Control]-[L] to call

up a list of expense categories. The

only one shown will be Cash... This

is a special kind of expense category;

think of it as total cash. The one that

isn't shown here, think of as net

cash. Total cash is what you started

out with; net cash is what's left after

all your recorded transactions from

the cash account.

To issue a check that covers more

than one expense category or to

make a deposit that covers more than

one income category, type "multi" or

"split" at the expense or income

prompt. Continue entering the

transaction normally. Enter the cor-

rect full amount and any comment

you wish. When you press [Return],

PHASAR generates a second transac-

tion line for you, with the cursor

positioned in the expense (or

income) field. Enter each category

and its partial amount. Do this until

each required expense (or income)

category required has been entered.

Coming to the...

Disneyland Hotel

"MB

®pm
Home Entertainment & Computer Expo

THIS IS THE LARfifcS

f TRADF O

II SHOW HI

April 6, 7 & 8, 1990
Friday 1PM - 5PM Saturday 10AM - 6PM Sunday 10AM-

DISNEYLAND HOTEL
ANAHEIM, CALIFORNIA

Holel, Tickets, and Special Discount Airfare
CALL FOR RESERVATIONS

(800) 842-9034 9 AM - 5 PM PST

s Instil a**1
'

I
trial" Jrteots-" Run anV .,,«• Oi

4^enl
TooT°°

mpa,lolw ~Z»» ** a p
'

Only S39.95
Available no\now

i
Double
Click

' Software

osl.-igo rmrj hiindlirhs
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cally highlighted. Make your choice;

[he first page, Expenses, is displayed.

If you have more than 30 expense

categories, the rest will be on

subsequent screen(s). Follow the

prompts for the next screen. When
you're finished with expenses, the

income categories are displayed. At

the bottom, a net-cash-flow calcula-

tion is shown for the period shown.

Follow the prompts to return to the

Main Menu. The keyboard equivalent

for this option is [Control]-[C].

Print Account Summary: Lets you

print out data from the View Account

Summary option.

Print Category Summary: Prints

the same data from the View Cate-

gory Summary option. Note that it

always prints all 12 months' worth of

data, regardless of the current month.

Sort/Unsort Categories: Sort the

categories for display or printing in

PHASAR lets you
assess your
loans by
analyzing the
specific terms of
each debt.

Account Hane

Original Date
Original Princiaal
Ten (!) of jaijiicn':s)

it Specification -

Car Loan

12

Jan 11, 1950

1Z.BBB"
24

Jan 22, 199B

Paunent (Eatti)

« oaynents nade
Pauncnts (total)

Interest (total)

Interest Ithis gear)

Balance (as of Bate)

- Calculation Results —

$534.83 59B.B*

153 79

513Z25B.BB $16179,36
$138750, BB $2279. IS

$5188,86 $164, 26

$52998, B5 $2317,29

one of three ways: Ascending by

Name, Ascending by Amount or Des-

cending by Amount, Select whichever

you desire, then select the type of

data and the month or total. After the

sort is completed, when you select

View Category Summary, the data

will be displayed, sorted as you re-

quested. Select Original Order to return

the categories to their original order.

Net Worth: Sets up a tailored Net

Worth Statement for your financial

structure. It provides up to 40 lines of

asset information and up to 40 lines

of liability information, plus a final

line showing the current Net Worth.

When you select this option you are

presented with a box letting you

choose to Edit Assets, Edit Liabilities,

View Statement, Print Statement,

Clear Statement or Exit. Exit returns

you to the Main Menu.

m LIONHEART
BUSINESS & STATISTICAL SOFTWARE

Explanatory books with
|

standard for statistical use. The influential Seybold Report on
Professional Computing has this to say about Lionf
sentimental favorite because of its pragmatic approach to the

™ thinking is that the computer
...c.eiy facilitates the calculations; the important thing is to be
able to formulate a problem correctly and to determine what type

.1 analysis will be most valuable. Let Lionheart help you get

ahead of the competition!

EXPERIMENTAL STATISTICS .$145

BUSINESS STATISTICS . 145

MARKETING STATISTICS . 145

QUALITY CONTROL . 145

BIOMETRICS . 145

ECONOMETRICS . 145

FORECASTING AND TIME-SERIES . 145

SALES AND MARKET FORECASTING . 145

PROJECT PLANNING . 145

DECISION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES . 145

OPTIMIZATION . 145

LINEAR & NON-LINEAR PROGRAMMING. . 145

MULTIVARIATE ANALYSIS . 145

REGRESSION 125

SEND FOR FREE BROCHURE

P.O. BOX 379, ALBURG, VT 05440
TEL.: (514) 933-4918 FAX: (514) 939-3087
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TOADFILE 44

/

Removable Cartridge hard Drive

• 25ms access time • Built-in clock
• 44mb per cartridge «easy to expand
• 2 year warranty • ready to use

ToadFile 44 & Variations

ToadFile 44* (44 MB Cartridge Drive, 25ms time) $899
ToadFile 94 (44 MB Cartridge + 50 MB Drive 40ms time) $1279

ToadFile 109 (44 MB Cartridge + 65 MB Drive 40ms time) $1309
ToadFile 129X (44 MB Cartridge + 85 MB Drive 28ms time) $1399
ToadFile 88X (2 44 MB Cartridge Drives & Carts, 25ms time) $1549

ToadFile 44S* (44 MB Cartridge Drive, Case, Power& SCSI ln)...$7§9

ToadFile 44D* (44 MB Cartridge Drive Only, No Power or Case).. .$699

Toad Hard Disk Drives

Toad 30* Drive 40 ms Access Time 3.5" Mechanism. .$539

Toad 50* Drive 40 ms Access Time 3.5" Mechanism. $599

Toad 85* Drive 28 ms Access Time 5.25" Mechanism. $709
Toad 100 Drive 40 ms Access Time 2 3.5" Mechanisms $899

Toad 170 Drive 28 ms Access Time 2 5.25" Mechanisms. S1399
' Drives available with a 3.5" or 5.25" DS/DD floppy disk drive installed for the ST tor $99 extra.

All drives use the ICD Host Adapter and come with the latest version of the ICD formatting software.

fTr\nr\
Pnmni ttmim FREE SHIPPING in 48 stales on allluau V-UIIUJUICIS

orJers! Prites reflecl 4? discount for

556 Baltimore Annapolis Blvd. cash/dwdc We accept visa, mc &
.Severna Park MD 21 146 Discover-. MD residents pl;:nse ;„kl

/<-»r\ -t \ c- A A st\ A^ 5% silk's :;;>:. Qii::s:-.::tk Pl;\i.-...: (. ,nl'

(301) 544-6943 Extra Cartridges $99!



Analysis

Help: Click here for special online

help for the Analysis option only.

View/Edit Budget: Keyboard

equivalent Is [Control]-[B], Sets up

budgets for any or all of your catego-

ries. You're presented with a line

asking which category you want.

Then a screen is presented to let you

enter budget amounts by month or

for all months. Follow the prompts.

When finished, press [Esc] to return

to the "which category" prompt. If

you select nothing here, the line is

automatically filled with the next

category name. Press [Esc] to return

to the Main Menu.

Plot Trend vs. Budget: Displays

graphs ofyour category data. Key-

board equivalent is [ControlHP].

You're asked which category to plot;

enter the appropriate name. Here,

the List command also offers several

"composite" categories from which to

choose, which allows comparative

graphs to be drawn. If you want to

print the graph, press [Control]-[M].

Follow the prompts to see a table of

data displayed or press [Esc] to return

to the "which category" prompt. An-

other [Esc] will return you to the Main

Menu.

Loan Analysis and Savings Analy-

sis work much the same way. They

let you define up to eight loans or

savings accounts to analyze the

different sets of terms. Loan Analysis

is also useful at tax time to estimate

the total interest paid on a loan.

When you select Loan Analysis, you

are presented with a screen allowing

room for four columns of loan data;

press [Shift]-[Down-Arrow] key to

scroll to the next page of four loans.

Enterthe account name ( «of an

account you have defined to FTIA$AR;

it's just a name for this column of

data), the origination date, original

principal, number of payments, the

interest rate, number of payments

per year and the termination date for

which you want the loan calculated.

PHASAR will then calculate and

display the amount of the required

payment, number of payments made,

total of payments, total of interest

paid, the interest paid this year and

the balance of the loan as of the date

you entered. Note: you must enter a

name or PHASAR won't display the

calculation results.

Savings Analysis works the same

way except that you give the amount

of payments you plan to make

instead of the number of payments.

Setup

Help: Click here for special online

help for the Setup menu only.

Set User Preferences ([Control]-[U]),

Setup Accounts, Setup Expenses, I

Beckemeyer Development Tools
PO Box 21575, Oakland, CA 94620

Serving the Atari ST Community Since 1985

Hard Disk Toolkit $29.95
Fast, Reliable Disk Backup
- Backup files too big for one floppy disk
- Automatically formats on the fly, up to 4MB per disk

- Up to IMb/min; no need for 1Mb RAM or RAM disk

- Restores files even from damaged floppy disks

- Tells how many disks are needed in advance

Hard Disk Sentry $49.95
Repair and Optimize Disk Partitions
- Invaluable to Hard Drive users; works on floppies too
- Typically takes less than one minute for all partitions

- No programming experience required, fully automatic

MT C-Shell $129.95
Multitasking/Multiuser Operating System
- Fully TOS compatible, runs GEM programs!
- Up to 12 users with optional multiport controllers

- E-Mail and UUCP networking available

VSH Visual Shell Manager S34.95
Full GEM Windowing for MT C-Shell

TurboPOS Starting at 5295.00
Retail Point of Sale and Accounting

New Number (415) 530~9637

$2.00iATARI ST per disk

PUBLIC DOMAIN ^'T^'8 *!^'!"
and SHAREWARE $2.50 $2.75

Limited Time Offer! 15!9 d ' sks M« di
;
k>

per order per order

C Catalog Disk - $1 ) SHIPPING; $3 US, $4 Canada

l Ramdisks and Print Spoolers

> Monopoly (COLOR).
! Wheel -of-Fortune (COLOR).
) Spacewar 3.0 arcade game
J Speech - read lex! files!

I DeskPac Plus Accessory;

notebook, phonebook, calc,...

i 2 Good Databases
I JtLCAD 2D - CAD program

I

(DBL/1MEG7best in MONO),
) Music Studio #6- Many songs.

! Uniterm 2.0d modem prg,

i Recipe program (COLOR),
i ST Writer Elite 3.4.

) Chess, Boggle, Cribbage,...

J ST Vegas (COLOR).
I PacMan, Midway (COLOR).
i Jumpster (QBert), Monopoly,

HiO, Taipan game (COLOR).
I Deluxe Fontmaster (MONO).

583 ARC 5,21 B, ArcShell 2.0, Arcit.

585 LHArc- Better than ARCI
586 Two Floppy Disk Catalogers.

587 Speed Reader, Diary Accessory,

Appointment Calendar, ...

588 Typing Tutor, Hebrew WP.
589 Magniwriter (big letters), Spell

Checker with 40,000 words.

593 Music Inventory, MIDI programs.

594 Art ST drawing, Snapshot, Slick

Slideshow (COLOR).
600 Young Kids: Weegames and

Wuzzlers (COLOR).
601 Kids:Barnpix (Concentration),

Dots2Dots, Bingo (COLOR).
605 Lucky Day Lottery Picker,

States & Capitals game.
606 Word Search Puzzle Maker,

Sherlock crime game, graphics...

612 Orbit (STOS Breakout), Shadow
) Opus 2.2 Spreadsheet.(DBUMEG). Box, Tetrist (COLOR).'
BSTAT 2.05 Statistics (DBL/MEG), 61 5 Video Poker, Triple Yahtzee,

) Risk (MONO)
' James the Butler ACC.VKiller,

OuickMenu, other utilities...

) DCopy 3.2 and DCopy Shell....

i Utilities: Pack, Nulllill, Rattrap,

Mouse Accel, Screen savers,...

1 Super Utilities: LG File Selector,

Pinhead, Disk Cache, Newbell,

.

Tern's, ... (COLOR).
616 Jigsaw Puzzle, Colorquest

(Simon) (COLOR),
620 Great Mono Games - Drachen

(Shanghai), Tetris, Lunar Landei
621 Pentimo Puzzle and Columns

(like Tetris) Games (MOI\JO).

622 Super Breakout (MONO).
t r ibm pc

(
3 .5- ^d sis- lorr^s AccuSo ft PD & Shareware

<coo -_t?_""'l P.O. Box 02214, Dept. 3
Columbus, OH 43202
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Each time PHA$AR positions the

cursor on the amount field, it displays

a default amount which is the total

amount minus the sum of the partials

entered so far. When you reach the

last partial entiy, the amount shown

should be the correct partial amount

for the last entry you wish to make.

These partial entries do not affect

your account balance and are auto-

matically confirmed, so they never

show up when reconciling accounts.

Use Standard Transactions: Lets

you to call up one of various transac-

tions you've set up. It presents the list

which you then modify and/or delete

the entries you wish to change, sup-

ply correct amounts if different than

the supplied value, specify correct

check numbers. When you've made

all the appropriate changes, press

[Esc] . A box of choices is then

presented. Accept the default to

record them on disk.

Edit Standard Transactions: Lets

you set up up to 17 groups ofup to

20 transactions which can be called

up by the Use Standard Transaction

function. A great time-saver if you

have a fair amount of repetitive

transactions you enter regularly.

View/Edit Transactions: Lets you

display a list of transactions based on

specified selection criteria. The key-

board equivalent is [Control]-[V]. A

screen is displayed for you to enter

your criteria. Specify All or a list of

one or more accounts, by name or

number. Then specify the same for

income and expense categories; you

may also specify None for either.

Then specify All or the payee string

to search for, followed by the start

and end dates to include in the

search. Finally, specify whether or

not to print the results.

Confirm With Statement: Choose

this option to periodically reconcile

all of your accounts. First, enter the

name or number of the account to

reconcile. The beginning balance is

supplied by PHA$AR from the last

confirmed balance. You then supply

the ending date and balance from

your bank statement (or use what-

ever date is appropriate for the other

accounts); you can usually accept the

PLIASAR-supplied default for Confir-

mation string. Now, strike any key.

PHA$AR displays messages to infomi

you of the search; then a screen of

unconfirmed transactions is dis-

played. Move the cursor to the

Confirm column and press [Return]

for each transaction that appears on

your statement. If one doesn't ap-

pear, use the down-arrow key to

space over it. If there is more than

one page, press [Shift]-!Down-Arrow]

to scroll to the next page and con-

tinue confirming transactions. When
a message is displayed that the

balances match, press [Esc] and

MEMO^pGRAPES
FOR ATARI ST & MEGA II

4 MEG 2.5 MEG 2 MEG 1 MEG

MEGA II 270.00 * * *

1040 ST 480.oo 270.oo * *

520 SV" 480.oo 270.oo * 95.oo

520 ST 480.00 * 270.00 95.oo

Prices include RAM chips, installation, 6 month warranty! 24 Hrs

turn around for mail orders, or 'while you wait' for carry in.

Don't take chances with soiderlcss RAM upgrades. We use soldering

on all connections of our upgrades to insure long lasting quality oT

contacts.
Boost productivity and

MsnujUnml.,. ...... ... ,,.,...,,,,. .:....:,.. pfOCCSilllg pOWCT
iain«pH!«ti-

of your ST with

QCOMPUTROL Turb° '6 *«*«» - 2«-»

INDUSTRIES EHK?*.
with internal real time

Clock/Calendar. 59.95

35-28 33rd STREET
a r»r^"-.r> i * An/ m/,/ For maximum storage
ASTORIA, NY 11106 LW,a!y and flexibility

/Off f)\ A77 _ J 1 'J

1

get internal or external
yOVUJ *t/ / Z.1J1

single to Double

(718) 392-5852 sidcd Drjvc uperade ll5-00

FAX: (718) 392-4136

fMPROQUCIMG^e first SOLID STEEL
holding clamp for your Joystick, and it's called...

$ <stik-grippe~p?>"

TOTALLY ADJUSTABI CI CLA-1PK

ANY JOYSTICK UP TO 4 5/8
" WIOC1

RETAIL PRICL ONLY $18.05!

/VCH/you can use BOTH your Keyboard AND
your Joystick S f THE Sf\ME TfflE!

CALL your local
computer store or

send a check or
money order for

$18.95 +$1.50\y
shipping to;/

C„ , .
:

Duggan DeZign inc.

300 Quaker lane
Suite #7

Warwick Rl 02886



Ft Tax Advantage Category Codes
Category CODE Actual flit Category CODE Actual flnt

Eloise Pay | I SBBBe.BB Interest $66,66
Egbert Pay

Egg Sales

S6BBB.BB
Sb.bb

546B.5B Sa.BB
S2B3.BB

$565, « El Fed Tax $1050. 3G

$135.00
uflz.ae

S5Z.5B Retirement S15S.BB
Hone Hortg $1530,80 Eg Fed Tax $114B.BB

S15B.BB
Yrd Surdn 552.31 Eg SS Tan etsB.ee

$125,17 Sa.ea

$497.83 n,H
Clothing
Tools

$46. Bi

$61,61 Charity
$B,BB

575 ,BB

$2*9,13
Chkn Feed $96,45 Entertrmnt $128,11

PHASAR's Tax
Advantage
Statement lets

you calculate
your total net
worth based on
your assets and
liabilities.

follow the prompts.

If you run out of transactions and

the balances are incorrect, you are

given six choices to remedy the situa-

tion: Re-examine Transactions, Enter

Missing Transactions, Change Ending

Balance, Accept Statement Balance,

Sort Transactions or Revert To Original

State. Select the appropriate option.

If you select Revert To Original

State, there are several consequences.

First, PHA$AR will unconfirm all

transactions you just confirmed; all

other edits you performed will be left

unchanged. The last confirmed

balance and date will be reinstated.

Newly entered transactions will be

left intact but unconfirmed; finally, all

transactions you marked for deletion

will be deleted.

Reports

Help: Click here for special online

help for the Reports menu only.

ViewAccountSummary: Displays

a screen listing each account, its last

confirmed balance and date, last un-

confirmed balance and date and how
many debit and credit transactions

and their totals are in the file for that

account. They represent the current

unconfirmed transactions for that

account. If there are more than 20,

the rest are displayed when you strike

any key to go to the next screen. At

the end, the total number of uncon-

firmed balances is shown. The

keyboard equivalent is [Control]-[A],

View Category Summary: Produces

a two-screen display of your expense

and income category data. You're

presented with a box that lets you

choose Actual, Budget or Difference.

Select one with the mouse or cursor

key; you're then presented with a

box letting you choose which month

or a composite total-to-date display;

the current month will be automati-

a
See us in Tokyo!

^^ The great world of ATARI hard-

ware & software is even available in

Japan! See us in Tokyo for your ATARI needs.

ATARI ^XSSSSrT.

Antic Software
Antic Software
Antic Software
Antic S.oftware

: Software
"Software

I"

rv'wr:,:. V; M

LASFR c
' STScanl

,
_

:.-\o I-!,.-; n'l-.ii:,

"S""v.r:5o"^ij Li

Video Key
Monitor Master
Mouse Master-
SuDra Drive
EZ RAM II

r ":.,! r,

a:.a Roicif.ic.lnc.

Gadgets by Small, Inc. ^
'\'l;-jr;'l-. v':i i

:<:nuv;";omnanyry*"

,
i

,
ii

,.,
'Navarone incjV.rcS'i
n,

\-jo-. oal Solutions
P"ac"-ca Sol.r. :::.-?,

Practical SoUfuny
S.Di'a iJo'oorntion
Terrific Corp.

*>.

New From MichTron...

Fast FAX
Fast FAX™, a full featured hardware and software

package giving you the attributes of a Group III fax

machine right from your computer.

Some Technical Specifications...

Hardware: 8Mhz 68000 Processor

32KRAM
64K ROM
Nonvolatile configuration

storage

V.29 - 9600bps, 7200bps
V.27 - 4800bps, 2400bps
V.21 -Channel 2 at 300bps
(with automatic fallback)

CCITT Group III

Receive and Send Mode
1000 Address Phone book
Auto Scheduling

Multiple Scheduling

Fast Fax is available for the Atari ST, Commodore
Amiga, and the IBM PC. The retail price is $699.95.

Data Rate:

FAX Compatibility:

Software:

iMichlroiil
576 S. Telegraph • Pontiac, MI 48053 • (313) 334-5700



PHASflR V. 3.0

Setup Incomes: See page 52 under

"Setting Up PHA$AR."

Set Up Check Printing: Lets you

configure PHA$AR to print your

checks instead of you writing them

manually. I recommend you ignore

this option unless you use preprinted

check forms; for a normal household,

it just isn't worth it.

New Year Carry Over: Re-initializes

your register file and places any

uncleared transactions in month

"zero" to make your next reconcili-

ation easy. You will be asked if you

wish to carry over any Standard

Transaction pages you may have;

choose whichever you wish. If you

carry them over, you won't have to

redo them. If you don't, you will

have to redo all of them; if you plan

on a major restructuring of your

accounts and/or categories, this is

the way to go.

rHASAR allows for up to 500

transactions per month

Create New Register File: Use this

option to start a new file from scratch

for the next year (covered above

under "Setting Up PHASAR"). Be sure

you have a separate backup of the

files for the year just ending!

Tax Advantage Codes: Choose this

only if you use the Tax Advantage

program to do your taxes. The Tax

Advantage manual contains the

codes you need to enter here. If you

use it, PHASAR displays a screen

with your income and expense

categories listed; just enter the

correct code for each category you

want to track for tax processing. Any

category you do not wish to track,

leave blank. Just move the cursor

past it; if you enter anything but the

correct three-digit code, even back-

spacing will cause The Tax Advan-

tage to flag that category as invalid

and you'll have to re-enter the total

to The Tax Advantage manually. This

is also true if you enter an incorrect

number.

Lists

Help: Click here for special online

help for the Lists menu only.

View/Edit Names & Addresses:

Lets you view or edit any names, ad-

dresses and telephone numbers that

you've entered under View/Edit

fCHECK OUT THE
EYES

Give your Atari the 'Eyes...

with low-cost ComputerEyes video digitizers!

Easily capture beautiful

color or b/w images fromjp

any home video camera,

VCR, etc. Great (and fun)

for all home/school/business

applications: desktop

publishing, paint programs.

computer T-shirts,

slideshows, image

databases, etc. Use
ComputerEyes images

Llmost anywhere! Think of

possibilities!

ComputerEyes color for Atari

ST^ only $249.95

ComputerEyes b/w for Atari

ST -only $149.95

ComputerEyes for XL/XE

series - only $129.95

For information, demo disk,

call 617-329-5400

To order, call 800-346-0090

Digital Vision, Inc.

COMPUTER

EXCITE

YOUR
COMPUTER

Rent it some
software

WEDGWOOD RENTAL
5316 Woodwav Drive

Fort Worth, Texas 76133



Names & Addresses. You are asked

which name to search for; enter at

least two characters of the name. The

program then displays the entry in a

template. If there is no match, it will

display up to three near choices. You

may then use [Shift]-[Up-Arrow] or

[,Shift]-[Down-Arrow] to scroll through

the list. If you wish to enter a new
name, press [Insert] at the search-for

prompt and the template will be

displayed to enter the data. The

keyboard equivalent is [Control]-[N].

Now the template for the remain-

ing data is displayed. Enter telephone

numbers on the first line. Enter up to

three phone numbers on this line.

The remaining four lines are for

address information and any other

data you wish to add. Edit existing

entries the same way; type over the

data and press [Return]. As you enter

each line, press [Return] to move to

the next line. If you wish to delete a

line, place the cursor on the desired

line and press [Delete], You can

move the cursor by using the arrow

keys. When you are finished entering

or editing data, press [Esc] to return

to the main menu.

Print Names & Addresses:

PHA$AR prints all five lines of data

you entered for each name. If you

print checks with PHASAR, it will

look in this file for any name and

address information you want

printed on the checks or you can

provide it via the keyboard.

Print Telephone Directory: Prints

all stored phone numbers. PHASAR
looks for the phone numbers in the

first line; it will print whatever you

have entered there, however.

View/Edit Special Occasions:

PHASAR can store up to 250 dates

and a one-line description for each. It

only pays attention to the day and

month, so it's geared toward annual

events. Though it's primarily for

birthdays and the like, you can add

any special event or appointment

you wish. Press [Esc] to return to the

Main Menu.

PHASARguru StephenRoquemore
lives in Scottsdale, Arizona.

PHASAR 4.0 UPGRADE OFFER

Send the original START disk with

PHA$AR version 3.0 (not a copy),

your name, address and daytime

phone number along with a check or

money order (drawn on U.S. funds)

to:

PHA$AR Upgrade
Antic Software
544 Second Street

San Francisco, CA 94107

Subscribers Only: S39.95 plus $3.50 S/H

Newsstand Buyers: $69.95 plus $3.50 S/H

(PHASAR version 4.0 normally retails for $89.95)

Moving?

t&t&
Fill in coupon and mail to:

START

Subscriptions:

P. 0. Box 380S
Escondido, Ca. 92025

NEW ADDRESS
Name
Address
City_
Sfate/Zip _

OLD ADDRESS
Name
Address
City.

State/Zip _

' Introducing...

"^

Fleet Street Publisher 3.0
Fleet Street Publisher 3.0™ takes a giant leap into the

future! Easily, the most powerful desktop publishing

application available for the Atari ST, Fleet Street

Publisher3.0 is designed to produce high quality printed

material without spending a fortune.

New Features
Fleet Street Publisher 3.0 gives you:

w The ability to create multiple page documents with

automatic generation of headers and footers,

from master pages.

* A Repeat feature for multiple duplication of text,

effects, and graphics.

W The ability to flow text around any object.

» The ability to import Object-oriented drawings.

«• A spelling checker with over 120,000 words,

w Printer drivers are available for a variety of printers.

Why be satisfied to remain in the Dark Ages of publish-

ing, when you can leap into its future with Fleet Street

Publisher 3.Of Join the Fleet Street Elite . . .and unleash

your publishing potential today.

Vj
iMichfrorit

576 S. Telegraph • Pomiac, MI 48053 • (313) 334-5700J



Getting the

Most Out
of this

Popular
Accounting
Package

"Re A Power

P
JL. orgc

HA$AR is a

powerful toolfor

organizingyour

personalfinances. But to the

novice, such power can be a

little intimidating. Steve

Roquemore, who has used

PHA$AR almost dailyfor thepast

two years, leads you on an educa-

tional tour through

some ofthe amaz-

ing things you

do with this

program. The

article refers

toPHA$AR30,

which is on

this month's

START disk.

62 April 1 990



Phasar User

BY STEPHEN G. ROQUEWORE

To the uninitiated,

PHASAR can be

complicated and over-

whelming. But it's really

not that hard to use its

many powerful features. In this

article, I'll lead you through some of

them so you can quickly become a

"power PHASAR user."

The Cash Flow Statement

To help you control your cash flow,

you need a very accurate "Cash Flow

Statement" (also known as an

"Income vs. Expenses Report"). The

proper use of this function in

PHASAR will let you keep very tight

control of your money and will ease

the burden at tax time, too.

First, use the Setup Menu to

establish all ofyour expense catego-

ries. Here you need to be specific.

Set up as many as you need. If you

have a situation where one expense

can cover tax-related and non-tax-

related expenditures, create two

expense categories. Be sure to create

expense categories for your pay-

check deductions for Federal and

State taxes and FICA. Also, don't

forget any local income taxes. Do
this for each source of income you

have (i.e., if your spouse also works).

Next, set up separate income

categories for each job. Also set up

"No Cash Flow" income and expense

categories (more about this feature

later). Set up as many income cate-

gories as you need and avoid having

to put anything in Misc. Income (or

Misc. Expense). The miscellaneous

categories are supplied by PHASAR.

Now go to Set Up Accounts.

Create an asset account called

"Deductions" or some similar name
you'll immediately recognize as

different from all of your other asset

and liability accounts. Set the begin-

ning balance to zero. This will be the

account you always use to record

your paycheck deposits. Also set up

another dummy asset account with a

zero balance. Call it something like

'Adjustment."

Be sure to create an asset account

for all your legitimate assets; house,

cars, computers, and all the other

things you own that could be sold for

cash. Also set up asset accounts for

each of your major credit cards and

set the balance to whatever their

credit limit is. Be sure the names are

not the same as the names you'll use

for these credit cards when you set

up your liability accounts for each.

Of course, you need to set up asset

accounts for each of your checking

and savings accounts, too.

Now set up a liability account for

every place you make a payment to.

This includes mortgages, loans, credit

card payments, gasoline and store

cards (if they work like a VISA),

personal debts, etc. If you're renting

furniture to own, set up a liability for

this and set the beginning balance

(as a negative number) equal to the

sum of payments required. If the

payment includes an insurance fee or

other amount not related to the

actual cost of renting the item, then

do not include that amount in the

sum of payments.

(Remember: when setting up

liabilities, the beginning amounts are

always negative. The beginning

balances should be the amount owed

as of this minute.)

After you do all of the above,

review the accounts and income and

expense categories to make sure you

have covered everything and that the

balances are as correct as you can

make them. Be sure you have also

set up Expense Categories for all

your payments to liability items.

When you're satisfied that you have

covered all the bases, exit to the

main screen and Save Register File by

pressing [Control]-[S] or selecting it

from the File Menu.

The Net Worth Statement

You now have all the pieces in place

to produce an accurate Cash Flow

Report. But what of the Net Worth

Statement?

At the main menu, click on Net

Worth and you'll be presented with a

submenu. Choose Edit Assets. On
each line (up to 40) enter a name for I
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PHA$AR

the asset you want to show. Include

your bank accounts, CDs— anything

you've set up an asset account for. In

the next column, type in the account

name. This will automatically use

whatever the current balance is

whenever you View or Print the Net

Worth statement.

Here's a tip: when entering the

descriptions of each account, also

type in as part of the description the

account number for that account.

This will serve as a very handy

reminder later on when writing

checks (either manually or with

PHA$AR). You should also use

whatever lines are left over to enter

descriptions and account numbers ol~

other payments you must make

(newspaper subscription, insurance

payment, utilities payments, refund-

able deposits, etc.). Leave the dollar

amount field empty except for

deposits. You may enter the asset

account name, or if you didn't set up

Entering 11 Mount for fill Months' m 11 set each and every nonth
uc; or you can use the ir kegs to position on a

specific HDntt and change or enter an in Oil IT Strike Esc Mtien finished.
To the right of the budge 15 a 1st of anounts actually spent and

an overall sunnary of your ru 1 budget (for all categories far each nonth),

mi Month::: i^KBl Intone - Expense = Net Intone
1118. SB 1. Ml 3143, -141.

Feb: nN.il I J BIO 3143
tar! IIH.Ifl zarin 3133 -133,
ftpr: lui.ii ZBFJD 3Q0Q 3123 -«3.
Mil IM.U ZGOO 3000 3183 -183.

UM.BI j jsaa 3BB3 -93.

Jul: UH.H 1 3000 ma
JM.BB a 3D0Q 3003 -83,

Sep: IBM. 18 a 3 BOO OKI it
Oct: B IBBB 3893 -13.

Nov: 1116,88 3080 3113 -113.

Dec:

Totals;

IBM. IB B HM
36000

3133 -133.

IEUB.B0 6DilB 3732B -1320.

PHASAR includes
many of the
basic functions
found in stan-

dard databases.
For instance, in

the View/Edit
Budget option, if

you change one
number you
change them all.

the deposits as assets, enterthe

actual dollar amounts.

When entering your cars, use the

license plate number or the ID

number from the title. When entering

life insurance policies, use the policy

number in the description, and enter

the current cash value or the asset

account name in the amount column.

You could even enter a line that

contains your family's Social Security

numbers; this might be useful later

on for reference.

Anyway, you get the idea: docu-

ment the blazes out of every item.

Now do the same thing for all of your

liability accounts. This can also

include other things you consider a

debt but did not set up an account

for. For instance, you owe your aunt

money but you didn't set it up as an

account; enter it here with the

balance you owe (not negative).

Now review everything on the Net

The Ultimate Mailing List/Mall Merge/Person-Tracking Software
Tracker/ST is or: veiling r-,sw application which combines traditional mailing list

capabilities with n fn:i nuiit-in mo,,1 merge system, database-style reporting, and
much, much more. Some of Tracker/STs powerful features include:

Full mall merge built in, Including
word processing functions like cut
S paste, bold, italic and underline.
Merge e'tcrs lo everyone or set

up specific criteria for a merge,
Computer aided entry saves you

thousands of keystrokes (and lots

of f/me)-up fo 10,000 keystrokes
saved per 250 nomes.

Ten preset label formats for single, 2

or 3 across labels, ond laser
printed labels. Edit these and add
your own for custom label formats.

One-step 'membership aging"
automatically tracks remaining
time In a membership or sub-
scription. Great for groups with
memberships that need to be
adjusted on a weekly, monthly or
annual basis.

Full GEM Interface with drop down

keyboard commands for ultimate

3S tor each perscn in

your Tracker/ST files. Notes ore not
limited to a single line.

Category, date. rank, source and
l.D. fields to help you identify each
entry In your list.

Full reports to screen ond printer,

including easy-to-use grouping,
counting, and summarizing.

Sort reports on any field and set up
specific filters for fine-tuned

Print labels for oil names or set up
your own specific criteri<

Import and export nami
and Tracker/ST formats.

Easy transfer of names from all

popular ST data management
packages into Tracker/ST.

Number of names limited only by
disk space. 1 800 names per floppy
disk, 45.000+ on hard drive.

Comprehensive monual with tutorial

ond complete cross-referenced

Installs easily on your hard drive. Not
copy protected.

fl ASCII

Send check or money order for $79. 95 Ic

3 Ahead Software, Inc.Step/
496A Hudson Street, Suite F39

New York City, New York 10014
Call 21 2-627-5830 for phone
orders or more Information.
Dealer inquiries welcome.

NeoDesk 2.0
The Desktop Alternative

The Ultimate Upgrade for the Atari ST!!

NeoDesk is a complete replacement for the built-in GEM
desktop. Its hundreds of features are clearly documented in an
85 f page illustrated manual. Once you try NeoDesk you will

never want lo use the old desktop again!

speed file and disk operations (no more

nly used file icons righl o
>r keyboard (hot keys) Twenty
) Replacement conirol panel

Printer queue - Keyboard

Features Inclui

multiple disk

(includes icon editor) Place c
desktop Run Ihese from the rr

characler editable disk volum<
with corner clock and screei

equivalents lor all commands Mono & color support Improved
disk formatting Enhanced install application (This one works!) File

templates - 25%-30% faster windows - Requires less !han 2tK of RAM
Place a picture on the desktop Multiple desktops Many morel

For Only $49.95

GRIBNIF SOFTWARE
Orders only, (800) 999-GRIB Inquiries, (413) 584-7887
Fax, (413) 584-2565 P.O. Box 35Q Hadley, MA Q1Q35



Worth Statement to make sure you've

got it ali right. View the Net Worth to

see if you like what you see and

change anything that doesn't suit

you. When you're satisfied return to

the main screen and save the register

file again.

Now go to Enter Transactions.

Select the Adjustment account

mentioned earlier. Entera payment

for one dollar to Misc.Expense; use

12/31/89 for the date. Now enter the

same transaction, same date, for a

negative one dollar. Return to the

main screen and select Reconcile

Account. Clear both transactions in

the Adjustment Account; use Ending

Balance of zero and 1 2/31/89 as the

date. Now press [Esc] to return to the

main screen, following the prompts.

Save the Register File one more time.

Standard Transactions

That was a lot of work, but I think

you'll find it was worth it. Just re-

member, you only have to do it once!

There are a couple of more things

to do, however, before you can

become a true "power PHA$AR
user." First, you must set up Standard

Transactions for all your regular

payments and deposits; and you

must set up Budgets for all of your

expense categories and those income

categories that are regular in nature

(e.g., paychecks).

The PHA$AR manual describes

well the process of setting up

Standard Transactions. Just a few

hints, though; set up a separate page

for each paycheck deposit and for

different types of payments. For

instance, set up a page for insurance,

a page for utilities, a page for rent or

mortgage and so on. This makes

entering transactions more manage-

able. When entering the paycheck

deposit(s), use "Deductions" as the

account; show the gross amount of

the check as the deposit amount, to

the appropriate income category;

enter payments to the appropriate

expense categories for your tax

deductions, medical and life premi-

ums withheld, etc. Any cash amount

you normally withhold when you

deposit the check should be entered

as a transfer to the cash account

(FHASAR-supplied). The remaining

amount is the actual deposit amount

to your checking (or savings)

account; enter this as a transfer to

that account. The remainder should

now be zero. The reason for doing

things this way is that you now track

gross income and will have the right

figures for tax time.

Now set up Budget amounts for

all Expense categories and the

regular Income categories. Some

expense categories won't need a

budget, like Misc. Expense; but enter

as many as you can reasonably

estimate. When you're finished,

continued on page 70
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SAFE AT
ANYSPEED

Transmitting at high speed can be dangerous to your wallet

on most major online information services. DELPHI has

made high speeds safe, with no surcharges for 1200 or 2400

bps access.

So put your ST into high gear and download from a library

of thousands of programs (including the entire databases from

ANALOG and ST-LOG), challenge new friends to multi-player

games, comparison shop, scan the newswires, or make plane

reservations - all for as little as $4.80/hour.

Join DELPHI now for only $9.95 and your first hour is

FREE! With your computer and modem, dial

1-800-365-4636. Press Return twice. At Username: type

JOINDELPHI and at Password: type START.

DELPHI
The Autobahn of Online Services Since 1982

General Videotex Corporation Three Blackstone Street • Cambridge MA 021 39

800-544^005 • 617^91-3393
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TAX TEMPLATES

Programs on Side 1 of Your STARTDisk

BUDGETING BONANZA

Tired of shuffling through a shoe box crammed with receipts, squinting at the

marks left by faded ribbons, trying to remember the amount of the check you

forgot to record? Organize your finances with this month's feature program,

PHA$AR, the Professional Home Accounting System and Register, written by

Tom Marks of Marksman Technology. The program has been split into two

arcfiles, titled PHA$AR version 3.0 and PHA$AR Dataffiles

And speaking of money, Uncle Sam wants his share. Yes, it's tax time

again, and we're presenting Tom Chandler's 1989 Tax Templates to use

with LDW Power. In addition to the 1040 long form and its accompanying

schedules, we've included spreadsheets for

calculating income from selling your

home and moving expenses.

With the spare change left

over after your annual IRS

payment, you can have some

fun, Las Vegas style,

playing Mark Siegel's

Super Jackpot Slots

You have nothing left

over, you say? Don't

worry. You don't have

to risk a cent (and,

unfortunately, you can't

spend your winnings).

NOTE: Due to die number of complaints we've received

about the Heidi format, this is the last month we're using it.

We haven't decided yet what will replace it, although we
promise it will be more stable and straightforward than

Heidi.



PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS
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/

compatible / ^ LJf/ # /
/ 4 04/4/ Notes

not applicable / ///////
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PHASAR version 3.0 PHASAR.ARC 1

PHASAR Dalafiles PH DATA.ARC ] needed by PHASAR v. 3.0

Super Jackpot Slats JACKPOT.ARC ; 1

1989 Tax Templates 89TAX.ARC 1

1

runs under LDW Power

PHASAR Tex Calculator PHTAX.ARC 1

2

1 companion to PHASAR v. 3.0

ST Writer Elite version 3i STW.ARC 2

ST Writer Elite: German STW GERM.ARC 2

ST Writer Elite: Spanish STW SPAN.ARC 2

ST Writer Elite Manual STW MAN.ARC 2

:v.;'- hins 2,809. iinti"l*iiMiM

BO COINS
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JACKPOT SLOT

Programs on Side 2 of Your START Disk

ST WRITER UPDATE

Dr. Bruce Noonan does it again! This month's bonus is

an update to the popular word processor, ST Writer. For

ST Writer Elite version 3.6 Noonan embedded the

resource file in the program and .sped up the search-and-

replace routines. He made the same improvements for

ST Writer Elite: German and ST Writer Elite: Span-

ish. We've included the ST Writer Elite Manual for

those who want to brush up on all the features of this

perennial favorite.

As another tax-time bonus, we're presenting Tom
Marks' PHA$AR Tax Calculator, which works with

PHA.SAR version 3-0 on Side 1 of your START Disk. This

program uses the data in your PHASAR files to provide

painless tax statements. File now and get your refund

early!
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Your Financial
"" Partner
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Control of Your Financial Future!
i. : g PHA5AR 4.0; a completely re-

pinved version of ihe home

im that reviewers and users

i be the easiest to use

, manager available.

NEW FEATURES
!! I expense/income categories

f 500 accounts (VlSA/checking, etc.)

• Up to 1500 transactions per month
• Set up and analyze finances quickly with

new budgeting system
• Artificial Intelligence parser predicts

input, minimizes typing.

• Improved interface with multiple

scrolling windows
• Print checks the way you want
• Nevar miss a payment with automatic

payment reminder alarm
• Get the job done fast-Completely

re-coded for increased transaction and

processing speed

•*1989 Tax Templates*
.v.i.r Sirflf i.'h and A,.' ( .„„ undamaiKS el AntW PubliOl

PHASAR4.0 gives

plan and track your finances ti

lost benetit from youi nafd-^ari

Income.

PHA$AR 4.0 helps with your laxBS too:

show? your tax liability at any lime ani ;

the hassle out of preparing your tax return at

year-end.

PHASAR 4.0 even hasa built-in date and time

organizer to help you keep track of. eriti* ii

events and dates.

TRANSACTIONS
PHA$AR's new and improved Interface gives

you complete mouse control of financial op-

erations, Easily step through account and
ledger windows to complete your transactions-

with a click of the mouse. Plus

• Create up to 200 common payees for

'e entries

• Automatically transfer funds between
accounts

• Split-category transactions

• On-line calculator

Instant context-sensitive help

'HASAR 3.0 Owners:
I

Upgrade to 4.0for

only $39,95

direct through Antic

Softw

BUDGETING
Extensive Budgeting
powerful HYPERTEXT functionality for ei

access to all your' budgeting information.

• View b[id

•See actua
:' transaction

- AH Information is accessed
real time

REPORTS AND ANALYSIS
• Analyze loan/savings plans

• Clearly formatted printed 1 1

account summaries, category 3umm
rlet worth

more...

Sort expense and income categories in any

order

Amiga 1 or Atari ST version: $ftQ95

ion.

B

Available at your favorite store
or order Toll Free by phone:

EH
(800) 234-7001

Anlic Software 544 2nd SI..

San Francisco. CA 9

(41 5) 957-0886
Antic Software '
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Now Using Your STARTDisk is as easy as 1, 2, 3-'

Running the START Menu Program

From a Floppy Disk: Put your START

disk in drive A and turn on your com-

puter. The START menu program will

come up automatically.

From a Hard Disk: Boot your computer

as you normally would. If you're using a

color system, set the computer to

medium resolution. Put your START

disk into either drive A or B, and double-

click on the drive's icon. After the disk's

directory appears, double-click on

START.PRG. Note: Do not run the menu

program from your hard drive! Each

issue's disk has its own START.INF file

which must be in the same directory as

START.PRG.

When the menu program first runs, it

will ask you to describe your floppy disk

drive configuration. It is very important

that you enter this information correctly,

as the program will use the information

later to correctly back up and prepare

your program disk. Click on Single or

Double sided for both drives A and B; if

yoti only have one drive, the Drive B

buttons will be greyed out. If you are

unsure whether your drives are single- or

double-sided, click on Help.

What Then?

This is where accessing your START

programs gets easy. Just follow these

three steps;

Fornat Disk

1. Here, you can format a single- or a

double-sided disk in either drive A or B.

Click on the drive containing the disk to

format, select Single or Double sided and

then click on Format. Formatting a disk

will delete that disk's contents. Do not

format your START disk.

Backup START Disk I

2. We recommend that you make an

archive copy of your START disk, which

is in the special Heidi format. If you

have a single-sided drive you can back

up Side 1 of your disk onto one single-

sided disk. We also recommend that you

borrow a friend's drive to back up Side 2

of the disk onto another single-sided

disk. If you have a double-sided drive.

you can back tip the disk onto one

double-sided, Heidi-format disk. The

computer will rely on the system con-

figuration information you entered earlier

to tell you which disk needs to go in

which drive.

PreparMhsk

3. This is the heart of the START menu

program. The Prepare a Disk option

brings tip a window that lists the names

of the programs, source files and demos

on this issue's disk. The names of the

programs will be given in full; you don't

have to worry about the specific names

of the archive files. If a program has ac-

companying source code on the back

side of the disk, the entry will be listed

separately. For example, one entry may

be "Avecta I; Kbora" and an entry father

down would be "Source Code for Avecta

I: Ebora."

Next, a dialog box will ask for the

destination directory, and whether you

wish to send the program hies to a

folder. The destination directory may be

a floppy, hard drive or RAM disk. I [you

wish to put the files in a folder, the

program will offer you a default folder

name. Press (Return) to use this name or

edit the path directly. If the folder does

not already exist, the program will create

il. If you select drive A or B as your

destination drive, the program will ask

you if you want to format the destination

disk. The menu program will then un-

ARC the files directly to the destination

drive, and will minimize disk swapping

by analyzing the drive configuration you

specified earlier.

Bonus Options

Each month, your START disk menu

program will include special bonus

information ranging from the issue's disk

contents and coming attractions to

special subscription offers and the latest-

breaking Atari news. Click on the

various menu buttons and scroll through

the main menu window to read this in-

formation.

And There You Have It

For more detailed instructions, click on

the Help button. Click on Exit to return

to the Desktop. And that's all there is to

it— un-ARCing START programs was

never easier!

Credits

Your START disk format and inter-

face were developed by .some of

the most talented programmers in

the ST world. Contributing Editor

David Ramsden wrote the inter-

face for the menu program and the

custom unARCing routines that are

as much as 40 percent faster than

ARCX.TTP. Contributing Editor

Dave Small and Dan Moore
wrote the Heidi formatter that

made the back side of the START
disk accessible for the first time.

Charles Johnson of Codehead

software wrote a custom version of

the STARTGEM program that lets

the menu program run at boot

time even though it's GEM-based
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PHflSAR

continuedfrom page 65

you'll be set up to graph your Actual

vs. Budget expenditures to see how

you're doing and to make any

necessary adjustments.

If you plan to write checks with

PHASAR, you also need to enter all

the appropriate information in the

PHASAR Names file. The manual will

guide you here. If you're using

version 3-01 and you use or plan on

using The Tax Advantage tax pro-

gram by Double Eagle Software, you

also need to go to Set Up Tax

Advantage Codes in the Setup Menu.

The Tax Advantage Manual will

supply the appropriate codes you'll

need and the PI IASAR manual tells

you how to enter the codes.

Now, exit the program after saving

the Register File cine last time. Copy the

t even use aI don'

spreadsheet for

budgets anymore.

register file to a backup disk and guard

it with your life! 1 say this because I

once spent over a week rebuilding

my file after I somehow trashed it.

But I know the fault was all mine—
PHASAR has not caused one error in

over two years of daily use.

What's the Point?

You may be wondering why all this

work is necessary. I'll try to make all

of this clear.

First, we've already discussed the

necessity for an accurate Cash Flow

Report and Net Worth Statement. The

Net Worth Statement can also aid you

when you apply for a loan, so if you

keep all of the relevant data there, it

will save time when you go to the

bank or finance company.

Second, most people only show

their loans and credit card payments

LI0BILITE5:
Total Assets 51BB065.

$4500,

Sears Charge Card 5157.

Total Liabilities $65115,

NET WORTH: SJ235B.

Strike 5PRCE BAH t.— . . ,E

PHA$AR's Net
Worth Statement
lets you calcu-

late your total

net worth based
on your assets
and liabilities.

as expenses, so they don't have the

capability of tracking these balances

and checking their credit card trans-

actions. By keeping these as liabili-

ties, and posting payments to the

liability accounts, you can monitor

the actual remaining balances, and

show them on the Net Worth Statement.

Remember, all assets and liability

accounts must be reconciled periodi-

cally (not just the bank accounts), or

at year's end you'll fill up next year's

file with stuff you don't need. You

need to do this anyway to track

credit card transactions and the like;

I've caught more than one error on

my credit card statements this way.

Some people show these assets

and liabilities as described above, but

do not have an expense category for

them so they can track the actual

payments. This gives them an

accurate Net Worth Statement, but

the Cash Flow Report doesn't reflect

their actual "expenses vs. income."

That's why you also have an expense

category for each liability payment.

Every Problem Contains Its Own
Solution

Now that you have all this set up,

there are two ways to enter your

transactions to support this activity.

But first, a little background.

PHASAR, as good as it is, has one

flaw: when entering split transac-

tions, you can only split between

different expense (or income)

categories; you cannot split between

an expense and a liability, nor

between an asset and an income

category. It also forces you to treat

payments to asset or liability ac-

counts as transfers.

Because of this limitation, use the

"adjustment" account. When you set

up the Standard Transaction Page for

Liabilities, you should have entered

the payment as a transfer from the

paying account to the Liability

account. This will accurately reflect

the balances in both accounts. You

also should have set up a payment

from the Adjustment account to the

corresponding expense category for

that liability. By the way, this theory

also holds true when you have a

normal payment from checking to

savings. You should have an expense

category for savings.

A side effect of these limitations is

that if you do things as I just described

,

normally your paying account will

show a double payment which you

would have to play around with to

get your paying account to show the

correct balance. If you remember, I

told you to enter those two offsetting

payments in adjustment for 12/31/89

and reconcile them as of 12/31/89.

We're now using PHASAR to over-

come its own limitation!

Any time you enter a transaction

in the adjustment account, you'll

specify the real date, which of course

will be earlier than the last-reconciled

date. PHASAR will then ask you if this

is already accounted for. You will en-

thusiastically answer yes. This causes

the amount of the transaction to be

70 April 1 990



correctly posted to the expense (or

income) category, but not affect any

other balances, including the zero

balance of adjustment! Your normal

paying account is not affected, of

course, because the payment was not

issued from there. If you enter a date

of 12/31/89, you're still OK.

You should handle all payments

to expense categories for liabilities

(and assets, tor savings and the like)

this way. Your normal paying

account will always be accurate and

your Cash Flow Report will be too!

Remember to post transactions

from cash against your Expense

categories as accurately as you can.

The ideal is to wind up at the end of

each pay period with a zero balance

in cash. This means that you have

accurately (we hope) accounted for

every penny spent. Now, of course

this isn't going to happen in the real

world, but give it your best shot. Any

leftover in cash should be posted to

Misc. Expense, since one way or

another, the cash went somewhere.

Come Tax Time

A comment or two on handling tax

lime: PHASAR has a nice program for

doing your taxes, but I never used it

because I've used The Tax Advantage

(Simon & Schuster) ever since it was

released. I highly recommend you

use this product. PHASAR v. 3.01 lets

you set Tax Advantage Codes in your

Register File for use by The Tax

Advantage. At tax time, you just copy

PHASAR.REG to your Tax Advantage

data disk and the program loads all

your tax data for you. Bear in mind

that it will only load those categories

that have Tax Advantage Codes

entered in the Register File, so do the

best job you can in setting up your

expense and income categories and

applying the correct codes. It takes

me less than one hour to completely

do my Federal taxes this way,

including the Long Form, Schedule A
and detailing of miscellaneous

deductions.

No Cash Flow

Sometimes you have a deposit and/

or a payment that just doesn't fit into

your regular category and account

structure. If you handle it in the

normal way, it will skew the results

of your Cash Flow Report so that it

doesn't reflect reality. In this case you

post the transaction to "No Cash

Fiow" and the amount will not be

shown in your Cash Flow Report, but

your overall financial position will

still be accurate. When you print or

view your Category Summary, these

are treated like net cash: they are

shown, but not totaled.

An example would be when your

company gives you a check for $2,000

to pay the movers when you're

transferred to a new state. If you

handle it this way, the deposit will

not affect you at tax time, nor will it

inaccurately inflate your overall

income total. When it comes time to

pay the movers, you post the actual

amount, if equal or less than $2,000,

to "No Cash Flow" expense and the

remainder to "Moving Expense." This

amount also needs to be taken out of

"No Cash Flow" income and shown

as miscellaneous (taxable) income,

unless you have to give it back to the

company. Usually, it can be applied

against your other moving expenses.

If the payment to the movers is

greater, then the $2,000 is entered to

"No Cash Flow" expense and the rest

is posted to moving expenses.

Conclusion

I hope this has been helpful to you. I

have found the combination of

PHASAR and The Tax Advantage to

be more than capable of handling all

of my needs financially. I don't even

use my spreadsheet for my budget

anymore.

Steve Roquemore is afreelance

writer who lives in Scottsdale,

Arizona. His past work includes

a review ofPHASAR 3.0 in the

June 1989 issue ofSTART.
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START'S 1989 Federal T ax Templates

TEMPLATES BY TOM CHANDLER
ARTICLE BY ANDREW REESE, START GRAPHICS EDITOR

It's time once again tofile those tax returns with the

Internal Revenue Service, On your START disk is a tem-

platefor use with LDWPower. Ifyou have the program

and 1MB ofmemory or more, you're all set to getyour

returnfiled accurately and on time.

April 1 5 isn't far off, but help is on the way in the file TAX89.ARC on Side 1 of your START disk.

Tearing
your hair out doing

your taxes? Almost ready to

hire a CPA? Before you go

bald or broke, tiy loading

our 1989 Tax Templates into

the LDW Power spreadsheet pro-

gram. These templates will help you

prepare the following forms for 1989:

• Form 1040 (Long Form)

• Schedule A ( Itemized Deductions)

• Schedule B (Interest and Dividend

Income)

• Schedule C (SelfEmployment

Income)

• Schedule D (Capital Gains)

• Schedule E (Supplemental Income

Schedule)

• Schedule SE (Social Security Tax)

• Form 2106 (Employee Business

Expenses)

• Form 2119 (Sale of Home)

• ?oim 5903 (Moving Expenses)

Getting Started

START'S 1989 Tax Templates require

an ST or Mega with at least 1MB of

memory; LDW Power from Logical

Design Works; your 1989 Form 1040

and Instructions; and your START disk.

For further tax assistance there are

a number of books available at

bookstores and newsstands or you

can pick up a free copy of Publica-

tion 17, Your Federal Income Tax,

from the IRS. You may also want to

have a printer connected to your ST,

so that you can print out your

completed templates.

To get started, boot this month's

START disk; the START menu

program runs automatically. At the

main screen, click on Prepare, then

select "1989 Tax Templates." The

spreadsheet will un-ARC directly

onto the destination disk you specify.

Included within the same directory is

an ASCII-text READ_ME file that lists

all the forms used and where they're

located within the template.

Now, start up LDW Power . Load

in 89TAX.LDW and you're ready to

begin.

Spreadsheets and Taxes

Each piece of information is entered

in a spreadsheet cell— similar to the

lines and columns on your tax forms.

We've already derived and included

the formulas you'll need. If your data

changes (you find another stack of

receipts, for instance) go to the

appropriate location, change the

number there to the correct figure

and the relevant portions of your tax

return will be recalculated.

Many different taxpayers can use

the same tax template. For example,

you can save your own template out

to disk under the name MYOWN.LDW
and then reload the blank template

for your brother to use. He can then

save his to disk under the name

BROTHER.LDW, and your aunt can

then use the blank template.

Keep your IRS Forms and Instruc-
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TAX TEMPLATE

tions booklet nearby while you're preparing your taxes.

While we have identified every line on the template with

the line number from the forms, we couldn't include all

of the notes, references and cautions on the original

forms. You'll need the instructions to decide how to treat

some of your income and expenses.

If you need to complete forms that are not a part of

this template, you'll have to complete them manually

and then transfer your figures from them into the spread-

sheet. The program and template can take over from

there.

You'll have to compute your own tax; we just couldn't

include all of the Tax Tables and Tax Rates without

ballooning the size of the template. Once you complete

Form 1040 down to Line 37, Taxable Income, follow the

instructions from the IRS to calculate your tax and enter it

on Line 38.

When you complete your template and arrive at a

correct figure for Line 63 or Line 65, save your template

to disk! Then, follow the instructions that came with your

spreadsheet program to print out a copy. LDW Power

comes with a utility that lets you print spreadsheets side-

ways, enabling you to fit wider printouts on a page. See

the appendices to the LDW Power manual for directions.

Remember that the IRS will not accept your printed

spreadsheet in lieu of completed forms; you'll have to

manually copy the figures onto your official return.

As with any complex and important project, be sure to

save your work often and examine your results with

great care. If something doesn't look right, check your

figures carefully and if you can't find any errors, seek the

advice of a professional tax preparer. The most common
errors reported by the IRS are incorrect data entry and

arithmetic errors. To the extent possible, we've included

formulas that will make correct calculations, but you're

responsible for entering your information correctly.

(Editor's Note: START cannot be held responsiblefor any

mistakes that might be made in your tax calculations as

a result of using this template^)

Good luck! And remember: tax avoidance is not a

crime, but tax evasion is!

Andrew Reese is special Graphics Editorfor
START and aformer attorney and tax preparer.

Tom Chandler is a Certified Public Accountant in

the San Francisco Bay Area.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

LDW Power, $149.95.
Logical Design Works, Inc.,

780 Montague Expressway,

Suite 205, Son Jose,

California 95131, (408)
435-1445.
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IREV UP
Discover maximum driving pleasure with Alpha Systems

products. Software and hardware known for high marks
in gutsy technology, understandable documentation and,

yes, super, low prices.

Get more mileage out of your ST. Choose Alpha

Systems. Ultra performance — now and to grow on.

ST PROTECTION TECHNIQUES (Book/Disk Set)

NOW
Program Protector. Lets vol: create cuslom disk Ionium ar.d check then:

.l.iiom.UicalN. Learn bow In s pt- i~.i
fy password requirement, di.sk checks,

and set limits <;n number of program runs.

Also contains re-views of popular ST back-up programs and detailed

explanation of ST disks and drives.

Only $39.95

. BACK TRAK UNLEASHES
^\|J\ DOUBLE-SIDED DISK DRIVES

%^^f* New Hack Irak software guts ST users more — for less.

\ Double-sided drives are now standard equipment on all ST computers, but

software companies continue to churn out programs or single-sided disks. Tor those of you

with double-sided disk drives, it means wasting 5056 of your disk's capacity! With blank disks

costing up to SS each, you waste dollars ..very lime you buy a program or make a back-up!

Back Trak allows access to backside of single sided disk-, doubling your storage

capacity. Use newfound space lor Ires, saved games. even "hoot (self-loading I piograms. Buck

Irak lets you boot off front or backside of disk. Arid, allows booting from drive A or B.

(Booting from drive H proves invaluable if your internal drive ever breaks down.)

Fully compatible with copy protection programs like ST Copy. Copy II .STand ProCopy,

Back Trak even lets you put protected programs on the backside of vom disk, for example.

save games on backside el Dungeon Muster - then swatch hack and forth ir.slaiV.lv without

-.wapping disks. Or. save a two-disk set on a single disk.

Every time you jsc Back Trak. you save lime and money. And, you'll see less wear and

tear on drive heads as you utilize your double-sided drive's full potential.

With this pure software proeiaui. there lire no special connectors to !ool with. No cables

10 ""
Only $29.95

SWITCH/BACK MAKES YOU A SWITCH HITTER
You'll wonder how you ever gol along wilhout it!

Switch/Back lets you load ivvo or more progrums into your ST and switch between them

w:if hgtr.ning speed Works with games, business programs, uplines, compilers, you name it.

Although only one program is running at a lime, tin- other is available instantly. A press of the

'nuiion reiurns you right where vou left off! Ideal for word processing and customer service

applications.

Gaming leavure lets you save a. most any game, ihen continue

playing. If you get into trouble, just switch back 10 where you were, SWITCH ^^^
as many times as vou like! Instant replay! -^^— '"

'"'

i

What's more, Switch/Back :et.s you save many protected ^^Fft&^B
programs as standard TOS files to be stored together on disks,

_^^^j^^e^^
compressed, or even run off a hard disk.

le and money andproven to lie on excellent toolfor practical as

*"* Judith Chang

ST World. August I9S8

"Alpha Systems ha:-, done it :rja:n Another great prodtic,

Switch/Back combination hardware/software package requires at least I meg of RAM
(or a Megadisk or Polyiiisk cartridge). Hardware plugs into printer port for easy use. It's

transparent to any primer activity, .last plug it in — leave it in. Onlv ^fiQ QS

24-Hour Hotline: (216) 374-7469

Customer Service: (216) 467-5665 M-F/9 AM -3 PM EST
Call or write for FREE catalog.

VISA & MasterCard Welcome.
Order bv phone or send check or money order lo:

Alpha Systems, 1012 Skyland, Macedonia, OH 44056

Include S3.00 shp. & hdlg. (l.'S & Canada).

Ohio residents add iVi% sales la

Foreign orders add $8.00.



YOUR ST
•C\M* JAM MASTER

•^l^ll* " Amateurs and professionals — turn any inexpensive MIDI keyboard

I * into a lull-featured digital sampling -.', nthesi/cr and four-track recording studio!

You'll be jamming in no '.line with complete record and playback capability.

Jam Master requires a cartridge-based sound digitizer for output such as Dtgisound

Pru/'i-yii/jnii!. and any MIDI compatible keyboard. Create your own sounds with any ST
digmzc:. Or. experiment with 50 prerecorded sounds, from drums to violins.

Jam Master is [inched will: powerful features like fall keyboard mapping. A\Mgu your

kevboard to as many as 32 different sounds, any number of octaves. Play chords up to (our

keys at a time. Even blend four completely different sounds.

Advanced recoidmg studio feature, record- music as you play Record two. duct, up- to

four tracks, and play back together. You'll be a one-man band! Complete Beat Box drum
patterns iplayoul of up to lour digrlizcd sounds at once! ran lie added a.s a single voice, and

played along with three more sound tracks! Adds a full drum accompaniment to your

recordings.

This fitst-of-its-kind program actually lets your ST play-

back in real time. Record an expert pianist, pay back anil . fS~~\&
watch your keys go to work as your ST transforms into a player •* &jT -- i'

piano. It's fun and fascinaiing!
jto3lt^''s>i>7&

A real-time, fine-tune feature allows loial pilch control. .:.^^rftii\t\\\
. ___.

Lets you tune-up with the band. 40K sampling rate capability , |

offers superior quality. (The faster the sampling speed, the ^Q^l/XQ l/Ql&Z)i *^
higher the sound quality.)

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
polyphonic digital' Plays four

) Incorporates Ilea: /to drum tracks as

Supports sampling rates up to 40K
i Supports looping and decay
> Keyboard mapping up to 32 different

• Built-in four track sequencer

• Unlimited note range changes

• Frequency fine-tuning

• Compatible with all ST computers
• Requires: cartridge-breed digitizer for

output and any MIDI compatible

keyboard

Limited-Time
Special Introductory Price

Only $49.95 (List Price $69.95)

BDUnd
blast and a half Complete with special effects like echo,

verse. squeeze, loojiuiu. pitch mampt.l.uion. mixing, fade

/out, and envelope control, Oscilloscope mode and

u're in control. Cut and paste features let you preparewaveform editing features met

speeches ami sound effects like

Compatible with any MIDI keyboard, liven turns your Atari ST keyboard into a musica

synthesizer. Each key play., a different pitch. Just press keys to make a sound. It's that easy.

"The CadillacofSTsounddigitize

editing, go with Digisound

"

"Ail the nice Utile touches are ther

love with ihe product
"

rs. Ijyou plan any st

e to make it ajoy 10

rinus sampling and sampling

Jim Pierson-Perry

START July 1989

st: fur years to come. I'm in

LcRoy Valley

ST Informer. June 1988

DIGISOUND PROFESSIONAL —TTie high-fidelity sound system

used by professionals.

Provides two input jacks (one lor impowcrcd source, i.e.. microphone or turntable, and one

tor powered -o.rrcc. 1 e.. tape plaver or IV). Allows playback I ii rough in on nor, sicrco. external

amplifier or headphones. Input and output gain controls accommodate any kind of equipment.

Special logarithmic -umpiing gives voder dynamic range with less distortion.

Only $149.95

DIG ISOUND ST Offers one input jack. Accepts input from cassette player.

TV, stereo. VCR, amplifier or powered microphone. Sound can be played back through

>r monochrome). Digisound was used to

Only $89.95

HI
COLOR COMPUTEREYES™

1 1

1 I,

Cap:. ire von: picture, or votir favorite star's, with the first and omv full-color video or erti/er lor

the ST!
Color ComptaerF.yes uses any standard video input video camera, VCK oi video disk.

Wort- -ir, iVv ST resolutions. Low resolution pro', ides lb-shade black & while oi fuli-color

pictures. Features automatic calibration m contrast, brightness and white balance.

"A major breakthrough in video digitizers for the ST.
"

Pictures can be used with PowerPrint II. Degas. Neochrome and others. Plugs into

lodge port for easy setup. Qn |y $199.95

i NOW AVAILABLE!
You and Beat Box will make awc-somc i hvrrirns together bom
waltz to rock, rap to jazz, whatever your preference. No
musical knowledge required!

Polyphonic drum machine software comes with over 35
prerecorded digitized sounds including drumbeat, cymbals, human voices, computer voices,

synthesizers, bass guitar and more.

Create your own drum and musical patterns in four voices. (They said it couldn't be

done') Combine and arrange up to 30 different patterns to create an entire rhythmic

composition' An ideal accompaniment tor musicians. Beat Box provides sou with your own
custom drummer for the price of a metronome!

Beat Box contains a public domain player program so you can share your musica]

masterpieces with friends.

No need for special equipment. Sound is played through monitor, am pi i fie 1 orsteico. Al.vo

compatible with all ST sound digitize- cartridges, including Digisound Professional

"Very impressive. Even with al! four sounds a (, playback sound quality it superb.
"

Dave Edwards

START, December 1989

"I recommend Beat Box to anyone interested in exploring the area oj dram or pattern

sequencing of sample sounds or anyone interested in exploring their musical talents.
"

Tom Tjarnberg

ST World. June 1989

Limited-Time
Special Introductory Price

Only $29.95 (List Price $39.95)

DIGITAL MUSIC PRO SYSTEM

Only $199.95

POWERPRINT II

NEW FEATURES:
• NOW SUPPORTS SPECTRUM PICTURES
• THREE POWERFUL WAYS TO PRINT '

Create picture- perfect banners, posters, wall-size bu
makes it easy, with unequuled clnrily and resolution.

Zoom option lets you blow up small portion of image. Mirroring is great for T-shirt

iron -0:1s. You can also reverse shades in printed iir.age so blacks become whites and vice- versa

— just like a photo negative. Image can In: rotated 9(1 to print up and down Or across the page.

Print 16 sluice-, (oi incredible detail. Selective shading allows you to print inulli-ooior

pictures by printing one color at a time with color ribbons.

PowerPrint II

"PowerPrint work.', perfectly. A must for your program library.
"

r. Works with Star, NEC.

Only $39.95

DIGISPEC
Get a feeling of creative power with trie ultimate in computet video digitizing. Simply capture

an image with your Color Computerb'.ye.s and color video camera foi VCR, video disk. etc.).

Then run Digtspee. Watch your picture develop into a spectacular image of up to 512 different

colors!

Low resolution brings out detail in backgrounds and laces lor highest quality image

possible. Claritv is unsurpassed Shading Icaiurc uses technique called dithering to create and
display images in up to 24,389 simulated colors!

PROFESSIONAL VIDEO SYSTEM
Only $39.95

Only $249.95

24-Hour Hotline: (216) 374-7469
Customer Service: (216) 467-5665 M-F/9 AM -3 PM EST

Call or write for FREE catalog.
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MANIACS, MISSIONS AND
REMARKABLE MACHINES

In which Andrew Reese joins a cult,

David Plotkin joins the military and
Stephen Mortimer takes Atari by the hand.

Oh nol Sexy
Sandy has been
abducted by
psychopaths and
is being held in

the sinister

Maniac Mansion.
Do you have the
stomach to save
her in the latest

RPG from
Lucasfilm?

E|,i,«{»*.! ! RJ^HI t^fii-' 'T'fitifi'f'f'1 1^5

ABHOKm

i: " vm : '-.mm

Interstellar

warriors, arise
in SSI's Star

Command! Take
the captain's
wheel and lead
your crew of

eight, recruited
and trained by
yourself, on
critical missions
through space.

MANIAC MANSION

REVIEWED BY ANDREW REESE

START GRAPHICS EDITOR

Just as there are cult movies, so too

are there cult games. One of those is

Lucasfilm Games' Maniac Mansion, a

crazy and /wmiyadventure game

filled with monsters and madness.

Maniac Mansion was the first

graphics adventure game from

Lucasfilm Games, released in several

formats in 1977, and quickly became

a hit. The game creation system used

on Zak McKracken and the Indy

Adventure Game is called SCUMM,
the Script Creation Utility for Maniac-

Mansion. It was in Maniac Mansion

that Lucasfilm's unique point-and-

click sentence builder for character

control first appeared.

But it was not until late last year

that Lucasfilm moved Maniac Man-

sion to the ST. Thankfully, they

waited until they could use a later

generation ofSCUMM to produce

higher resolution characters and

screens. The wait was worth it; if

you've seen Maniac Mansion on an

Apple or Commodore 64, you know
what I mean. It's also nice that you
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can install Maniac Mansion on a hard

disk to speed up game play.

Uniquely Lucosfilm

Like other Lucasfilm graphics

adventures, the Maniac Mansion

screen is divided into five areas. At

the top is a message line and imme-

diately below it is the Animation

Window, where all the action takes

place. Next down is the Sentence

Line, followed by Verbs and your

Inventory. To make your characters

)

do anything, you form a command

sentence by clicking on a combina-

tion of verbs, items in your inventory

and objects and creatures in the

Animation Window. Since the parser

that interprets your sentences needn't

search through every possible word

you can think of, it can handle its

limited vocabulary much more

intelligently. For example, if you

want to change a noun in your

sentence, you just have to click on

the new item and it will replace the

appropriate noun.

Maniacal Plot

It seems that Sandy, a sweet, young

cheerleader, is being held in the

basement of the strange mansion

owned by mad scientist Dr. Fred.

Also in the mansion are Nurse Edna,

Wierd Ed, Dead Cousin Ted, the

Tentacle and another critter I won't

reveal. Your task is to rescue Sandy

from this collection of wierdos by

directing a team of four teenagers,

including Dave, Sandy's boyfriend,

and two others you can choose. Each

of the teenagers has a "talent" from

playing heavy metal to typing.

The amazing and delightful thing

about Maniac Mansion is that you can

solve the game with any team of three,

but the gameplay and puzzles will be

different, depending on the make-up

of the team. Win the game one way
and you won't put it away— you'll

want to try a different team ... and

then another. The graphics are quite

good and the "cut-scenes" (inserted

animation scenes that show you what's

going on elsewhere) are very well

done. This is a game that's fun to play

with three of your friends (or kids)

hanging over your shoulder, telling

you what to try next. Just be sure that

you save the game often, as there's

no telling when one of your team

will meet an untimely demise— like

just going to the kitchen for a snack!

Liked the Game, But...

I like this kind of game, although for

all the convenience of the command
structure, I'd like to have the alterna-

tive of typing in the same words. It

would be quite a bit faster, provided

you can type reasonably well. The

Maniac Mansion

was the first graph-

ics adventure game

from Lucasfilm.

best of all possible worlds would be

for Lucasfilm and Sierra On-Line to

combine their interfaces.

Lucasfilm puts out the absolute

best hint books I've ever seen and

the one for Maniac Mansion is

superb. It gives you four ways to

cheat: color-encoded questions and

answers, a list of objects and their

uses, a map of the six floors of the

mansion and finally a scene-by-scene

explanation of one solution. You can

get as much help as you want. I have

mixed feelings about whether to

recommend that you buy the hint

book. The game is so much fun

without it, that it's a shame to take

short cuts and miss out on some of

the designers' humor.

Ifyou Ike graphics adventure games,

you'll want Maniac Mansion. Abso-

lutely. It's not only a cull classic, but

a fun way to spend (quite) a few hours.

STAR COMMAND
REVIEWED BY DAVID PLOTKIN

START CONTRIBUTING AUTHOR

Star Command is a role-playing game

where you guide a eight adventurers

around the galaxy on their missions

and battles in the far future. Game
play is fun, but hampered a bit by

cumbersome controls.

(Editor's Note: According to SSI,

some copies ofStar Command were

released with a key-type virus. Any
virus killer, such as George Woodsides

V-Killer, will remove the virus. You can

also return your disk to SSI and they

will gladly replace itfree of charge.)

Starting Out

Start out by picking your party of eight

Pilots, Marines and Soldiers. You need

at least two pilots (one to fly your

ship and one to fly the dropboat

down to planets). The other six mem-

bers should be Marines or Soldiers.

After selecting your recruits, you

must train them. As each member

completes a session, they either pass

and achieve a higher skill rating or

end up failing and doing "desk duty."

At the end, you have the option to

get rid of a poorly performing recruit

and replace him with a fresh one.

The first thing you must under-

stand is that you're poor. It quickly

becomes apparent that you can't amass

enough funds to get the equipment

you need by honest means, so you

must resort to raiding high-tech worlds

and stealing items to sell at the space

station. There's simply no choice.

Spatial Relations

The playing area consists of the

entire galaxy. There is one triangular

section which is considered relatively

safe. It's bound by three space

stations, which are used for fueling

and supplies. To one side of this

triangle is a zone almost completely

overrun by pirates of human descent,

and on the other side, an alien

insectoid race holds sway. Needless

continued on page SO
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Informer Trial Pj-> 13

The nations best source tor

Atari Hardware & Software!

Nearly 2000 ST titles in stock!

7<w 7<& Sort Puce*.

The ATARI Portfolio is in

slock and selling Fasti

We have the full line of

accessories to get you
started in a complete

Portfolio systeml
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Cyber Print

Cyber Sculpt

Cyber Sludo

Cyber Tcilure

Cyber VCR
DEGAS Elite

Dr em- Art Professional ...

DynaCADD

Easy-Teds

First CADD
Fonts and Borders

Future Design Disk

IB-Scan Pi. ?2-Pcls
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Interior Design Disk
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ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236

NO EXTRA CHARGES FOR CREDIT CARDS! -

jeel ro 20°.o re-stocknc

TERMS AND CONDITIONS
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i, Hawaii, Puerto Rico (UPS Blue Label Only). APO and FPO Canadian orders, actual shipping plus 5%. mil
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your orderl
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f Now Backup your ^

Hard Drive with:

Diamond Back
D.A.S.H

.Hard Drive Turbo Kit V

We carry a full line of

Desktop Publishing

supplies, call for info!

/r-r<nm Bin Dosk nlthe Owner- \

relations and service. We wont
yourcomplete satisfaction. We
will cheerlully help you in any
wayl Consider us your liist

source lor ATARI hardware or

against the compelrrion We
know you'll find our prices are

always drastically below the

lor 5 great years!

V ' J
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COMPUTERS
52QST .CALL

1Q40ST ..CALL

1040ST E
. CALL

Mega2 . CALL

Mega4 ..CALL

STACY 1 ..CALL

STACY 2 ..CALL

STACY 4 CALL

TT 030/2 CALL

Portfolio CALL

32k RAM Care CALL

64k RAM Caid .... CALL

128k RAM Ca;d CALL

AC Adapter CALL

PC Card Drive CALL

Parallel Interlace CALL

Serial Interlace CALL

MONITORS
SC1224 ..CALL

SM124 CALL

GAME UNITS

Lynx ..CALL

Game Cards ..CALL

'Pnietfena

ATARI

4 Laser 1399

4 PostScript 1450

KX-P1180

KX-PM91

KX-P1124

KX-P4450

STAR
NX-10OOMultiiant2 ..

NX-1 000 Rainbow

"Piitit&i siceeddonceo-

ATARI

SLM804-Toner 57

SLMB04-Dium ... 164

OLYMPiA

NP-30/80 Black 5

NP-30/80 Color 6

NP-136 Black 8

PANASONIC
1080/91-1180/91 Black... 10

1080/91-1180/91 Color... 10

1124 Black 12

1124 Color CALL

4450-Drum ....149

4450-Toner . 42

STAR

NX-1000 Rainbow 8

"i¥ond Thtvea.

ATARI

MEGAFILE30 Low Loyj!

ICD

Fa-ST 30 . 699

Fa-ST 50 "99

Fa-ST Tape Backup
.

799

Tape Cartridges
. ...35

MictO

MicrO-50 529

MicrO-65 719

MicrO-85

SUPRA

799

30 Meg 599

44MegiR(."novable) 995

45 Meg 659

60 Meg 759

FD-10 . .. .879

Competition Pro 5000

EPYX 500XJ

Gravis MouseStick

Powerplayers

Star-Cursor .. 39

WICO Bal Handle
.

.

WICO Ergostick

Z&&
(No Generic JUNK!)

3.5"

BASFSS/DD IC

BASFDS/DD ..12

BASFHD ?A

CENTECH DS/DD

(Color).... 14

MAXELL DS/CD

(Color) . ... I

1 -.

SONY DS/DD 13

SONY DS/DD Bulk

10 Pack ..10

5.25"

BASFDS/DD 9

FUJI HD ..15

GOLDSTAR DS/DD ....4

MAGMEDIA DS/DD

(Color) 15

MAXELL DS/DD .9

POLAROID DS/OD ..9

SONYHD .... 16

VERBATIM HD 16

"?K&£tc*K4.

Supra 2400 124

Supra 2400 Plus CALL

(MNP Error correction provides

blading speed!}

Zoom 2400 124

'pfofyfy Z^tif€d

ATARISF314 189

IB Drive (5.25") 209

INDUS GTS-100 179

INDUS GTS-IOOx 169

Master Dnve-3S .... 145

Sconavui

CANON Flat-Bed 1650

CANON Sheet-Fed .1059

IMG Scan .. 64

MIGRAPH Hand Scanner

(with Touch-Up) .439

"THcdC. ^(VKfaxxne.

Color Computer Eyes . .. .
178

Drive Master 32

Dust Covers

ATARI 52QST 9

ATARI SCI 7- i4

PANASONIC 109: •o

STAR NX-;: o
STAR NX-'

5

2
STAR NX-1000 9

DVT-VCR Backup 209

MIDI CABLES

5-H.D eaS
10'H.D ea9
15' HD ea 13

20' HD 116
25'HD

Mor '... Vailf 33

Mouse Master 29

Mouse Mat 7

OmniSwilc C/..L

Printer Stano 9

Repiat
-4 36

Supercharge- CALL

Spectre 3CR 218

Specie 128 124

28kRoms 129

ST Mouse 34

Tweety Boaio 41

VideoKey .. .
69

"Pttfl&l

500-White Labels

800-Rainbow Labels

500-Sheets White Paper-

Paper Pack-Brigh) Colors

We also carry a full line oi IBM

Compatibles including XT's, 286.

386sx, and 386! Call tor price

quote!

We at MicrOtyme ieel there is mor

lhan one good computer, so we

carry soltwaie tor the ST. Amiga,

and IBM Compatibles!

HOURS: M-F 9 a.m.-9 p.m. EST
SAT 9 a.m.-5 p.m.

ALL 50 STATES CALL TOLL FREE

1-800-255-5835
For Order Status or

Tech. Info, Call (513) 294-6236



FOR THE FUN OF IT

continuedfrom page 77

to say, they are hostile.

The main playing screen consists

of three sections. The first is an area

across the bottom that lists com-

mands. The second shows the status

of each person in your party, and the

last maps your environment.

The galaxy is divided into a grid 32

sectors high by 32 sectors wide. A
small white cursor represents your ship;

move it around the galaxy with the

anew keys. You must be careful, though,

because traveling from sector to sec-

tor uses fuel. If you run out, you will

eventually be rescued, but some of

your men may starve to death waiting.

Two Things Can Happen

Basically only two things can happen

in Star Command: communicating

and fighting. Your encounters with

other ships and beings are either

friendly or hostile.

Space battles are broken into

movement and firing phases. During

the movement phase, you can rotate

the ship into any direction and

position your squad around, or jump

into hyperspace if you think you're

overmatched. In the firing phase, you

can shoot ships in range and see

results. Each turn fires off multiple

shots, the exact number depending

on the weapon. One annoying thing

L^KJ-^^b

'I

Pluming i

TIGER

cub
"The music
program
for the rest

of us."

/Graphic Editing

/ Conductor Track

/One Step Editing

/Object Orient _ _

/ Loop Recording

6-

, Up i .

f'ft a- njZ*-£nj 'I-

"U
l££Tt£t/T f

Dr.Tfs

/ Smart Instr

Setups

/384PPQResolu

Solo, and Group

/ Supports Amiga IFF
220BoylstonSt.
Chestnut Hill, MA |
(617) 244-6954

about combat is that all the guns that

are targetted continue to fire even

after the target is destroyed, wasting

ammunition. Alter awhile, however, I

was able to anticipate when a target

was nearly destroyed and save my
bullets.

You can try to board the enemy

vessel, in which case the action

becomes a personal confrontation

between your six men (excluding the

pilots) and the enemy crew. Such a

confrontation can also occur ifyou

send your party down to a planet

surface. On a planet, you can retreat

from the enemy; however, on a

spaceship the combat must be

resolved. Personal combat is much
like ship combat. If talking fails, fight.

One thing the manual never men-

tioned is that pirates can surrender,

and you won't be allowed to shoot at

them if they do, even though their

surrender is not reported until the

combat is over.

Questionable Commands

The controls for Star Command arc

somewhat cumbersome. They consist

i>l single-key commands, and

question/answer interaction. Some-

times the mouse pointer will work to

make the selections. The graphics are

also relatively simple, if not crude,

but they do show you what you need

to know. The game does not work

under TOS 1.4, and pressing [Con-

trolJ-lC] breaks into it. A number of

bugs also showed up, including the

fact that the upgraded weapons

rating doesn't show up properly

when you inspect your squad. There

are also some things I never did

figure out, such as why a weapon

sometimes showed up with an

asterisk next to it.

Despite these small annoyances,

Star Command is quite playable.

Since dilferent missions show up

each lime you start a new game, it

remains a challenge, and with all the

complexities involved can absorb

you for a long time.



THE LYNX HAND-HELD GAME
SYSTEM
REVIEWED BY STEPHEN MORTIMER

START CONTRIBUTING EDITOR

The Lynx— is it a car, an animal? No,

it's Atari's revolutionary color

portable entertainment system! I was

lucky enough to purchase one of the

70,000 units .shipped to stores.

Combined with local TV ads and

features in magazines, most of these

units were sold out in a few short

weeks after their introduction in late

November. Of course, all of the hype

is justified: the games available for

the Lynx are some of the most

addicting in years and overall the

system blows Nintendo's GameBoy
out of the water.

All the hype is justified: games available for

Lynx are some of the most addicting in years.

Here it is! The Lynx, Atari's new color,

entertainment system.

Impressive Package

The Lynx is made from high-impact

plastic and features a color LCD

screen with a resolution of 160x102

pixels. Sixteen colors are available

from a palette of 4,096. The 4MHz
processor keeps the action fast paced

and custom chips handle tasks

normally done in software.

The hardware allows for an infinite

number of sprites, has a built-in scal-

ing system to create realistic scenes

as you approach or move away from

objects and has collision detection.

Internally, the joypacl and buttons

use switches with conductive rubber

contacts that provide high reliability.

Finally, the Lynx is powered by six

AA batteries or an AC powerpack.

The batteries have a life of approxi-

mately four hours of use, and the

unit shuts off automatically after a

period of inactivity.

Game cards that can hold up to

8MB of information are inserted into

a slot that is revealed when a hatch is

opened on the side of the Lynx.

Volume and screen contrast controls

are on opposite sides of the unit that

fits comfortably in the hand. Head-

phones can be connected for privacy

and the screen can be

flipped for left-handed

users.

Games Included

Included with Lynx is

California Games by

Epyx. Four events—
BMX racing, surfing,

halfpipe skateboar-

ding and footbag—
provide for a great

portable introduction to the

system without the

immediate need to

purchase additional games.

Other games that exist include a

Blue Lightning, Flectrocop and The

Gates of Zendocon.

High Quality

Atari's Lynx is a high-quality game

system. Game action is very realistic,

fast, and smooth. I have gone through

three sets of batteries and several

hours ofAC power in only two weeks

of use. Although I haven't found

another Lynx to test this, multiple units

can be connected by a ComLynx

cable to allow multiplayer games

with each player having their own
perspective on the action. The num-

ber that can be connected is con-

trolled by software. Surfing lets two

people surf together at the same time,

either helping or ramming each other.

Atari has a hit in their hands,

literally, in Lynx.

PRODUCTS MENTIONED

Maniac Mansion
$49.95, ond Maniac
Mansion Hint Book
$12.95. LucasFilm Lid., P.O.

Box 2009, San Rafael, CA
94912,1415)662-1966.

Star Command, $49.95
SSI, 675 Almanor, Sunnyvale,

CA 94086, (408] 737-

Lynx Game System
$150. Atari Corp., 1 196

Boiregas Ave., Sunnyvale, CA
94086, [408) 745-2000.

Blank Disk Battle!

i^ The Lords of Shareware now pass o

J
massive savings — prices yet unheard

Lnf in the USA! Our considerable buying
1

J
power allows us to sell:

Owners
of the

Following
Computers -

Call Now
Toil-Free for

THE LATEST,
GREATEST
SHAREWARE
AND PD CATALOGS
IN THE BUSINESS!

&mm st -mac
APPLE II -AMIGA
&T^1J §liflT-C64

Marketing, Incorporated
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A One-Armed Bandit on Your ST
BY MARK SIEGEL

Withflashing tights, buzzers, belts and

the chance to win some big money, slot

machines can be very tempting. Unfortunate-

ly, playing them can be hazardous to your bank account.

Now, with Mark SiegeVs SuperJackpot Slots, you can get

thefeel Ofplaying A winner everytime in the file JACKPOT.ARC on Side 1 of your START disk.

these one-armed

bandits on your

ST and it won't

costyou a dime.

Theprogram runs

in low resolution

only.

If

you've ever been to Las

VegaSj you've seen [hem: slot

machines, rows and rows of

slot machines. Clicking,

clacking, buzzing and ringing,

these machines can lead you to

fortune or disaster, depending on

how much you're willing to spend

and, more importantly, how much

you're willing to lose.

With SuperJackpot Slots on this

month's START disk, you can play

the slots, absolutely free and in the

privacy ofyour own home. You still

get the clinging and clanging but at

least you won't lose any money (real

money, that is).

Getting Started

To play Superjackpot Slots, boot this

month's START disk; the START

menu program runs automatically. At

the main screen, click on Rrepare,

then select "Superjackpot Slots." The

program will un-ARC directly onto

the destination disk you specify.

Make sure the files SLOT.PRG and

SLOT.DAT are in the same directory.
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SuperJackpot Slots was written in

GFA BASIC 2.0 and runs in low

resolution only.

At the Desktop, double-click on

SLOT.PRG to run the program. The

game will take a few moments to

load and then the screen will display

six one-armed bandits waiting

eagerly for your money. Click on the

small dollar bill in the upper left

corner, and an alert box will appear,

giving you the choice of gambling

with $50, $100 or $200 in computer

cash. Decide how much you can

afford, then click on any of the six

slot machines to play. There are two

25-cent machines, two $1 machines,

one 55 machine for all you high

rollers and a 5-cent machine for the

conservative gambler.

A Typical Super Jackpot Slot Machine

Let's familiarize ourselves with one of

these highly sophisticated gambling

devices before we take it for a spin.

The upper section of the slot ma-

chine displays all the possible

winning combinations of symbols

and the number of coins each pays.

As with many of the slot machines in

Las Vegas, you win the biggest

jackpot if you line up three 7s in a

row.

On each of our six machines, the

normal payoff for triple 7s is 200

coins. Of course, that's only $10 on

the nickel machine. But you're not

risking much. It's much more on the

$5 machine where those 200 coins

add up to $1,000. However, each

machine also has it's own progres-

sive "super jackpot," which can get

as high as $999,999. This jackpot gets

larger as more and more money is

put into the machine. The amount

continues to grow until some lucky

devil wins it, and then the jackpot is

reset to a lower amount.

To make things interesting, the

jackpot toggles on or off with each

coin inserted into the slot machine,

so you may not always spin with a

chance to win the larger amount. To

collect the super jackpot you must hit

three 7s while the super jackpot total

is displayed at the top of the ma-

chine. Otherwise triple 7s pay only

the normal jackpot of 200 coins.

The lower half of the slot machine

consists mainly of the three reels that

spin when the arm is pulled and then

randomly come to rest, displaying

different combinations of symbols.

These symbols vaiy from machine to

machine. Some machines have

cherries, others have grapes. Some

may have gold bars, or dice, or

neither or both. And by the way, if

you get three lemons in a row, don't

get excited. A lemon on these

continued on page 85

Super Jackpot
Slots brings all

the excitement
of Las Vegas slot

machines to

your ST. At the
opening screen,
choose the
machine you
wish to play.
Dollar amounts
range from five

cents to $5.

777H1NS 2,069.08
SO COINS

» * * 30 COINS * * * I
-3? ^? ^y SO CD n ss

* * IS COINS -.

n h 14 COINS in a
• » 10 COINS * *
AHV2 'S? 5 CO] BNV Z "i£ fl
flHV 1$ 2 COINS riiv : ; |

Amazingly
realistic, Super
Jackpot Slots'

game screen
simulates slot-

machine action
almost perfectly
— just put your
coins in and pull

the slot!
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Which
has the
greatest
speed,
elegance
and ease
of
handling?
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you debug interactivly in the interpretive

mode. Just try that with a Porsche 928.

Sure, the Porsche 928 is unique. It is

designed for the independent spirit with

high performance requirements.

GFA BASIC 3.0 is perfect for expert

and first-time programmers alike. De-

signed specifically for the computer it runs

on, GFA BASIC 3.0 enables you to easily

exploit all the special capabilities of your

Atari ST"
1

.

Sure, the Porsche 928 handles like a

dream. But just try to get a handle on one

for only $ 1 39.95. From Antic Software.

$1 39.95 gets you GFA BASIC 3.0 and the

compiler.

Quite simply, nothing in the world

can write or compile your program
faster, better, and easier than

GFA BASIC 3.0.

Of course, the Porsche 928 still looks

sexier than GFA BASIC 3.0. But we're

working on that.

2. GFA BASIC 3.0" GFA BASIC 3.0 with Compiler...$139.95

upgrade from GFA BASIC 2.0 ....$ 69.95

Return original disk

GFA BASIC, of course. *mnw********i—
fastest—BUY the fastest!

Sure, both are designed in Germany by

engineers dedicated to being the best. And
although Porsche has a truly enviable

record on the race track, only GFA BASIC
3.0'" can claim to be the fastest of its kind.

With over 300 commands and the ability to

substitute a single keyword for a screenful

of conventional code, GFA BASIC 3.0

boosts your programming speed like noth-

ing on wheels.

Once complied, you have the fastest

running program you can write without

an assembler.

Faster than C. Faster than Pascal.

Faster than Modula 2.

And naturally, faster than any other

BASIC.
Even writing code is fast, because

GFA BASIC 3.0's remarkable smart editor

instantly checks your syntax as you enter

lines.

Sure, the Porsche 928 is the epitome of

automotive elegance and timeless design.

But it can't compile your program. Not

only will GFA BASIC 3.0 compile your

program, but you'll only have to compile

it once. That's because in GFA BASIC 3.0

Drive to your favorite

software dealer, or call

1-800-234-7001 now!A
Product # I Id



Your winnings will spit out from the bottom of the machine.

continued from page 83

machines is just as good as a lemon

at a used car dealer.

On the lower right of the slot

machine is the slot for inserting

coins, and on the lower left is the

"win meter. " This meter counts out

how many coins were awarded, if

any, on the preceding spin.

You'll also notice a stack of coins

to the right of the slot machine. This

is your gambling money, thought-

fully provided by your ST. No more

then 25 coins are shown on the

screen at one time even if you have

hundreds of coins. But, as soon as

you have less then 25 coins your

stack of money will begin to shrink.

If there are no coins showing on the

screen, you don't have enough

money to play that machine, but you

may have enough to play another.

For instance, with $4 remaining

you'd have no coins to play the $5

slot machine, but you'd have 16

coins for either of the 25-cent

machines and a huge stack of 80

coins ifyou played the 5-cent slot

machine.

To switch from one slot machine

to another, click on the little yellow

button marked "E" (for exit), just to

the right of the win meter. This will

take you back to the opening screen,

where you'll notice that the top of

the machine you were just playing is

flashing. You can go back to that

machine or any one of the others just

by clicking on it. You cannot leave a

machine after you've inserted money

into it. (You wouldn't do that at Las

Vegas would you?) You'll have to

wait until after you spin.

While you're playing a slot

machine, your gambling bankroll is

displayed in green, in the upper right

of the screen. When you have less

than 25 coins, this display will turn

red to warn you of impending

poverty. Of course, if you were

actually playing the slots, you

probably wouldn't know exactly how
much money you had at all times,

unless you counted your money after

each spin. So for you purists, click on

the little yellow button marked "$" to

the left of the win-meter. Presto, your

gambling amount is no longer

shown. Click on the button once

more to restore the display.

Playing Super Jackpot Slots

Okay, enough preliminaries, let's

play. Move the mouse pointer over to

the stack of coins and click. A coin

should appear face up, in place of

the mouse pointer. Press the left

mouse button and drag the coin so it

rests just above the coin slot. Now
click the mouse again. If you did this

correctly the coin will drop into the

slot and the appropriate payline

marker will light up. If you missed

the slot, the coin will fall harmlessly

back into the metal tray that catches

coins as they come out of the

machine. It doesn't show on the

screen, but it's there, trust me.

You can bet from one to three

coins on each spin. If you play just

one coin, the slot machine will pay

offon the middle row of symbols

only. Insert a second coin, and the

top row will also pay offon a

winning combination. Wager the

maximum of three coins and all three

rows of symbols are possible win-

ners. You can't put more than three

coins in a machine at one time. After

three coins have been inserted, you

will not be able to pick up another

one from the stack.

If you've finished feeding the slot

machine, you're ready to roll. Move
the mouse pointer onto the reel ball

at the top of the arm. Now click the

mouse and pull the arm down. The

three reels will take a few spins and

then stop from left to right. If a

winning combination of symbols

comes up on a payline which is lit,

you've won. The number of coins

you've won will be displayed on the

win meter, and your winnings will

spit out from the bottom of the

machine.

If you want to play three coins at a

time, there is an alternate way to

work the machine. Click on the

button just to the left of the coin slot.

It's marked with the value of the

machine (25 cents, $1, etc). Three

coins will automatically be subtracted

from your bankroll and the reels will

spin immediately with no need to

pull down the arm. This method will

not work if you don't have enough

coins or if you've already inserted a

coin into the slot. The button will

darken to indicate this.

The game ends when you're out

of money. You can go back to the

opening screen and get more money

to lose, or you can quit the program

by clicking on the green exit sign in

the upper right of the screen. When
you end the program, the file

JACKPOT.DAT will be updated and

the next time you play SuperJackpot

Slots all the slot machines will be just

as you left them.

Program Info and Wrap-Up

SuperJackpot Slots was written in

compiled GFA BASIC 2.0. All of the

program's graphics were designed

with DEGAS Elite. Some of the sound

effects were digitized using REPLAY

4 from Microdeal. Special thanks to

2-Bit Systems Replay for helping get

those sounds into the program.

Good luck and may your super

jackpots grow forever.

Mark Siegel lives in Van Nuys,

California. This is hisfirst

programfor START.
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Mini Stalled

If
you haven't

been stranded in

Antartica for the

last six months,

you're probably

aware that the San

Francisco area

experienced a major

earthquake last Octo-

ber. 1 have been

employed for several

years as a salesman

for an ST dealer

located about 100

miles north of the

epicenter of the quake

— we were pretty

shaken up but experi-

enced no major

damage.

Well, I don't know
what seismic radiation

drifted up our way
after the earthquake

but I had five people

come into the store

the following week
with data disks that

they could not access

and for which they

had no backup. In

most cases it was

while trying (too late)

to make a backup that

they discovered that

the disk or some

particular file (always

an important one)

was no longer

readable.

After helping the

fifth person to recover

lost data, I decided to

write this article to prevent others

from ever finding themselves in this

position. While there are both

commercial and public-domain

programs that might repair your disk

exercising some basic principles of

SAVING CAN
SAVE YOU
FROM

BY MARK TAYLOR

computing storage is a much better

safeguard against that inevitable day

when a disk dies.

10 Steps to Healthier Data

Disks do die! They die because they

are old; they die

because they are

worn out; they die

because they get dirty;

they die because of

poor media (you

bought them at a flea

market for 50 cents

each); they die

because the computer

got confused or the

disk drive was out of

whack and wrote

some garbage onto

the disk. Least of all,

they die because you

had a power surge or

failure while access-

ing the disk. Remem-

ber, the question is

not if, but when.

Following are some

basic principles that

will prevent the loss

of your valuable

information:

1. Clean your drive

heads regularly. A
speck of dirt can land

on an unused track of

a disk, go unnoticed,

then transfer itself to

your drive head and

proceed to wipe out a

few disks, or rede-

posit itselfon a very

important track of

some other disk.

Head-cleaning kits

cost only about S 10

and are good for up to

30 cleanings.

Clean your heads every three to

six months if you're an average user.

Once a month is about right if you're

a daily user, ifyou work in a dusty or

smoky environment or ifyou receive

a lot of disks from non-commcrcia!
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Save your work every 20 to 30 minutes.

sources outside your control (e.g.

swapping with friends, public

domain from clubs, etc.). Anytime

you get a read-write error more than

once, the first thing to do is clean

your drive heads.

2. Saveyour work every 20 to 30
minutes, especially ifit can 't be

easily re-created. It never seems to

fail that during a period of intense

concentration, two hours and three

pages later, I forget to save and then

it happens: the system crashes!

WordPerfect has a unique feature

that lets you set a time period for an

auto-save. Most people set this for

10-15 minutes.

3- Saveyour work twice on two

separate floppies, or once to your

hard disk and once to a floppy

ivithout waiting untilyou quit back

to the Desktop. This cannot be

emphasized too much. It guarantees

that you'll have an immediate backup

to everything you do. If you have

only one drive, merely save on your

original disk, then take it out of the

drive and put in your backup and

save your file again, then put the

original disk back in.

If you have two drives or a hard

drive, save to the first one, then click

on "Save as. .

.

" and change the drive

identifier (most easily done with

Universal Item Selector or the new

Atari Rainbow TOS), make sure the

title and subdirectory (folder) are

correct and save again. I don't do

two saves every single time, but I do

it at least once an hour, or especially

if I have made many significant

changes and certainly before I quit

the program.

4. Store one recent backup of a long-

term project in a remote location.

There was a story in the local papers

a couple of years ago about a man

who had been working on his

doctoral thesis for five years and was

almost ready to submit it. His house,

unfortunately, burned to the ground,

and along with it, all of his backup

disks and a hard copy of his thesis.

The man stated he could not re-

construct it as his notes and research

files were burned also. The lesson to

be learned: keep a spare copy at the

office, at a friend or relative's house

or in a safe-deposit box.

5. Check the number of bytes at the

end oftheformatting process. If a

single-sided format does not end up

with 357,376 bytes available, or a

double-sided format with 726,016

bytes, do not use that disk. It will

give you problems sooner or later.

Try reformatting; if you still don't get

the correct number, toss the disk

because it has some bad media

sectors on it. These numbers pertain

to the standard Atari 80-track, nine-

sector format.

I have found the formatting

programs built into some software or

on public-domain disks to be unreli-

able. The only ones I use are the

Atari TOS format, or Twister (START

magazine, Summer 1987) when I

need a little extra space (400K single-

sided or 800K double-sided).

6. Watch your disk-drive light any

timeyou click on something under

the File menu. The light is there to

monitor the operation of your disk

drive. If the light doesn't come on,

you have either: a) a hardware

problem (Drive B not turned on,

cables not plugged in properly,

power supply failure or computer

malfunction); b) a human problem

(your hand slipped while clicking or

you gave the wrong drive identifier);

ore) a possible software malfunc-

tion.

7. Do not use any one disk for more

than one year— make that six

months ifyou use the disk on a daily

basis. The main reason was given at

the beginning of this article: disks do

die. If the label is getting dirty from

your thumb, it's time to remake that

disk. Use a brand new disk, format it,

then put the date in tiny letters in a

corner of the label.

When backing up the disk, do not

make a disk copy (i.e., do not drag

the A icon over the B icon). Make a

file copy by dragging the individual

files from the A window to the B

window (or your RAM-disk window

or hard-disk partition, then drag the

files back from the ram disk or hard

disk to the freshly formatted disk.)

Backing up your disk this way is

important because when you delete

a file it leaves a "hole" of unused

sectors on the disk. You then save a

file that is larger, and the file can't fit

in the first empty hole, so the

computer divides it into two or more

pieces, depending on how many
little holes there are. Once it has

filled in all the holes, it will write the

balance of the file at the end of the

disk. After months of this, the files on

the disk are all splintered and

fragmented into many pieces. The

drive time actually slows down
looking for all the pieces to a file

when loading it. Doing a Copy File

reorganizes the file sectors into

sequential order for each file, thus

restoring the integrity of the files for

greater reliability and long-term use.

8. Checkyour drive speed occasion-

ally. Most user-groups and BBSs

have a drive-speed tester in the

public domain. Get one and use it. If

your drive is running at 302 RPM or

more or at 298RPM or less, have your

nearest Atari Service Center adjust it

for you. The cost will be minimal.
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COMING NEXT MONTH!

InfoBase ST
A Fixed Field Database for

Homeor Office

Styzor's Contest
Only Fast Mouse Action Saves

You From Certain Death

Virus Killer
Preventive Medicine for Your

Flu
A Demonstration of Known
Viruses

Namedropper
At Last, a Way to Change a

Floppy's Volume Name

GETTING STARTED

Always back up your disks.

9. Check your disksfor viruses. Get a

public-domain virus checker such as

George Woodside's VKILLER from

the same sources and use it, espe-

cially if you get disks from a wide

variety of noncommercial sources.

Damaged disks are often the end

result of a malicious virus.

10. Each directory has a limit of 112

files (items). Note the number of

items at the top of your directory

window while at the Desktop. If you

save a lot of small files, you can

easily surpass the 112-file limit,

especially on a double-sided disk.

I've yet to see a program that gives a

valid error message when you try to

save the 1 13th file to a particular

directory. (A directory can either be a

folder or the "root directory," when

you're not inside a folder.) Create

some folders to store similar items

and you'll solve the problem. Each

folder can also contain 1 1 2 items so

there's really no limit to the number

of files on a disk if you're aware of

this situation.

And There You Have It

I hope the above guidelines help you

manage your files more efficiently. I

especially hope that they save you

from the devastating "aftershock" of

losing a valuable file or disk.

Mark Taylor is a salesmanfor
Software 1st of Santa Rosa and
is cofounder ofSTACE of Son-

oma County, a very active Atari

User Group.

A further development
Prospero Pascal and Fortran for GEM have long been established as standard programming environments for professional

developers using the ST. Prospero C is also gaining wide acceptance as the first ANSI conforming C compiler for the ST.

Building upon the experience that we have acquired and the feedback we have received from our users, we have launched the

Prospero Developers Toolkit for those who wish to extract the most from their ST. The features of the Toolkit are:-

Macro assembler We wrote this for in-house use because no available assembler satisfied our requirements; it is

now available to others with similar exacting requirements.

Resource editor Resource editor for creating and maintaining AES resource files.

Make facility This automates the process of compiling and linking files, and is invaluable for large

programming projects. We also include a suite of programs to generate make control files!

Command interpreter When the Atari desktop proves cumbersome this MS-DOS style command line interpreter

proves invaluable. With the command line interpreter, you can handle groups of files quickly

and efficiently, with full batch capabilities making it ideal for project maintenance.

Workbench Based upon the acclaimed workbench supplied with our compilers for the Atari, but enhanced

to allow all three compilers, plus the assembler, make facility and command line interpreter

mentioned above to be used with single key simplicity.

Utility programs Various useful tools that we at Prospero have found invaluable in our own developments.

The Prospero Developers Toolkit costs just $US 96. For further details of this or other Prospero products, phone or write to the

address below.

100 Commercial Street, Suite 306

Portland, ME 04101

Tel: (207) 874 0382

Fax: (207) 874 0942

Prospero Software
^/languages for microcomputer professionals

i April 1990



ANTIC SOFTWARE PRESENTS-

mi; CATALOG
QualityProducts YouCan Trust

CYBER TEXTURE 11

The Object Raster Master
by David Ramsden

Turn your DEGAS or NeoChrome
pictures, or CYBER PAINT anima-

tions into CAD-3D objects with

CYBER TEXTURE. Imagine a

DEGAS picture pasted around a

CAD-3D object—with CYBER
TEXTURE, you can do it! It even

includes a mobius strip! And with

CYBER CONTROL, CYBER TEX-

TURE objects can be animated for

mind-boggling f/x!

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM, a color

system, CYBER STUDIO, and a

source of low-resolution color images

compatible with DEGAS or

NeoChrome (such as CYBER
PAINT). CYBER CONTROL is

recommended for animating objects;

CYBER PAINT is recommended for

animating surfaces.

ST0263' S49.95

CYBER SCULPT"
The Advanced 3D
Modeling Tool 1 " 1

by Tom Hudson

Create the most fantasic shapes

imaginable with CYBER SCULPT
—the mouse-controlled, 3D solid-

object modeler featuring sophisti-

cated tools previously found only

on high-end workstations. CYBER
SCULPT adds push, pull, twist,

and bend tools to the basic spin

and extrude features found on

CYBER STUDIO. The possibilities

have now become endless!

CYBER SCULPT includes

cross-sectional modeling for shapes

like boat and airplane hulls, or di-

mensional topography. Varible

magnification, spline path extrude

and spin are only a few of the

many sophisticated options. More
include: object distortion; vertex

pulling; magnetic distortion;

cross-sectional model crea-

tion; complex and simple

extrude with end-

capping; 3D mirror-

ing; 3D primatives;

and 2D/3D coordi-

nate display-

Requires: J Mega-

byte RAM and

CYBER STUDIO
ST0255 $89.95 |

CYBER CONTROL"11

The CAD-3D motion

control language

by Tom Hudson

Create animations automatically in

hours that would normally take

days. Expand and enhance your

ST graphics universe with this ani-

mation scripting language that

locks into any CAD-3D 2.0 feature.

Write your own BASIC-like pro-

grams with CYBER CONTROL 1 "1

using CAD-3D as a "graphics en-

gine." Just start the program and

walk away—your ST and CYBER
CONTROL will do all the work!

Requires: CYBER STUDIO
ST0250 -$59t95- NOW $49.95

BOTH FOR ONLY $119.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001

efCard/Visa Orders Only - Alt 50 Slat

THE CATALOG of Antic Publishing,



ST Cyber Graphics

CYBER PAINT" 1 2.0

The pro animation studio

by Jim Kent

This program does it all! CYBER
PAINT 2.0 is an animation system;

a time-oriented paint program; a

"eel" (cclulloid) animation pro-

gram; and a digital optical printer.

CYBER PAINT 2.0 contains all

the standard paint tools—-box,

brush, rubber, line, fill, etc.—but

adds the dimension of time anima-

tion. Images spin and glide around

the screen like a magic carpet.

Special features include a pixel f/x

menu; palette change per frame

and cut & paste color range; and an

automatic traveling mask. All

these features make CYBER PAINT
2.0 the fastest possible way to

create professional looking

animations.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM & Color

Monitor (Upgrade from CYBER
PAINT 1-0 $25.00 plus original disk)

STQ251 $79 .95 NOW $69.95

Two frames of CYBER STUDIO animation without CYBER PAINT enhancement.

The same two frames are shown below them, after a CYBER PAINT touch-up.

CYBER PRINT
Great color prints from

an affordable printer --

DEGAS", NEOchrome', CYBER,
and even SPECTRUM 512!

by Larry Bergan

At last! Color printouts of SPEC-
TRUM 512, pictures! Fabulous,

full color, accurate, detailed,

beautiful pictures, all from the low-

cost Okimate 20 printer.

If you need color printouts,

CYBER PRINT makes the Okimate
20 the only choice. Three years of

ongoing development has pro-

duced the best printing combina-

tion available for under $5,000:

CYBER PRINT, the Okimate 20,

and your ST.

CYBER PRINT prints in three

sizes; up to 32 pictures per page.

Join individual pictures together

invisibly into montages of incred

ible detail. No matter which paint

software you use, CYBER PRINT is

the hardcopy solution!

Requires: 1 megabyte RAM, a color

system, and an Okimate 20 printer

ST0264 £49 .95 NOW $39.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE
800-234-7001

"Antic's G4D-3D"" is one of the best

programs I've seen for the Atari ST*

or anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

BYTE MAGAZINE j^-v,
f BESTS
i^ELLERji

CYBER STUDIO "

A two disk set featuring:

• CAD-3D 2.0 by Tom Hudson

CYBERMATE"11 by Mark Kimball

CYBER STUDIO is an intuitive

3D solid-modeling design system

that has no limits. Sophisticated

enough for professional artists,

advertising agencies, and design

firms—yet friendly enough for

home and personal use. Let your
creativity soar with the DEGAS""-

style color design system; graphic

lighting controls; enhanced spin,

extrude and join tools; and GDOS
output that supports laser and dot

matrix printers.

CYBERMATE is a "post pro-

duction" animation editing lan-

guage that features sound effects;

title generation and text display;

sequence looping, cuts fades and
dissolves; and color cycling

animation.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM
(Upgrade from CAD-3D 1.0 $60.00

plus original disk and $5.00 shipping

and handling)

ST0236 SS9 .95 NOW $79.95



ST Telecommunications

Practical

Multitasking for your ST
by Double Click Software

SHADOW is like having two
computers. It's a telecommunica-

tions program that runs in the

background, freeing your ST to do

other things during those long

uploads and downloads.

Change programs, resolutions,

use disk drives, press System

Reset—SHADOW survives it all

and continues your transfer,

uninterrupted.

SHADOW operates as a stand-

alone program complete with a

VT52 terminal and background

auto-dialer, or works with FLASH

to provide the easiest, most power-

ful telecommunications environ-

ment you'll ever use.

New! Version 1.1 has many
new enhancements, including a

special mode so transfer buffer

memory can be used and released,

as needed. Ideal for computers

with limited memory.
ST0259 $29.95

FLASH 1111 1.6

The most popular

ST terminal program!

by Joe CMazzese and Alan Page

Simplify your online time and
make telecommunications more
enjoyable and less expensive! If

you own a modem, you should be

using FLASH—totally program-

mable plus built-in word process-

ing; terminal emulation and bullet-

proof file transfers. FLASH is

packed with features including in-

telligent, programmable macro
("do") files; a capture buffer large

enough to record an entire online

session; and the capacity to sup-

port most major protocols.

ST0220 $29.95

\D7HI01t rJ-NLY $49,95

Complete your collection of CYBER GRAPHICS Design Disks

Create and fill your 3D graphics universe with the com-
plete library of Antic Software's design disks. From
architectural renderings to animated video cartoon char-

acters, these disks will bring vour video creations to life!

All contain a potpourri of sophisticated 3D clip art and
component parts. A real bargain at $29.95 each!

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59. 95
Architectural

Design 1111

by Barrel Anderson
Requires: CAD-3D 1,0 or CYBER
STUDIO

ST0243

INTERIOR DESIGN DISK

The Ail-Purpose Home Planner

By David Stuart

Now that you've built your

dream house with the

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
DISK, it's time to furnish it. This

is an interior decorator's dream
come true! Couches, drapes,

sinks, refrigerators, dressers, eve-

rything can be easily customized

to fit your personal needs.

Requires: CYBER STUDIO

ST0265

MORE CYBER GRAPHICS DESIGN DISKS

STKZSfi CnrloonDcsiRntm bv Me

and Andy Eddy IcHW
CYBER STUDIO; CYBER CONTROLtm

5T026] Video Tilling DcsiRnlm by Maurice MolyllBB

nnd AndvEddv (c)1°H7

Requires! CYBERSTUDIO^ VHKR CONTROUm teas.

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001
MasierCard/Visa Orders Only - All 5D Stales

Human Design 1 ' 1

by Richard Berry
Requires: CAD-3D1.0c
STUDIO

ST0242

THE M1CROBOT
DESIGN DISK 11

by Dane! Anderson

Requires: CYBERSTUDIO

ST0262



ST Finance & Productivity NEW
'VERSION'

PHA$AR
PHASAR 4.0

'"

The Professional Home
Accounting System And Register

THE REVIEWS ARE IN!

& Consumers Handbook Fail 1989

Top rating.

PHASAR the most popular home ac-

counting system has just gotten better. In-

troducing PHASAR 4.0; a completely new
release of the home accounting program
that reviewers and users consistently found

to be the easiest and most logical money
manager avilable for the Amiga. Version

4.0 incorporates dramatic new features

designed to make the program even easier

to use while giving you greater control of

your finances.

New Features

• 999 expense/income categories

500 accounts (VISA, checking, etc.)

• Up to 1500 transactions per month
• Extensive budgeting system with

Hypertext transaction look-up

• Artificial Intelligence parser

predicts input, minimizes typing

• Improved interface with mutiple

scrolling windows
•Completely re-coded to increase

transaction and processing speed

• Extensive check printing funtions

• Alarm feature for monthly bills

Othe r Features

• Create up to 200 common payees

for repetitive entries

• On-line calculator with 5-level

memory buffer
• Point-and-type spreadsheet-style

relational summary table

"Instant context-sensitive help function

Reports and Analysis

• Analyze loan/savings plans

• Clearly formatted printed reports

include: account summaries, cate-

gory summaries, net worth state-

ment, tax calculations

Sort categories in any order

• Built-in data graphing

Taxes

Tax program and report writer

• Prepares final taxes and expected

taxes at any time

Date/Address Organizer
• On-line organizer stores names,

addresses and phone n

• Integrated schedule

occasions

• Event alarm feature

PHASAR 4.0

Order No. ST0237

nbers

r stores spet

$89.95

3.0 owners can upgrade to 4.0
for only 39.95 (with return original disk)

MORE GREAT ANTIC SOFTWARE
- The professional,

i two disk set by

THE NAVIGATOKtm
automated flight plann

Scott D. Stephenson

ST0245 $49.95 (d 1987

MAPS AND LECENDStm 3.0— See the world on

a disk! By Harry Koons and David Chenette

ST0202 $34.95 (c) 1967 Harry Koons & David Chenette

DATAMAPS Irm— Boundaries of the World
Requires: MAPS AND LEGENDS 2.0, or greater

ST0227 $24.95

DATAMAPS Iltm — Rivers and Highways
by David Murray. Requires:

MAPS AND LEGENDS 2.0, or greater

ST0258 $24.95 Id 1987 David Murray

SPECTRUM 512tm — The New Standard in Paint

Programs. By Harry Koons and David Chenette

STD249 $69.95 1c) 1986 Harry Koons & David Chenette

BASE TWOtm — The next step in databases!

by Dan Matejka and Stfinlev Crane
ST0246 $59.95 (e) 1986 Dan Matejka and Slanlcy Crane

MACRO MOUSEtm — The Mouse Recorder

by Charles Johnson

STO260 $34.95 (dl 987 Charles Johnson

CAD-3Dtml.O
by Tom Hudson
ST0239 $29.95 (e) 1987 Tom Hudson

GENESIStm— the 3D Molecular Modeler
by Scott Legrand
ST0239 $79,95 (d 1987 Scott LeRrand

ANTIC GAMES SOFTWARE
STARQU AKEtm — Action Adventure in Deep Space

by Steve Crow and Bubble Bus

9TO403 $29.95 (cl 198B Stev

ALLABOARDUn
by Bay Cities Softi

STO402 S19.95 (t

Crow and Bubble Bus

a game, it's a toy!

ires:' Color monitor

Cities Software

3D BREAK-THKUim — l'oint-of-Vicw Hai
by Rhclbourne Software Requires: Color m
ST0253 839.95 Ic)1987Shelbourne5onw;

MAILORDER <=g£f| 0R_„.
To order by mail, £3^"**
complete order form and return, with

payment to The Catalog, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Payment by check, money order,

MasterCard or VISA
Payment must accompany all mail

orders. Include shipping and handling

charges with your payment.

Phone Orders - Toll-free number,

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES

Software U.S./CANADA FOREIGN

Up to $50.00 $3.00 $10.00

50.01-100.00 6.00 20.00

100.01-150.00 9.00 25.00

150.01 -over 12.00 35.00

•Please remit > ithM asterCard or ir ISA number
check or money order in U.S. func s drawn on a

bank. Wiretra -tsfers will not tie a cepted.

(800) 234-7001

ORDER FORM

STATE/COUNTY
.

PHONE NO.

QUANTITY ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EA. TOTAL

Price and availability auh|Bqt |g chanae Subtotal of all items ordered (Minimum order SJ5.00)

Method ol Dflvmenf
California residents add 6.5% sales tai

-1 :
,; Monoy order Shipping and Handling charges

Q VISA Cred.l Card N

E.piratiDn Da
Total

Mail To: The Catalog, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.
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Catalogue on Atari ST software

and hardware or Mac, IBM and
Amiga Software (please specify)

$5.00. This wil be refunded

with you" purchases.

All product approximately

5% above dealer price * shpping

IN CANADIAN FUNDS

JPK The DaskTnn Pnhlish.Br

Box 2444 HumboUt, Sask.

Canada, S0K2A0
M306)-682-3731

COMPUTE
VOUR
ROOTS
The Only Complete

Senoalogy Package For
Uarl Computer Systems

Compute your Roots4or_SHs

Shopper's Mart

THIS DECISION MAY DETERMINE THE
FUTURE OF YOUR BUSINESS !!!

HOW DO YOU REACH
OVER 60,000 START USERS
EVERY MONTH?

You don't have to be a marketing genius to know the fast, easy,

and effective way to advertise

—

Showcase your products in the new SHOPPER's MART
Featured in each issue of START.

It's simple!—Our readers are affluent, intelligent shoppers that

turn to SHOPPKR's MART for their computer product needs

THIS
COULD
BE

YOUR
AD!

2 1/8

LIMITED OFFER:
SIGN UP FOR 6 ISSUES AND RUN YOUR 7TH

AD FREE!
It couldn't be easier.. .contact your SHOPPER'S MART Sales Rep:

Denny Riley

S44 Second Street

San Francisco.CA 94107

(415) 957-0886



START CLASSIFIEDS
USED VIDEO GAMES: Atari, Colcco. In-

tellivision, Odyssey, someNintendo. Send
51.00 and SASE for listings. Sam, 5002

West Bethany Home Road, #118, Glen-

dale, AZH5301

QUALITY ST SOFTWARE ORIGINAL,
Useful, Entertainment. SASE for FREE list

or $18 for DSDD packed with programs/

files. ALBERT BAGGETTA,P.O.Box351,
Feeding Hills. MA 01030.

ELECTRONIC ACCOUNTANT FOR
SALE! Combine GEM with database/

spreadsheet power to control exprense/

income transactions. MINILEDGER $39.95

(Calif, add 6.5% tax). Mono/color/520/

1040/MEGA. RASCOM, 22128 Newkirk

Avenue, Carson, Calif. 90745.

PUBLIC DOMAIN SOFTWARE. Largest

Selection—Currently Over850 Disks. Fast

Service and Great Support. See our Full

Page Ad elsewhere in this issue. Call Toll

Free for our FREE 48 Fage Catalog ofAtari

ST Software and Accessories. Visa/Mas-

tercard/Discover Card Welcome. BRE
Software (800) 347-6760, FAX (209) 432-

2599.

SOFTWARE RENTALS. Call Toll Free

from 50states or write forFREE list. (Please

specify computer). Major credit cards

accepted. WEDGEWOOD RENTAL, 5316

Woodway Dr., Ft. Worth, TX 76133- 1-

800-433-2938

Antic Software's PI 1ASAR personal ac-

counting software version 4.0 is available!

(see our ad in this issue) 2.0 owners return

your original disk with 69.95 plus 3.50

S&h. 3.0 owners send 39-95 plus 3.50 for

s&h.. Send upgrades to our San Francisco

Corporate Address: ANTIC SOFTWARE,
544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA94107;

Attn; Customer Service. For more infor-

mation call 1-800-234-7001.

FLEXFORM BusinessTemplates forAldus

PageMaker 3.X. A library of profession-

ally designed business forms. Simply load

and print our, or customize them to your

exact needs. Available in three conven-

ient volumes (Human Resources, Inven-

tory/Stockkeeping, Operations/Admini-

stration), making it easy to obtain the

forms you need. Includes a guide to

effective business form design and use.

S49.95pervolumeplusS4.50S&H. ANTIC
SOFTWARE, 544 2nd St., San Francisco,

CA 94107. 1(800)234-7001

FOR SALE: Many used ST Games in Ex-

cellent Condition with documentation.

Also Several Original Games. .Send to: BP
PA,P.O.Box2151,Willingboro,N.J. 08046

for Catalog!

NOW THERE ARE TWO BOOKS BY
RALPH TURNER FOR THE ATARI ST!

See this issues I LI* Index Legalis displayad

for details, (located on page; 293

Can your Atari run Mac Software? If

so you need HOT SPOT. HOTSPOT is a

presentation creation package for the

Macintosh. HOTSPOT links your graph-

ics and text into stunning and informa-

tive presentations.With HOT SPOT you

create active areas of the screen called

you guessed it! HOT SPOT's! Clicking a

I IOT SPOT triggers a series ofcommands
that you specify. For more information

about HOT SPOT call 1-800-234-7001

.

GFA Basic 3-0 is now available and Antic

Software has it! Return your 2.0 ORIGI-

NAL disk with a check or money order for

$69.95 U.S. currency plus S3.50 for ship-

ping and handling. Include your name
and address. Send upgrades to our San
Francisco Corporate Address: ANTIC
SOFTWARE, 544 Second Street, San Fran-

cisco, CA 94107; Attn: Customer Service.

Formore information call 1-800-234-7001.

Music Lovers! We have music software

and hundreds of pre-programmed songs

for the ST and 8-bit. Catalog , demo-
$1.00. The MIDI Inn, PO Box 2362,

Westmont, IL 60559 APR#ST4

CONSTRUCTION ESTIMATOR 2.00:

Very easy to use, make estimates for

house, small buildings. Create quantity

and cost totals. Send$39.95 to Micheal

C O'Massey 9910 U. S. 395 North Reno,

NV 89506 ph 702-972-3659.

r~ "i

Buy SELL I RADE
START CLASSIFIEDS

544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107

Telephone (415) 957-0886

Name CorfLW

Address Phone

Cily/S tale/Zip

Mao!srCa r d.-'Visa Number ExpiratioiDate

Issuels] Ad to Appear

i is my payment foi S—
HATE: S2.00 PER WORD—twenty (20) word minimum.
BOLDFACE: Add $7.50 per line for boldface words or add $40.00 for the entire

ad set in boldface (any number of lines).

STARS: Add $10.00 for one (1) line of six (6) stars at top of ad.

TERMS: Prepayment is required. Check, Money Order. Visa
,
MasterCard, or

American Express is accepted. Make check payable fo Antic Publishing.

FORMS: Ads are subject fo publisher's approval and MUST BE TYPED. Please

underline words to be set in boldface.

GENERAL INFORMATION: Advertisers using Post Office Box numbers in their

ads must supply permanenf address and telephone numbers. Ad will appear in

the next available issue after receipt unless otherwise specified.

DEADLINE: 65 days prior to desired cover date.

Clip fhis coupon, attach to typewritten copy and send with remittance fo

address on the left.

HANDWRITTEN COPY WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED

l__ .J



Products Update

BY MARIA DHIKH. STARTJl NIOR EDITOR

Portable
Portfolios
Caseworks has created the PCpouch

for Atari's new Portfolio. PCpouch is

a carrying case designed to contain

the Portfolio, three RAM cards and

three AA batteries in a size not much
larger than the computer itself. It's

available in two types: water-resis-

tant 400 Denier nylon or Glove

leather, both with thick foam lining

and a one-year guarantee. PCpouch

nylon, $24.95; leather, $49. 95. Case-

works, Inc., 4038-B 128th Ave.,

S.E., Ste. 294, Bellevue, WA 98006,

206/643-7557.

Desktop-Publishing Basics
Now available from North Light Books i s die comprehensive desktop-publishing

manual for artists, Basic Desktop Design & Layout. The book includes expla-

nations ofbasic DTP principles and step-by-step demonstrations of procedures. A
variety of projects— from the simple to the complex— are analyzed in terms

of design specifics, to teach you how to anticipate and solve special problems

you'll be likely to face in your work. Basic Desktop Design & Layout, $27.95.

North Light Books, 1507 Dana Ave., Cincinnati, OH 45207, 513/531-2222

A first for the ST:

Maxwell's
Silhouettes

outlining
program.

Draw Uectoriip

E:\IHAGES\DEGAS\KaSTCflHD.Pn.

H
3
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Silhouette^ .
y ^

ributcd by Han^J. T.P.U
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Maxwell Silhouettes
Maxwell Computer Products has released the first outlining program for the

ST, Silhouette. Silhouette produces vector graphic files in the form ofGEM
metafiles from Degas or IMG raster files. Converting raster files to vector

graphic files lets Linotype machines produce the image at high resolution and

gives you more flexibility in modifying images— a promising accessory for

desktop publishing projects. Silhouette, $49-95 Maxwell CPU, 5007 W.
Baseline, Lafayette, CO 80026, 303/666-7754.

The Caged Bird Sings
Are you a bird watcher? If you belong record-keeping program that includes for state Ornithological Societies.

to that select Ornithological crowd,

WholeLifeSystems has designed a

software package specifically for you.

KeSTrel, The Bird Processor is a

customized database features as well

as encyclopedic information about

species and AOU spellings. It will also

compile and print Seasonal Reports

KeSTrel, The Bird Processor, $39-95.

WholeLifeSystems, Box 162,

Rehoboth, NM 87322, 505/

853-4751
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New Games
from Star
From the creators of Targhan (re-

viewed in START, March 1990), Star

Games, comes three new releases for

the ST. Clown-O-Mania is the

adventure ol Beppo the Clown, who

abandons the circus life and sets out

to discover a country full of priceless

crystal. There are 70 levels of riddles

and tasks, 3D screen construction

and soft-scrolling in all directions.

Clown-O-Mania, $34.95.

Table Tennis Simulation offers

you the chance to prove you haven't

lost that swing you had against your

Aunt Sallieon her table in the

A classic hero's
quest awaits
you in Star
Games' Rings of
Medusa.

From Electronic

Arts comes The
Promised Lands,
an accessory
disk packed full

of new worlds
for the greediest
of gods to

conquer and
rule.

Propagating Populous
Electronic Arts has augmented their popular game. Populous, with an acces-

sor)' disk. The Promised Lands. In Populous, you are a god and must per-

suade your disciples to procreate in and build up to 500 different worlds,

conquering the flock of your rival god. The Promised Lands include such hot

spots as The Wild West, Revolution Francaise, Blockland, Silly Land and The

Bit Plains. A deity's work is never done. Populous: The Promised Lands,

$14.95. Electronic Arts, 1820 Gateway Dr., San Mateo, CA 94404, 415/

571-7171.

backyard. You can train against a ball

machine or computer player before

you take on friends and neighbors

and, ultimately, on the World

Championship level. Table Tennis,

$34.95.

The classic heroic quest awaits

you in the Rings ofMedusa, in

which you play the young prince

who must conquer the evil Medusa

and restore peace and order to your

father's kingdom. Your only chance

against this hydra-headed madame is

to find the five rings and unite them

in the temple of the Athenians. There

are thirteen castles in 33 cities on

three islands and you must confront

myriad evil through it all. Rings of

Medusa, $49.95. Star Games, 708

W. Buffalo Ave., Ste. 200, Tampa,
FL 33603, 813/222-0006.

Beginning with
Dr. Ts
Now there's a professional quality

MIDI program solely for the

beginner, TIGER Cub, from Dr. T's

Music Software. Cub is an extension

of the interactive technology in

TIGER (The Interactive Graphic Edi-

tor) and Copyist. It's a professional

scoring and transcription program.

Some of the simple and intuitive

features include a twelve track tape

recorder style sequencing, full real-

time graphic editing of notes and

controllers, scoring, transcription and

printing, and instrument setups.

TIGER Cub also contains Dr. T's

exclusive MPE to load up to eight

other compatible programs. TIGER

Cub. $99. Dr. T's Music Software,

220 Boylston St., Chestnut Hill,

MA 02167, 617/244-6954.

Ifyou have a new productfor the ST,

we 'd like to hearfrom you. Please

send press re/eases and product
photos toProducts Update, START
Magazine, 544 Second Street, San

Francisco, CA 94107
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SYnChitO eTX'pR.ES'S"...
THE WORLD'S MOST POWERFUL DISK COPIER IS HERE!!

THE TOTAL
DISK BACKUP
SOLUTION!!

SYNCHRO EXPRESS IS

AVAILABLE FOR BOTH ST
AND AMIGA - PLEASE

STATE WHICH REQUIRED.

NOW YOU CAN
BACK-UP ANY DISK IN

UNDER 50 SECONDS!!

CARTRIDGE
CONNECTS TO

PARALLZL
[PRINTER)

PORT.

COMPLETE
HARDWARE/
SOFTWARE
SYSTEM

$69.99
W YES IT'S TRUE! SYNCHRO EXPRESS IS A HARDWARE/SOFTWARE SYSTEM THAT WORKS WITH "DIGITAL

IMAGE COPYING". THIS IS THE METHOD THAT COMMERCIAL DUPLICATORS ACTUALLY USE TO MAKE
THE ORIGINAL FROM THE MASTER DISK. DATA IS TRANSFERRED AS RAW DIGITAL INFORMATION.

^ LATEST CUSTOM LSI CHIP TECHNO
V By using an onboard ouatom LSI Chip. Synchro Expreaa has the power to transfer an MFH Image

of the original disk directly to your blank dtak - quickly, imply and without any uaer knowledge.
So It doein't matter what kind of Data la there or whether the disk Is "protected'' - Synchro
Expreaa will make an Identical "Clone" of your original without fuss. One external disk drive la

required*.

and fnst . No parameter* or patchea are required.

*» 100% SUCCESS? - in ou
Ezpreaa could not backu
protecting your aoftware i

W Remember thla process I* both simple

K Menu Drive Control Program couldn't be simpler!! Select Number of Tracks, and that'* itll

Don't be mislead by outrageous claims for "Kibbler" program*. This ayatem can guarantee
success by using the very Hardware/Software technique* that made the origin all I

WHY WILL SYNCHRO EXPRESS SUCCEED
WHERE OTHERS FAIL?

Wf Borne programa now have very sophisticated protection Including long tracks. Incryptlon, etc.

But remember, whatever the progremer come* up with, tbe disk then haa to be commercially
duplicated. That's where Synchro Ezpreaa beata all other* - It transfer* data at MPM/TTL
level. Just like the duplicator*.

POWER BY DESIGN
Wf Synchro Express la designed In Europe where "Digital Image Copying" la the present sensation.

Thla device, with It's custom chip, goes even further by offering a complete ayatem for under
$7011

w/ Manufactured In our European facility using the latest Surface Mount Technlquea - Synchro
Erpreia la warranted for 8 months against manufacturing delects.

HOW TO GET YOUR SYNCHRO EXPRESS
FAST.

CALL TOLL FREE - 1 - 800 - 962 - 0494 - ORDERS ONLY
WE WILL PROCESS YOUR ORDER QUICKLY AND EFFICIENTLY TO ENABLE YOU TO START RECEIVING THE BENEFITS OF YOUR
EXPRESS WITHIN DAYS. NOT WEEKS. OUR MULTI-USER XENIX BASED ORDER PROCESSING SYSTEM CONTROLS

MOMENT YOU PLACE IT RIGHT THROUGH TO DESPATCH.
ORDERS NORMALLY DESPATCHED WITHIN 48 Hrs.

931 STATE ROAD, 434 SUITE 225, ALTAMONTE SPRINGS, FLORIDA 32714
TECHNICAL/CUSTOMER SERVICE 407 - 869 - 7477

- ADD $4.00
SHIPPING/HANDLING
($10.00 CANADA/MEXICO)



ANOTHER SUPRA VALUE!
Suggested Retail

NEW LOW
PRICE!

Easy to Use

The SupraModem 2400 is 1 00% compatible with

industry-standard, intelligent "AT' commands and

all commonly used protocols (including Bell 103/

21 2A, CCITT v.22, and CCITT v.22bis). Since the

SupraModem operates asynchronously at 300,

600, 1200, and 2400 baud, you can communicate

at whatever rate you need to. All these features let

you use the SupraModem 2400 to connect with

most modems being used today.

Affordable

In addition to its low price, the SupraModem 2400

will save you money by letting you communicate at

2400 baud, thus decreasing your on-line time. The

SupraModem 2400 incorporates the advanced Intel

89024MS chip set. This design utilizes fewer parts,

assuring operation long after the one-year warranty

period.

K^H SuPra Corporation

11 33 Commercial Way / Albany, OR 97321 U.S.A.
Phone: (503)967-9075 / Fax: (503)926-9370

The SupraModem 2400 is very easy to use. It

features autoanswer and autodial {tone and pulse)

for performing phone tasks, and it has a program-

mable-volume speaker for monitoring call progress.

Storing phone numbers and user configurations is

also simple because of the modem's programmable

nonvolatile memory.

These features and others are explained thoroughly

in the comprehensive SupraModem 2400
Operator's Manual. Once you understand the

basics, the modem's quick-reference card makes
finding command descriptions and other modem
information quick and simple.

And to make it even easier to begin telecomputing,

the SupraModem 2400 comes with introductory

packages for several popular on-line services.

Also Available:

SupraModem 2400 Plus™ with MNP 2-5 & CCITT V.42

bis error correction & data compression protocols.

SupraModem 24001™ internal for IBM™ PC, AT, XT
and compatible computers (includes Mirror II™

software).

SupraModem 2400zi™ internal for Amiga' 2000.

Available at your local dealer or call

(800) 727-8772

Orders Only **&



COMBO GAMEPACKS
LIGHT FORCE

$3h

WINNERS
Thunderblade, Ledstorm Blasteroids Im. Mission $35.

ST GIANTS
Gauntlet II, Outrun, 1943 StreetFigh er $35.

THE STORY SO FAR VOL. Ml

ThunderCat, BombJack, LiveS. Let Die, Space Harrier.. $25.

MAGNUM
Batman, Afterburner, Operation Wolf, Double Dragon $38.

NEW GAMES
Fighter Bomber $35 North and South $32
F 29 Retaliator $35 Twin World $32
Austerlitz wargame $35 Turbo Outrun $32
Armada war game $35 Super Wonder Boy $30
Hard Driving $32 Batman (The Movie)$30
Future Wars S32 Chase HQ $30
The Games (Summer Edit m) $32 Ghouls'N'Ghosts $30
Iron Loard $32 The Untouchables $30
Cabal $32 Bloodwych Data 1 $20

SUPER MOUSE 280 DPI $59.95

SUPER SPECIALS

$15 Each
Jaws, High Steel, Spherical,

Leonardo, Astaroth, AARGH, Power Drone
Time Scanner, Legend of DJEL

UKMAGAZINES
ST ACTION - With Disk $8
ST USER - With Disk $8
ST FORMAT- With Disk $8
ST WORLD $5
THE ONE $5
THE GAMES MACHINE $5
ACE $5.
Yearly Subscriptions A vaiiabie:

Magazine With Disk $90
Magazine Without Disk $75.
includes all Shipping and Handling

SIDELINE SOFTWARE
840 N.W. 57th Court - Ft. Lauderdale, Florida 33309 - (305) 771-2161=^ IMPORTERS OF FINE EUROPEAN SOFTWARE

RAX (305) 772-0334



ANTIC SOFTWARE PRESENTS-

mi; CATALOG
QualityProducts YouCan Trust

CYBER TEXTURE 11

The Object Raster Master
by David Ramsden

Turn your DEGAS or NeoChrome
pictures, or CYBER PAINT anima-

tions into CAD-3D objects with

CYBER TEXTURE. Imagine a

DEGAS picture pasted around a

CAD-3D object—with CYBER
TEXTURE, you can do it! It even

includes a mobius strip! And with

CYBER CONTROL, CYBER TEX-

TURE objects can be animated for

mind-boggling f/x!

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM, a color

system, CYBER STUDIO, and a

source of low-resolution color images

compatible with DEGAS or

NeoChrome (such as CYBER
PAINT). CYBER CONTROL is

recommended for animating objects;

CYBER PAINT is recommended for

animating surfaces.

ST0263' S49.95

CYBER SCULPT"
The Advanced 3D
Modeling Tool 1 " 1

by Tom Hudson

Create the most fantasic shapes

imaginable with CYBER SCULPT
—the mouse-controlled, 3D solid-

object modeler featuring sophisti-

cated tools previously found only

on high-end workstations. CYBER
SCULPT adds push, pull, twist,

and bend tools to the basic spin

and extrude features found on

CYBER STUDIO. The possibilities

have now become endless!

CYBER SCULPT includes

cross-sectional modeling for shapes

like boat and airplane hulls, or di-

mensional topography. Varible

magnification, spline path extrude

and spin are only a few of the

many sophisticated options. More
include: object distortion; vertex

pulling; magnetic distortion;

cross-sectional model crea-

tion; complex and simple

extrude with end-

capping; 3D mirror-

ing; 3D primatives;

and 2D/3D coordi-

nate display-

Requires: J Mega-

byte RAM and

CYBER STUDIO
ST0255 $89.95 |

CYBER CONTROL"11

The CAD-3D motion

control language

by Tom Hudson

Create animations automatically in

hours that would normally take

days. Expand and enhance your

ST graphics universe with this ani-

mation scripting language that

locks into any CAD-3D 2.0 feature.

Write your own BASIC-like pro-

grams with CYBER CONTROL 1 "1

using CAD-3D as a "graphics en-

gine." Just start the program and

walk away—your ST and CYBER
CONTROL will do all the work!

Requires: CYBER STUDIO
ST0250 -$59t95- NOW $49.95

BOTH FOR ONLY $119.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001

efCard/Visa Orders Only - Alt 50 Slat

THE CATALOG of Antic Publishing,



ST Cyber Graphics

CYBER PAINT" 1 2.0

The pro animation studio

by Jim Kent

This program does it all! CYBER
PAINT 2.0 is an animation system;

a time-oriented paint program; a

"eel" (cclulloid) animation pro-

gram; and a digital optical printer.

CYBER PAINT 2.0 contains all

the standard paint tools—-box,

brush, rubber, line, fill, etc.—but

adds the dimension of time anima-

tion. Images spin and glide around

the screen like a magic carpet.

Special features include a pixel f/x

menu; palette change per frame

and cut & paste color range; and an

automatic traveling mask. All

these features make CYBER PAINT
2.0 the fastest possible way to

create professional looking

animations.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM & Color

Monitor (Upgrade from CYBER
PAINT 1-0 $25.00 plus original disk)

STQ251 $79 .95 NOW $69.95

Two frames of CYBER STUDIO animation without CYBER PAINT enhancement.

The same two frames are shown below them, after a CYBER PAINT touch-up.

CYBER PRINT
Great color prints from

an affordable printer --

DEGAS", NEOchrome', CYBER,
and even SPECTRUM 512!

by Larry Bergan

At last! Color printouts of SPEC-
TRUM 512, pictures! Fabulous,

full color, accurate, detailed,

beautiful pictures, all from the low-

cost Okimate 20 printer.

If you need color printouts,

CYBER PRINT makes the Okimate
20 the only choice. Three years of

ongoing development has pro-

duced the best printing combina-

tion available for under $5,000:

CYBER PRINT, the Okimate 20,

and your ST.

CYBER PRINT prints in three

sizes; up to 32 pictures per page.

Join individual pictures together

invisibly into montages of incred

ible detail. No matter which paint

software you use, CYBER PRINT is

the hardcopy solution!

Requires: 1 megabyte RAM, a color

system, and an Okimate 20 printer

ST0264 £49 .95 NOW $39.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL FREE
800-234-7001

"Antic's G4D-3D"" is one of the best

programs I've seen for the Atari ST*

or anything else."

—Jerry Pournelle

BYTE MAGAZINE j^-v,
f BESTS
i^ELLERji

CYBER STUDIO "

A two disk set featuring:

• CAD-3D 2.0 by Tom Hudson

CYBERMATE"11 by Mark Kimball

CYBER STUDIO is an intuitive

3D solid-modeling design system

that has no limits. Sophisticated

enough for professional artists,

advertising agencies, and design

firms—yet friendly enough for

home and personal use. Let your
creativity soar with the DEGAS""-

style color design system; graphic

lighting controls; enhanced spin,

extrude and join tools; and GDOS
output that supports laser and dot

matrix printers.

CYBERMATE is a "post pro-

duction" animation editing lan-

guage that features sound effects;

title generation and text display;

sequence looping, cuts fades and
dissolves; and color cycling

animation.

Requires: 1 Megabyte RAM
(Upgrade from CAD-3D 1.0 $60.00

plus original disk and $5.00 shipping

and handling)

ST0236 SS9 .95 NOW $79.95



ST Telecommunications

Practical

Multitasking for your ST
by Double Click Software

SHADOW is like having two
computers. It's a telecommunica-

tions program that runs in the

background, freeing your ST to do

other things during those long

uploads and downloads.

Change programs, resolutions,

use disk drives, press System

Reset—SHADOW survives it all

and continues your transfer,

uninterrupted.

SHADOW operates as a stand-

alone program complete with a

VT52 terminal and background

auto-dialer, or works with FLASH

to provide the easiest, most power-

ful telecommunications environ-

ment you'll ever use.

New! Version 1.1 has many
new enhancements, including a

special mode so transfer buffer

memory can be used and released,

as needed. Ideal for computers

with limited memory.
ST0259 $29.95

FLASH 1111 1.6

The most popular

ST terminal program!

by Joe CMazzese and Alan Page

Simplify your online time and
make telecommunications more
enjoyable and less expensive! If

you own a modem, you should be

using FLASH—totally program-

mable plus built-in word process-

ing; terminal emulation and bullet-

proof file transfers. FLASH is

packed with features including in-

telligent, programmable macro
("do") files; a capture buffer large

enough to record an entire online

session; and the capacity to sup-

port most major protocols.

ST0220 $29.95

\D7HI01t rJ-NLY $49,95

Complete your collection of CYBER GRAPHICS Design Disks

Create and fill your 3D graphics universe with the com-
plete library of Antic Software's design disks. From
architectural renderings to animated video cartoon char-

acters, these disks will bring vour video creations to life!

All contain a potpourri of sophisticated 3D clip art and
component parts. A real bargain at $29.95 each!

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59. 95
Architectural

Design 1111

by Barrel Anderson
Requires: CAD-3D 1,0 or CYBER
STUDIO

ST0243

INTERIOR DESIGN DISK

The Ail-Purpose Home Planner

By David Stuart

Now that you've built your

dream house with the

ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN
DISK, it's time to furnish it. This

is an interior decorator's dream
come true! Couches, drapes,

sinks, refrigerators, dressers, eve-

rything can be easily customized

to fit your personal needs.

Requires: CYBER STUDIO

ST0265

MORE CYBER GRAPHICS DESIGN DISKS

STKZSfi CnrloonDcsiRntm bv Me

and Andy Eddy IcHW
CYBER STUDIO; CYBER CONTROLtm

5T026] Video Tilling DcsiRnlm by Maurice MolyllBB

nnd AndvEddv (c)1°H7

Requires! CYBERSTUDIO^ VHKR CONTROUm teas.

Choose Any 3 and Pay Only $59.95

ORDER NOW
TOLL-FREE
800-234-7001
MasierCard/Visa Orders Only - All 5D Stales

Human Design 1 ' 1

by Richard Berry
Requires: CAD-3D1.0c
STUDIO

ST0242

THE M1CROBOT
DESIGN DISK 11

by Dane! Anderson

Requires: CYBERSTUDIO

ST0262



ST Finance & Productivity NEW
'VERSION'

PHA$AR
PHASAR 4.0

'"

The Professional Home
Accounting System And Register

THE REVIEWS ARE IN!

& Consumers Handbook Fail 1989

Top rating.

PHASAR the most popular home ac-

counting system has just gotten better. In-

troducing PHASAR 4.0; a completely new
release of the home accounting program
that reviewers and users consistently found

to be the easiest and most logical money
manager avilable for the Amiga. Version

4.0 incorporates dramatic new features

designed to make the program even easier

to use while giving you greater control of

your finances.

New Features

• 999 expense/income categories

500 accounts (VISA, checking, etc.)

• Up to 1500 transactions per month
• Extensive budgeting system with

Hypertext transaction look-up

• Artificial Intelligence parser

predicts input, minimizes typing

• Improved interface with mutiple

scrolling windows
•Completely re-coded to increase

transaction and processing speed

• Extensive check printing funtions

• Alarm feature for monthly bills

Othe r Features

• Create up to 200 common payees

for repetitive entries

• On-line calculator with 5-level

memory buffer
• Point-and-type spreadsheet-style

relational summary table

"Instant context-sensitive help function

Reports and Analysis

• Analyze loan/savings plans

• Clearly formatted printed reports

include: account summaries, cate-

gory summaries, net worth state-

ment, tax calculations

Sort categories in any order

• Built-in data graphing

Taxes

Tax program and report writer

• Prepares final taxes and expected

taxes at any time

Date/Address Organizer
• On-line organizer stores names,

addresses and phone n

• Integrated schedule

occasions

• Event alarm feature

PHASAR 4.0

Order No. ST0237

nbers

r stores spet

$89.95

3.0 owners can upgrade to 4.0
for only 39.95 (with return original disk)

MORE GREAT ANTIC SOFTWARE
- The professional,

i two disk set by

THE NAVIGATOKtm
automated flight plann

Scott D. Stephenson

ST0245 $49.95 (d 1987

MAPS AND LECENDStm 3.0— See the world on

a disk! By Harry Koons and David Chenette

ST0202 $34.95 (c) 1967 Harry Koons & David Chenette

DATAMAPS Irm— Boundaries of the World
Requires: MAPS AND LEGENDS 2.0, or greater

ST0227 $24.95

DATAMAPS Iltm — Rivers and Highways
by David Murray. Requires:

MAPS AND LEGENDS 2.0, or greater

ST0258 $24.95 Id 1987 David Murray

SPECTRUM 512tm — The New Standard in Paint

Programs. By Harry Koons and David Chenette

STD249 $69.95 1c) 1986 Harry Koons & David Chenette

BASE TWOtm — The next step in databases!

by Dan Matejka and Stfinlev Crane
ST0246 $59.95 (e) 1986 Dan Matejka and Slanlcy Crane

MACRO MOUSEtm — The Mouse Recorder

by Charles Johnson

STO260 $34.95 (dl 987 Charles Johnson

CAD-3Dtml.O
by Tom Hudson
ST0239 $29.95 (e) 1987 Tom Hudson

GENESIStm— the 3D Molecular Modeler
by Scott Legrand
ST0239 $79,95 (d 1987 Scott LeRrand

ANTIC GAMES SOFTWARE
STARQU AKEtm — Action Adventure in Deep Space

by Steve Crow and Bubble Bus

9TO403 $29.95 (cl 198B Stev

ALLABOARDUn
by Bay Cities Softi

STO402 S19.95 (t

Crow and Bubble Bus

a game, it's a toy!

ires:' Color monitor

Cities Software

3D BREAK-THKUim — l'oint-of-Vicw Hai
by Rhclbourne Software Requires: Color m
ST0253 839.95 Ic)1987Shelbourne5onw;

MAILORDER <=g£f| 0R_„.
To order by mail, £3^"**
complete order form and return, with

payment to The Catalog, 544 Second

Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.

Payment by check, money order,

MasterCard or VISA
Payment must accompany all mail

orders. Include shipping and handling

charges with your payment.

Phone Orders - Toll-free number,

SHIPPING AND HANDLING CHARGES

Software U.S./CANADA FOREIGN

Up to $50.00 $3.00 $10.00

50.01-100.00 6.00 20.00

100.01-150.00 9.00 25.00

150.01 -over 12.00 35.00

•Please remit > ithM asterCard or ir ISA number
check or money order in U.S. func s drawn on a

bank. Wiretra -tsfers will not tie a cepted.

(800) 234-7001

ORDER FORM

STATE/COUNTY
.

PHONE NO.

QUANTITY ITEM NO. DESCRIPTION PRICE EA. TOTAL

Price and availability auh|Bqt |g chanae Subtotal of all items ordered (Minimum order SJ5.00)

Method ol Dflvmenf
California residents add 6.5% sales tai

-1 :
,; Monoy order Shipping and Handling charges

Q VISA Cred.l Card N

E.piratiDn Da
Total

Mail To: The Catalog, 544 Second Street, San Francisco, CA 94107.


